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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, April 18, 1979
FIRE ALARM — A false fire alarm around 9:15 this 
morning at Wells Hall on the Murray State University campus
broke up the routine of classes as students,-faculty and 
administration gathered around the building. After chatting
with several people, MSU President Constantine W. Curris 
was one of the first to return to the building.
Staff Photos Itv Matt Sanders
TVA Officials Say Rate Hike
May Not Be Needed Until Fall
By MATT YANCEY
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — An
increase In electric rates the Tennessee
Valley Authority in February said was
essential to maintain its financial in-
tegrity may not be needed until
October.
TVA announced Tuesday it may be
able to again postpone for another three
months the 642 percent increase the
government utility's two directors
approved in February to go into effect
April 1.
A second three-month delay would
mean TVA will-have gone 15 months
without raising the bills of its 24:
million retail customers in seven
state&
Spokesman Lee Sheppeard said the
optimism stems from a report showing
TVA avoided buying outside power or
running its expensive oil-fired turbines
to meet last month's electricity
demands.
He said a trend begun in Jamilry and
February during which above-average
power output from TVA's dams and it&
nuclear and coal-fired plants kept
reducing generating costs continued _
through March.
"It is too early to say exactly what
effect the March results will have,"
TVA Chairman S. David Freeman said
Tuesday. "However, the continuation
of this favorable trend increases the
possibility that TVA might avoid a
general rate increase until the next
fiscal year begins, in October and we-
have to face the impact of another year7
of inflation."
TVA's last rate increase was in July
.1978. The 8 percent nike ten was ap-
proved by Freeman and his
predecessor as chairman, Aubrey
Wagner, two months earlier.
Freeman and Richard M. Freeman,
who succeeded Wagner, have since set
a goal cif keeping TVA's rate increases
equal to or slightly below the rate of
inflation.
Supreme Court Votes 6 To 3
The two Freemans, who are not
related, approved the 61s2 percent hike
—after the agency's power officials said -
the money was needed to eliminate a
potential $59 million deficit in fiscal
1979. 
. .
The higher rates would have raised
$100 million in revenues. The balance of
$41 million was to be reinvested in the
power sytem in order to meet bond
rating services' requirements, officials
said. The average residential
customer's bill would have jumped
$2.01 to about $33 per 1,000 kilowatt-
hours.
TVA, however, had such good results
with its power system in January and
February that the projected deficit was
erased in the two months and a cash
margin of $22-million was left over.
,Last month, officials said a rate in-
crease could be avoided in July if the
trend continued.
Sheppeard said heavy rains last
See TVA
Page 14-A, Column 7
Planners Delay Action
On 16th Street Rezoning
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
A vote on a request from Dan Miller
to rezone a tract of land located off of
South 16th Street *the Loch Lomond
area from R-2 to R-4 was postponed by
members of the Murray Planning
Commission Tuesday night until a
special called meeting of the com-
mission set for Tuesday, April 24.
R-2 zoning limits construction to
single family dwellings, and R-4 calls,
for multi-family dwellings. The 2.65-
acre tract that Miller wishel 'rezoned
adjoins a 5.6-acre tract that is already
zoned R-4.
The public hearing for this request
was held at Tuesday night's meeting,
while the public hearing on a
preliminary plat for a residential
planned development project proposed
by Miller for the tract,in question was
continued until next week.
The bearing on the prelimipary plat,
however, is contingent upoti the ap-
proval of the rezoning request, ac-
cording to City Attorney Bill Phillips.
Several citizens whose property is
located near the land owned by Miller
attended the meeting to protest the
rezoning request.
George T., Lilly, 500 S. 16th, told the
commission that this land had been
.zoned approximately 12 years ago and
that if it were now rezoned, it would
show that "the commitment of the city
cannot stand the test of time."'
Other citizens who requested that the
commission retain the original zoning
designation were Pauline Wainscott of
401 S. 16th, Mar* Armbruster of 405 S.
16th, Euin Dick of 300 S. 15th, and Floyd
H. Krewson of 311 S. 16th. Several of
these property owners told the com-
missioners that they, felt the value of
their property would be decreased if
Miller were permitted to erect an
apartment complex on the land.
In pointing out reasons for his
request, Miller stated that the ditch on
the property, where the zoning
changes, was an arbitrary line chosen
when the land was fiest zoned. He also
said that the back portion of the lot
cannot be developed as R-2. Further,
Miller claimed that rental property was
in the area of his land.
In othel action, the comnifiiiiii give
final approval to the Land Use Plan.
The land use figures were compiled
during a study that will be submitted to
the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development as part of the
city's 701 Planning Study.
City Planner Steve Zea reported to
the commission on the status of the
Community Development Project,
which recently received funding from
HUD. The grant awarded to the city, in
the amount of $996,910, will be used for
Improvements in the Douglas com-
munity.
Zea said that he is in the process of
completing the final application, which
must be in by June 30. Funds should be
forthcoming by Aug. 30.
The grant, in conjunction with the
Small Cities Community Develepment
Block Grant Program, is a single year
comprehensive grant for a two-year
period. The city will receive $500,080
this year and $496,910 next year.
Included in the grant are funds for the
rehabilitation of housing and im-
provements of water lines, curbs,
gutters, sidewalks and streets, as well
as the screening of the industrial
portion of the community, the Tappan
Company, from the residential portion
cf the community.
Zea, who said he was glad that
Nurrayans were "getting some federal
tax dollars for use here," told the
commission that he thought the 'grant




Twenty-eight students from four
schools in Calloway County are busy
preparing for the Spring Special
Olympics scheduled for Friday, April
27, at Roy Stewart Stadium on the
campus of Murray State University. •
The annual event, designed to bring the
joy of athletic competition achievement
to mentally retarded children is co-
sponsored by the Western Kentucky
Regional Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Board Inc. and Murray
State University.
. Activities are scheduled to begin at 9
a.m. and will feature many track and
field events including the high jump,
broad jump, softball throw, and a
variety of distance running events.
Participants compete at their own level
of ability in each event throughout the
day.
According to Kim Goheen, director of
the 1979 Spring Meet, and Gayle
Wadlington, Region fine Special
Olympics coordinator, more than 250
children from six 'counties in west
Residents Of Wickliffe
Remain On High Ground
WICKLIFFE, Ky. (AP) — Residents
who have left a low-lying three-block
section of Wickliffe remain on high
ground waiting for the Mississippi
River to crest, and then recede.
Ballard County ShOfiff Bob Taylor
said it appeared that the river, which
flooded the area for the second time in a
month and the fifth time since 1973, was
still rising slightly on Tuesday.
But Taylor said the water would have
News Media Suffers Major Legal Defeat
By RICHARD CARELLI
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme
Court, voting 6 to 3, ruled today that
public figures suing for libel may
inquire into a journalist's "state ci
mind" and the editorial process behind
the allegedly libelous statement.
Handing the news media a major
legal defeat, the justices ruled that
reporters and editors enjoy no con-
stitutional protection from having to
answer such questions in libel cases.
today's index









Deaths & Funerals, 14-A
Dr. Lamb 2-A
Horoscope 2-A
Local Scene 2-A, 3-A




Clear to partly cloudy tonight.
low in the low 50s. Increasing
cloudiness with a chance of
showers Thursday. Highs in the
mid to upper 704.
Extended Forecast
Kentucky's. extended weather
outlook for Friday through
Sunday calls for unseasonably
warm temperatures Friday with
a chance 'of showers in the west,
"We have concluded that the (2nd
U.S. Circuit) Court of Appeals
misconstrued the First and 14th
amendments and accordingly reverse
its judgment," Justice Byron R. White
wrote for the court.
The decision is a big victory for
former Army Lt. Col. Anthony Herbert,
who is suing CBS and others in a $44.7
million libel action.
The decision means lawyers for
Herbert wiltbe able to ask at least some
of the questions they previously were
barred from asking in pre-trial
proceedings.
"According an absolute privilege to
the editorial process of a media
defendant in a libel case is not required,
authorized or presaged by our prior
cases," White wrote.,
He said that to give journalists such
an absolute privilege "would sub-
stantially enhance the burden of
proving actual malice, contrary? to the
expectations of (past libel . rulings)."
Jack Landau, director of the
Reporters Committee for Freedom of
the Press, said the decision was "a
major defeat for the First Amend-
ment." Taken with other recent court
rulings, he said, the decision means
"the. press will soon have lost the last
constitutional shred of its editorial
privacy and independence from the
government." .
The American Newspaper Publishers
Association, a party to the Herbert
ease, said 'only that it was "disap-
pointed" .in the decision.
Under a landmark 1964 Supreme
Court decision, public officials and
public figlires who sue for libel must
prove "actual malice" — knowledge
that a statement was false or reckless
disregard for whether it was false.
If questions probing into the editorial
process are allowed — such as."WhY
did you use this quote instead of
another?" or "Didn't you and your
editors suspect that your source was
lying?" malice might be
easier to prove in future libel suits.
White was joined in the majority
opinion by Chief Justice Warren E.
Burger and Justices Harry A. Black-
mun, Lewis F. Powell Jr., William
Rehnquist and John Paul Stevens.
Three justices, William J. Brennan
Jr., Thurgood Marshall and Potter
Stewart, filed separate dissenting
opinions but only Marshall voted to give
the news media a total victory.
"Because I believe some constraine
on pretrial discovery are essential to
ensure the 'uninhibited and robdst
debate on public issues which the
court's 1964 ruling) contemplated, I
respectfully dissent," Marshall said
Brennan wanted the court to shield
journalists from "state of mind'
questions -in certain instances but
added: "This privilege must yield if a
public figure plaintiff is able to
demonstrate to the ... satisfaction of a
trial judge that the libel in question
constitutes defamatory falsehood."
Stewart voted to send the case back to
the federal trial court for rulings on
each individual question Herbert's
to rise substantially to force more
evacuations.
A crest was predicted today at Cairo,
where the Mississippi and Ohio meet,
according to the Army Corps of
Engineers.
J.T. Mitchell, chief of the engineering
division of the Corps' Reservoir Control
Center at Cincinnati, said that will not
mean flooding is over for the spring.,
"There's still a lot of water to come
down," he said.
Residents have moved out of about 20
houses — some taking refuge in a
nearby church and others with friends
and relatives — and a dozen or more
mobile homes have been moved to
higher ground.
Taylor said motorists could detour
around a section of U.S. 51 between
Wickliffe and Bardwell, to the south in
Carlisle County, that was blocked by
high miter.
But he said water was also "right at
Lando's investigation of Herbert's the edge" of U.S. 51 to the north, bet-
experiences led to a Feb., 4, 1W73, ween Wickliffe and Cairo, Ill.
segment on "60 Minutes" called "The "If it gets much higher it could close
Selling of, Colonel Herbert." it and that's a major route. There's no
In it, the truth of Herbert's charges way to detour around it," he said.
was called into question. Lando also The Carlisle County sheriff's office
wrote an article for the Atlantic said that county was experiencing no
Monthly magazine about his findings, flood problems so far.
Herbert's suit charged that the
program and article "falsely and
maliciously" depicted him as a liar and
injured his reputation.
Herbert's lawyers questioned Lando
on 26 occasions and asked a host of
questions. Lando answered many of
them, but refused to respond to those
dealing with the editorial process —
how he decided what to include and
exclude from the telecast.
A federal trial judge ruled that Lando
had to answer the questions, but the 2nd
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals rulecIthat
journalists must always be free from
questions that might inhibit their
constitutional rights under' the free-
press. provisions of the First Amend-
ment.
The circuit court said that "faced
lawyers sought to ask. 
,with the possibility of such an
inquisition ... the tendency (among
journalists) would be to follow the safe
The test case decided today stemmed -course of avoiding co
ntention and
from Herbert's 1973 lawsuit against . controversy — the 'antithesis 
of the
CBS, the network's "00 Minutes" news values fostered by the 
First Amend-
magazine program, correspondent •xment.i"
Mike Wallace, producer Barry Landc Today's decision reversed the 
cirrwt
and the Atlantic Mouthly. 
court s ruling.
Herbert, who was stripped of a
battalion command, gained national
prominence in 1971 when he formally
charged his superior officers with
covering up war crimes in South
Vietnam.
Kentucky will participate. The
program is designed to encourage
mentally retarded and other
developmentally disabled children to
build their bodies through physical
activity and find the joy of. winning
through personal effort.
. Athletes who win the various meets at
the Murray State event will have the
opportunity to compete in June at the
state Special Olympic games to be held
at Morehead State University. Winners
from that event will be able to go on to
the International Games slated for
Brockport, New York, in early August.
Students participating from Calloway
County are from the following Schools:
Murray Middle School, coached by
Charlene Lamar; Southwest
Elementary, coached by Diana Jones;
North Elementary, coached by Mona
Grant; and Southwest Multi-
Handicapped, coached by Mary Wyatt
and Susan Stringham. .
Admission to the games is free, and
the public is encouraged to attend and




Dr. Glifford Blyton, director of the
Kentucky High School Speech League,
notified the speech teams of Calloway
County High School and Murray High
School Tuesday that mistakes had been
made in compiling the points of the top
five schools at the 59th annual Ken-
tucky State Speech Tournament held in
Lexington April 6-7.
A recount was conducted to clarify
the confusion' surrounding the top three
sweepstakes awards given at the
tournament.
After completing the point recount,
the names of the top five teams and
their points were released by Blyton.
First place with 144 points went to
Union County; second place went to
Louisville Atherton with 132 points;
Calloway County claimed third with 122
points; Jessamine County was fourth
with 121 points; and Murray High was
fifth with 118 points.
Prior to the recount, Union County
had been named as first with 127 points,
Murray High as second with 123 points,
and Calloway County as third with 126
points.
Approximately 850 students from 101
schools participated in the event.
Calloway County had won the state
championship for the past two years.
1
• HONOR SOCIETY OFFICERS — Murrayins who have been elected as of-
ficers of the, Murray State University chapter of Beta Gamma Sigma, a
national scholastic honor society in business and administration, are Tar--
pley Brooks Jones, president, left, and Larry Glen 'vans, vice-president
right.
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Verses' Collection Written
By Local Woman Published
The Rev Henry McKenzie,
pastor emeritus of the Murray
Presbyterian Church, has
recently had published a book
under the title "Threefold
Nature in Verse," written by
Dorothy B. McKenzie
his wife, Dorothy Burke
McKenzie. The volume in-
cludes a collection of some of
the verses written in response
to events and scenes met
during their more than fifty
years together in the ministry.
Mrs. McKenzie has
designated three groups of
verses, Divine Nature, cosmic
nature and human nature, as
expressions of the various
exemplifications of nature in
our everyday world.
Feeling that Divine Nature
is present not only in worship
as revelation and mysticism,
but also that it implies moral
accountability, the theme of
God's plan for each living
creature constantly emerges.
Poetic pictures of the beauty
of nature from observation
and appreciation ci the world
around about us form the
volume's second section. The
sky above and the earth
beneath„rivers, trees, flowers
- all parts of cosmic creation,
with its changing seasons, are
emphasized.
Much humorous verse is
included in the human nature
grouping, some of which the
author calls her Silly Scrib-
bles. Many facets and traits of
human personalities, as well
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR THURSDAY. APRIL 19,
1979 '
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) TA
Be more self-effacing than
you'd prefer for your best
career success. Evening hours
favor getting in touch with
friends. Exchange ideas.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20) e4-01'
Hidden factors may affect
travel, plans. Be careful of
false promises and
. exaggeration on the part of
another, but career gains
possible.
GEMINI -
My 11 to Jurie-20-1 1111110:-
A winning smile abets
career efforts, but avoid
carelessness or thoughtless
expenditures. Later, keep in
touch with friends, especially
those afar.
„ CANCER
June 21 to July 221 48.(C)
There may be some friction
with partners re career. Show
others how your efforts will
benefit them. Discuss plans.
LEO n
f July 23 to Aug. 22)
Travel plans may conflict
with work duties. Try not to
goof off on the job. Go along
with the ideas of a mate or
close ally.
VIRGO nal t5s
'Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 fit, T.
Romantic plans are suc-
cessful, up to a point. Resist
efforts of friends to extend the
party to the wee small-hours.
Know your limits.
LIBRA 
r"'C!Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Don't take things for
granted or a career matter. A
close ally may be slow to be
appreciative, but be patient -
later, you'll have good times.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 211
A partner or close ally may
be the only one who un-
derstands your present
situation. Others are liable to
find fault. Unfinished work
could be done at home.
t 
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 )
Watch out for exorbitant
price tags and carelessness




(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
A kind word is preferred
over an ego display. Don't go
overboard about a relation-
ship. Be on the lookout for
household bargains.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) -
--Don't blame others at home
if you aren't using leisure time
constructively. Find your
corner space, then act on your
creative ideas.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
A social occasion , has
romantic overtones. Don't,
however, turn off new
- acquaintances with too much
talk about yourself.
YOU BORN TODAY are
more suited for business than
the typical Arien. You need
action and are attracted to
fields where there's plenty of
excitement. Television,
publishing, selling, travel, and
the theater provide a suitable
outlet for your inventive and
versatile nature. At times
temperamental, your
emotions can get the best of
you and interfere with your
best success. Other fields
which may interest you in-
clude law, medicine, music,
literature and reform
movements. Interested in the
problems of the underdog,
you'd like to do something to
better their lot.
•  Wm,.
ow • • ••
.00••••iiiiihi':•••10•00
tonite's movies













as special events are lightly
portrayed. The threefold
aspects of nature are
dependent and in-
terdependent.
Through the years, several
of the poems have appeared in
various publications. During
their more than eighteen
years' residence in Murray,
Mrs. McKenzie has been very
active in church, social and
fraternal organizations. in our
community.
The Rev. Mr.. McKenzie
reports he has volumes far
sale at $5.00 each.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Mary Puckett of
Hardin has been a patient at





was George Bohannon of
Kirksey.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Amanda Barnett of Murray
Route 8 was dismissed March
28 from the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.





Mr. and Mrs. Sam Puckett of Dexter announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Cathy, to Greg Duncan, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Duncan of
Almo Route 1.
The wedding will be solemmzed_ on Friday -June 22, at 7
p.m. at the -Dexter Church.. of CiVig.. WAIL John Hicks of-
ficiating.
All friends and relatives are Avited to attend the wedding.
Only out of town invitations will be sent.
Has Special Meaning For Residents
In Sweden As Spanking Prohibited
By Hugh A. Mulligan
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK ( AP - In
Sweden, in this the Year of the
Child, the hand that rocks the
cradle and makes the peanut
butter sandwiches had better
keep her hands to herself.
If mama paddles the
posteriof of little Ingmar for
for playing with matches
again, she'll ihriek for her
lawyer like Jenny Lind hitting -
a high note.
Children's Lib has scored a
great victory in the legendary
land of the Goths and the
Wends, the Svears, the
Vikings and the Volvo.
By a vote of 259-6, the
leaving footprints in the Rikstag, the Swedish
smorgasbord or'settiligKrtte-Parliament, hat fArstecra taw--
the cat, he'll scream for the that starting July 1 parents
coppers, If .Popa slaps the may not strike their children
wrial- .Me- tittle Match girl• - -or- treat them in Ant.•
• •
• 'Deck
By Abigail Van Buren
Can She Crack
A-Sports Nut?
DEAR ABBY: Our daughter. Amy, is engaged to'a fellow
who is a sports nut. Jerry follows baseball, basketball, foot
ball, hockey - any sport. He's an authority. He know-s the
names and numbers of all the players, how mil-eh they earn,
who_was..towded for whom, etc. Jerry woulti•sit and watch,
TV replays and live games all day if he could. And when he's
not watching sports, he's reading about it or talking about it. ..,I worry that after they're married hell make a poor husbandand worse father because all he seems to live for, is sports.I've tried to warn Amy, but she doesn't listen.
Am:, doesn't enjoy sports as much as Jerry. but goes
along with it just to please him.
Jerry is a nier rOotigh fellow-otherwise, but being sports •crazy, what would you say their chances are for a successfulmarriage?
AMY'S POP
DEAR POP: 1% ho knows? In spite of Jerry's preoccupa•tion with sports and Amy's lack of enthusiasm for it, theycould have a great marriage. You sound like a well-intentioned father who's running interference for his littlegirl who might well be able to call her own signals. Back off,Dad.
DEAR ABBY: My father's English is so poor it's emharrassing. He says, "He clOn't,- "They was,- "There. ain't no:etc.
Although I'm only 14. I think it is never too late for a person to learn, and my father could learn if he wanted to. lies35 and was born in this country, but sometimes he talks likea foreigner. - 
Sometimes 1 torrect* him in front of people because if iwaited and corrected him later, he'd claim he never sal(:what I said he said, and then we'd have a fight.
Don't you think adults should take criticism with a sin,and appreciate it even though it's from a 14-year old?
, LENNY IN THE FilIONX
DEAR LENNY: It's hriliating to be corrected in the
940 presence of' others. You; intentions may be good, but yourtiming is bad.
7:15:
retrn
641 N CPntr al lir IleRRICAIVE-
Eg=6
64i N entra: .17
mem is orilyone sc* Place
in each otherSarin.s
Jon Voight • Faye Dunaway
 1. NE CHAMP
DEAR ABBY: I wish to say a few words in defense ofnewspaper carriers who distribute Christmas cards. Some.people seem to think the cards are a hint for a tip.
I have three children whoophave had paper routes
several years. At first, they put the paper on the porcYevery subscriber, but found that fewer thin 10 pert S..tipped for the extra service, so now they porch only t
elderly and the tippers.
GRF.E1.EY,Coi,.)
(WAR GREELEY: Most newspapers ask their carrierboys to "porch" delivered papers as a matter of course, not
)9:30 i as "extra service." To expect tips for such routine service isout ol line.
•••••••• •;IIII:i•••••••0••• •...
•••
Wedding bells in your future? Whether your lifestyle is
bridal gown or blur jeans, Abby lays it all out for you in her
booklet, -How to Have Lovely Wedding." Send SI and a
long, stamped 128 cents) self add r d envelope to Abby
132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif 90212.
humiliating way.
Spanking is against the law,
even a whack or a slap. So,
too, is sending little Birgit to
bed without supper, dusting
the rompers of darling Dag,
cutting off Olaf's TV rights,
confining Pia to her bedroom
and similar humiliations
against inipending posterity.
Morn and Dad could wind up
in family court by Way Of the
police station for opening little




penalties for parents caught
red-handed assaulting the
sensibilities of the new un-
touchable generation, but
complaints will be handled by
police and social workers with
referrals to family court.
Parents better keep a civil
tongue in their heads while
'Junior is out plowing up the
petunia bed with his 10-speed
bike and Gerta is spiking the
blue cheese dressing with
• mariajuana or they'll wind up
on the business side of s
subpoena or at best the sharp
side of a social W,r-ker's
tongue.
Apparently the gloomy
Goths, who already have the
most permissive society and
the highest suicide rate in
Europe, are willing to
sacrifice the sanity of this
generation of parents to bring
sweetness and light too future
pedagogical paradise.
Aqua vitae sales should soar.
Those who devised the
antispanking ban look upon it
as a law that will change at-
titudes about child raising and
heighten public consciousness
to the innate- right, of the
child.
Toward this end, the
Ministry of Justice is planning
a big public relations cam-
paign that will include
videotapes for children, in-
forming them of their legal
rights, and brochures for
parents detailing their
obligations, with chapter
heading like: "Can You Bring
Up a Child Without Slapping
Him?" and -Of Course You-,
Have the Right as a Parratto
Get Angry and Show It."
The latter chapter is still on
the drawing board so there is
speculation in the streets and
abandoned woodsheds of
Stockholni on just how far a
parent can gp in showing
anger without running afoul of
the law. Maybecutting off fi
kid's legal allowance or bad-
mouthing him in front of his -
mouthpiece. Refusing to talk
to him is out, however, even if
what you say may be held
against you.
ALPHA ZETA -
Ed Hobbs of Murray has
been elected as secretary of
Alpha Zeta at Murray State
University. Teri Rice of
murray is a tiew member of
the organization.
LII), HEALTH
DEAR DR. LAMB - Will
you please help me' I've
been told by a very good
doctor that I have migraine
headaches. They are very
painful and long lasting. I
cannot stand and I get very
dizzy and ill. I have to stay in
bed for a day or more at a
time. I'm not on any medica-
tion except aspirin now and
then. I'm in my mid-30s and
keep house. I have one child,
7 years old, and am a profes-
sional person working - 40
hours a week. These head-
aches are ruining my life.
My doctor does , not say
much except to relax and
tive a quiet life.
DEAR READER - I'll
have to depend on your
statement that you do have
migraine headaches. The
typical migraine is associ-
ated with the headaches
along the side of the head
and often involving the eye.
They can either be on one or
both sides of the head. Often
there are preceding symp-
toms that warn a person one
is starting. Being sick at
your stomach and having
digestive complaints are a
common part of the prob-
lem.
They can be mild or
severe. The location of the
pain may vary enormously.
That's why a doctor has to
listen very carefully to the
history and the course of
events before he can decide
definitely that a headache




changes in circulation to the
brain and head region -
sometimes from overdisten-
sion of arteries and appar-




Baby Girl Miller (Sharon
Rt. 7 Bx. 56, Mayfield, Baby
Girl Lewis (Donna), Rt. 1,
Farmington, Baby Girl
Bomar (Janet), Rt. 1, Box
158A, Cottage Grove, Tenn.,
Baby Boy Dowdy (Tina),
Murray Manor Apts., Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Millie Ward, 1608
College Farm Rd., Murray,
Mrs. Genetft Fittr18,--Itt. 4 Bx
560. Murray, Mrs, Debra A.
Allbritten, Bx. 23, Puryear:-
Tenn., Mrs. Rita R. Cavitt,
Fox Meadows, Murray, Mrs.
Wanda A. Garland, Rt. 9 Bx.
205, Benton, Taz J. Cole, 311 E.
12th, Benton, Shannon Page,
1615 Magnolia, Murray, Mrs.
Millie McCoy, Rt. 5, Benton,
Mrs. Georgia L Adams, Rt. 2
Bx. 134, Murray, Peggy
Aldridge, 1012 Reynolds,
Paris, Tenn., Rupert C. Pitt-
man, CR Box. 33 New Con-
cord, Mrs. Stella Pritchett,
Dexter, Mrs. Euroll T.
Andrus, 1721 Keenland,
Murray, Mrs. Cora S.
Jackson, Bx. 83, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Vera S. Arnett
(expired), Rt. 2 Bx. 16,
Murray, Mrs. Lucille I,. Smith





Mrs. Donna J. Lewis and
Baby GC, Rt. 1 Farmington,
Mrs. Connie L. Shupe and
Baby Boy, 107 Erwin Dr.,
Mayfield, Mrs.' Vicki Mahan
and Baby Girl, Rt. 8 Bx. .57A,
Murray, Mrs. Angie D.
Marine, Rt. 1, Bx. 11l,
Murray, Mrs. Shirley An.
Cobb, Rt. I Big Rock, Tenn.,
Mrs. Jerlene L. Miller, Bx.
141, Hazel, Mrs. Stella Har-
mon, 1713 Melrose, Murray,
James R. Wells, 1204 Main,
Murray, Mrs. Iva L. Knight,
213 S. 11th, Murray, John R.
Thompson, Rt. 1, Cottage
Grove, Tenn., Christopher S.
Compton, 1709 Plainview,
Murray, Jo Ann Meyer, White
Hall, Murray, Mrs. Evelyn K.
Dixon, Rt. 7 Bx. 628, Murray,
Mrs. Marilyn Hassell, 210 Old
Hickory' Blvd., Nashville,
Tenn., Mrs. Lula J. Farmer,
406 S. 14th, Murray, Mrs.
Lillian Davis, 1515 Sycamore,
Murray, Noble Simnions,
Hazel Mrs: Hayr:us Fair,
1607B Dodson, Murray, Mrs.
Lora L. Lyles, Rt. 1, Bit: 68,
Hardin, Mrs. Macie A. Taylor,
RS. 2 Dover, Tenn., Mrs. Rosa
0. Clayton.. Rt. 2 Bx. 327,
Paducah, • Mrs, Ruthie L.
Gregory, 311 Chestnut,
Murray, Virgil F. Nanney,
1311 Sycartibre, Murray,
William E. Green, 906 Vine;
Murray. Mrs. Eva J.' Provine,
206 S. 9th, Murray, Bertha
Younger, 514 .'N. Brewer,
Paris, Tenn., VictonF. Copp,
Rt. 6 Bx. 51, Murray, Luther-
G. McClain, Palmersville,,
Tenn., D.Y. Dunn, 1005
Fairlane, Murray.
Most common complaint
Lawrence E Lamb. M.D.
because of'excessive con-
striction of the arteries pre-
ceding the headache.
The changes in artery size
is the basis for the use of
ergotamine tartrate. This
medication acts on the arter-
ies mod is often specific for
relieving the headache at its
onset. For this reason it is
sometimes used to establish
a diagnosis of migraine
headache.
AspirirLdoes work in some
mild cases and at the very
onset coffee will sometimes
relieve the headache. There
are a number OT other medi-
cines that have been used
successfully in treating mi-
graine headaches in recent
years. Some of these can
only be used temporarily but
can be used even to prevent
the occurence of headaches.
If you continue to have
problems, may I suggest
that you ask your doctor to
refer you to a neurologist.
After evaluation of your
case he may decide that you
should use one of the newer
medicines either to prevent
headaches or to control
thase that occur.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 2-9,
Headache: Man's Most
Common Complaint. It will
give you a general apprecia-
tion of the problems of head-
aches and what causes them
as well as some specific
information on migraine
headaches. Other readers
who want this issue can send
50 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed en-
velope for it. Send your
request to me in care of this
newspirper, P.O. Box t551,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
Relaxation is important in
preventing migraine head-
aches. It's important for
people who have these prob-
lems to understand what
causes them in terms of
their regular life style. Usu-
ally the people that have
migraine headaches are per-
fectionists. They work extra
hard at trying to please.
They set standards too high
for themselves and they pay
the price with a headache.
Learning to understand your
own emotional dynamics
sometimes helps you avoid
these kinds o( pitfalls.
GARDEN DEPARTMENT CARD PARTY-Top winners at
the annual card party held March 28 by the Garden Depar-
tment of the Murray Woman's Club were, top photo, left to
right. Joyce Thomas, bridge: Nelle Eaton, canasta; and
Kitty Freeman, door prize. Other bridge winners were Leone
Travis, Mimi Jordan, June Carlson, Dorothy Overby, Ada
Roberts, Doris Rose, Marie Hicks, Euldene Robinson,
Urbena Koenen, MayreUe Clark, Agnes Fair, Bonnie Jones,
Jean Outland. and Kitty Freeman. Other canasta winners
were Euva Alexander, Irma La Follette, and Elizabeth
linleamh. in the bottom photo Mary Wells sad Millie Graves
are Shown serving punch at the tea table. Arrangements of








If you have not voted in your precinct
since 1975, you will not be eligible to
vote in this election. Only 9 more days




Offer Good Only On
Hotpoint, GE lk Fodder:
Room Air Conditioners
*Customer brings iii air con-
ditioner
*Will be cleaned throughly. inside
and outside with high pressure
sprayer).
'Oil Motor
'Put oil in new fitter
641N
$1800
Any Additional Parts Extra )















































































































Episcopal Women of St.
John's Church will meet with
Cindy Hale, Ill South 10th
Street, at 7:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Men
will have a dinner at 6:30 p.m.
Christian Men's Fellowship
of First Christian Church will
meet at 6 p.m. at the churcn
with the dinner to be served by
Group IV of Christian
Women's Fellowship.
,Educational woritshop, for
diabetes - patients including




sponsored by the Murray
State University Department
of Nursing, the continuing
education Committee, and the
Kentucky Diabetes
Association, will be from .8: 30
a.m. to 3:45 p.m. in the Mason




Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia, will be at 4:30
p.m. at the Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State.
Murray Shrine Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Masonic
Lodge Hall, Highway 121
North.
Murray State University
Faculty Senate Elections will
be held from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
the Waterfield Library.
Pacers Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Fay




will meet at the school at 7
p.m.
Ladies' Day Kick Off Tennis
party for the Murray Country
Club will be at 10:30 a.m. in
the green room of the club,
hosted by Lochie Landolfand
-Rainey Apperson, co-
chairmen.
Christian "- W ome.n.'s
Fellowship of First Christian
Church will meet at 7 p.m. at
the church library with Emma
Sue Hutson as speaker.
Men's Stag Night will be
held at the Murray Country
Club at 6 p.m. 'with Henry
.Fulton, Jim CloptOn, Conrad
Jones, and Cecil -Farris in
charge of arrangements.
Betty Sledd Mission Group
of First Baptist Church will
meet with Mrs. Ruth Ann
Hook at 9 a.m.
BBaptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
with Mrs. Bill Settle at 7 p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens with devotion
at 10:05 a.m., last lesson on
Consumer Buying by Frances
Brown at 11 am., lunch at
noon, and table games at 1
p.m.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. with
the officers to meet at 7 p.m.
Home Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at 2
p.m. at the club house with Jo
(urns as speaker.
Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at











Farmers will be at Livestock
ond Exposition Center at 7
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
to meet at the Ellis Center at
7:30p.m.
Women's dual track meet
between Memphis State and
the Lady Racers will be at Roy
Stewart Stadium at 2: 30 p.m.
Dr. J. N. Findlay,
philosopher from Boston
University, will deliver the
Clifton Sigsbee Lowry
Distinguished Lecture in the
Humanities at 8 p.m. at the
Student Center Auditorium,
Murray State. This is free and
open to the public.
"Goys and Dolls," musical
fable of Broadway characters
and their haunts, will be
shown at the Murray State
University Theatre at 8 p.m.




will be discussed by Ted
Howard, County Agriculture
Agent, at 10 a.m. at the County.
Extension Office. The pubhc is
invited.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have its menthly camponi-
at Piney Campground in the
Land Between the Lakes with
Dan and Carol Kelly as
wagonmasters and B. C. and
Orpha Grogan as assistants. A
supper of sandwiches,
desserts, and salads, will be
served Saturday at 6 p.m.
followed by grocery bingo.
Youth Progressive Dinner
of the Memorial Baptist
Church will start at the church
at 6 p.m..
aen Society Horse Shot',
sponsored by Murray Rotary'
Club and Sigma Department,
Murray Woman's Club, will be
at the Livestock and
Exposition Center, starting at
7:30 p.m.
Friday, April 20
Second night of "Guys and
Dolls" will be presented at the
Murray . State University
Theatre at 8 p.m.
Purchase Area 4-H Club
Variety Show will be held at
the Murray State Student
Center Auditorium from 7 to
10 p.m. This is free and open to
the public.
Scienee seminar dealing
with analytical applications of
chemially modified electrode
surfaces with Dr. R. Baldwin
of the University of Louisville
as speaker will be in Room
312, Blackburn Science
Building, Murray State. at
3:30 p.m.
'Annual music festival for
middle school bands and
orchestras, sponsored by the
Kentucky Music Educators'
Association, will be held with
public performances begin-
ning at 4 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State.
Teams of girls from White
Hall, Murray State, will at-
tempt to break the Guiness
Book of Records' mark of 54
hours of continuous softball
play by girls at Roy Stewart
Stadium. This was postponed
from last week.
Murray State Men's Tennis
team will meeet Tennessee
Tech at 2:30 p.m. at the
University Courts.
Shopping for senior citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by $ a.m. -for morning shop-
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
The Winners Of The
Easter Bunnies
Jay DuniganElizabeth Tucker
1215 Melrose Rt. 1,






Several bridal events have
been held in honor of Miss
Pam Lassiter, April 21st
bride-elect of Kenny Collins.
Mrs. Patricia Lassiter and
Mri. Cindy Lassiter, sisters-
in-law of the bride-to-be,
entertained with a household
shower on March 16 at 7 p.m:-
Approximately 30 guests were
present or sent gifts.
A surprise shower was held
on March 19 at the home of
Mrs. Anna Bailey. Miss
Lassiter's co-workers, at the
Peoples • Bank presented tier
with many gifts.
The Locust Grove Baptist
Church was the scene of a
household shower held on
March 23. Hostesses for the
shower were Mrs. Maxine
Houston, Mrs. Erlene Culp,
Mrs. Doris Houston, Mrs. Dot
Norsworthy, and Mrs. Martha
Jones. Thirty-five persons
were present or sent gifts.
On'April 13 at 7 p.m. Mrs.
Faye Ellis and Mrs. Teresa
Hopkins, sisters of the groorrir
to-be, were hostesses for a
household shower.
Approximately 30 persons
either sent gifts or attended
the occasion. -
A miscellaneous shower was
held an April 16at the home of
Miss Mary Ann Jones, who
was assisted in the hostesses'
duties by Miss Jackie
Galloway and Miss Cindi
McManus. Many gifts were
presented to Miss Lassiter.
Eastern Star Chapter
Meets At Masonic Hall
Murray Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star held
its regular meeting on
Tuesday, April 10, at 7:30 p.m.






Other officers filling their









Louise Short, organist; Betty
Braboy, protem Adah;
Dorothy Dodd, Ruth; Opal
Emerine, protem Esther;
Lola McClain, Martha;
Shirley Murray, Electa; Bea
Henry, protem warder; Dee
Lamb, sentinel.
Deputy Grand ,Patron
Eunice Henry was introduced,
and welcomed. Also - in-
troduced to the chapter was
Frances Churchill, grand
representative to Puerto Rico.
The Coin Drive for April was
donated to the Cancer Drive.
A social hour was held for
several officers and members.
Lois Marsh Directs Program At
Meeting Of Ruth Wilson Circle
Lois Marsh directed the
program on "Our Vision of
Wholeness" at the March 20th
meeting of the Ruth Wilson
Circle of the Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church held
at the church.
Mrs. Marsh gave several
definitions of wholeness and
what it meant to be whole,
stating that the purpose of the
pi ogram was to help United
Methodist Women explore
some Biblical foundations for
the theme of the program
book, Whole People Through
Jesus Christ.
Other members par-
ticipating were Mildred Smith
who read and discussed Isaiah
58; Lee Lassiter reading Mark
10:17-31 and commenting on
individual wholeness;
Katherine Wilson discussing
Guidelines for Wholeness and
reading Ephesians 4; and
Bertha Young reading and
discussing Revelations 21:1
and 22:7.
The program director read
a "Christian Perspective" and
led in a litany of self-
examination. The closing song
was "Take My Life and Let It
Mildred Smith, president,
presided. Announcements
were made of the Church
Women United May
Fellowship Day to be held at
Good Shepherd Church on
May 4; the annual retreat at
Lake Shore April 26 and 27,
Stabler Home Scene
Of Meet; Program
Led By Mrs. Byers
• Mrs. James Stahler was
hostess for the recent meeting
of the Alice Waters Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church held at her home with
the chairman, Mrs. A. M.
Alexander, presiding.
"Broadening Our Vision of
Wholeness" Was the subject of
the program presented by
Mrs. Cortez Byers. She was
assisted by Mrs. Charles
Smith and Mrs. Louis Hicks
who gave special readings.
The first Friday of the
month trips to the Upper




coffee were served to the 13
members present.
The Call to Prayer and Self
Denial, an annually featured
event of the UMW, was ob-
served earlier by the circle in
the home of Mrs. A. C. La
Follette.
Mrs. I. B. Mayfield was in
charge of the program and
was assisted by Mrs. Thage
Uddberg, Mrs. Cortez , flyers,
and Mrs. Fred Clark. Mrs.
James Stahler played the
piano during the service. The
Self Denial. offering was
taken.
and 28 and 29; Time Apart at
Sedalia Church on March 25; ,
and School of Missions in July.
Beginning the first Sunday
in June and continuing
through four consecutive
Sundays a study an China will
be held during the Sunday








Of The Penny Club
Three - lessons were
presented at the meeting of
the Penny Homemakers Club
held on Thursday, March 72,
at the Calloway County
Extension Office.
Mrs. Ernest Madre.);
presented the lesson on
"Kentucky Consumer
Protection Lawl."
The lesson on "Weight Day
Facts" was given by Mrs.
Johnnie Walker.
Mrs. Ruth Parker gave a
lesson on "Use of Colors For A
Variety Of Easter Eggs."
The president, Mrs
Madrey, presided, and the
seccretary-treasurer. Mrs.
Walker, gave her reports and
also the devbtion.
Crepes were served at the
noon hour. Mrs. Madrey was
hostess, Seven members and
three visitors were present.
The club will meet Monday.
April 23, at 1 p.m. at the home








Greenhouse Group will have a
plant sale on Saturday. April
21, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the
greenhouse, located behind
the St. John's Episcopal
Church, Main and Broach
Streets.
On sale will ,be Better Boy
and Jet Star .1ciybricillomato
plants along lyrith ?ever&
other varietiei, of tomato
plants. Also on sale will be bell
pepper, egg plant, and cab-
bage plants, along with a m(0
selection, of, green and
flowering plants.
The greenhouse is open or
Monday and Tuesday mor-
nings from 10 to 12 noon and
also on Thursday afternoon
from Ito 3 p,m. Purchases Carl
also be made at these times
Parking will be available
behind the Episcopal Churcl.
at 1620 West Main Street.
Raipicçj
By RAINEY APPEI6()\
Another spring break has
come and gone and Florida
had its usual amount of folks
from Murray. This year the
vacationers from home were
well protected — three of the
Murray City police were on
hand, the Jerry Lee's, the
Dean Alexander's and the
Billy Wilson's. It made us all
feel a little more secure just to
know they were there
+ + +
The question is — is any
Murray businessman safe to
celebrate his birthday? E. W.
Dennison and Pete Purdom
recently celebrated their
birthdays and their well-
wishers certainly fixed their
office and store windows with
much creative writing and
drawings. Next year they will
probably attempt to keep
these dates a secret.
+++
Norinne and Jack Winter
are now making big plans to
retire this summer and move
to their lake home. Norinne
has been teaching piano here
in the city for many years and
her piano students are very
sad to hear this news. Jack is
out at Murray State
University and he is also
planning to retire.
One of the many nice things
about living in Murray is that
when you retire and want to
live at the lake it is just a
stone's throw away and you
don't have to leave all of your
family and friends to find a
retirement spot.
+ +
This past week orApril was
also spring break for Corrine
(Mrs. Jerry) Stripling, former
Murray resident, who now
lives with her husband and
family in Monroe, La. Corrine
was in Panama City and all of
her old friends enjoyed being
with her so much. Her
daughter, Susan, loved seeing
her friends also.
Another former Murrayan,
Nancy Spann Kelly, hubby,
Mark, and family, vacationed
at Sugar Beach, just down the
road from the Dunes, where
the biggest part of Murray
seemed to be.
+ +
Tfie choir of the First,
diristian Church, directed by
Margaret Porter, sang one of
my most favorite hymns a
couple of weeks ago. The title
is "God So Loved The World"
from the :"Crucifixion" by J.
Stainer. It is a really haunting
melody that lends itself
beautifully to choir voices.
+ + +
The Hospitality Dinner : for
the people who show horses on
Friday night will end with a
dessert I thought you readers
might enjoy trying. It is
Chocolate Sheet Cake and
here is the recipe:










The Poplar Spring Baptist
Church WMU presented
special singing programs for
the patients at the Westview
Nursing Home and the
residents of Fern Terrace
lodge at its March meeting.
Mrs. Louise Short played
the piano for the singers who
were the Rev. Ron Adams,
Freida Adams, Lori Adams,
Beauton Underwood, Muriel
Wright, Matthew Wright, Guy
Dunn, Etta Dick, Earl Van
Natter, Cloia Campbell, Otis
Lovins, Kay Taylor, Ruby
Fannin, and Shirley Werts.
At Westview Kay TaylOr
sang a solo, Rev. Adams gave
the devotion, and Otis Lovins
ied in prayer.
The Fern Terrace program
included Rev. Adams playing.
his guitar and singing in
Spanish, Kay Taylor singing a
solo, Robert Lovins singing
the so.ng he had written. Rev.
Adams giving the devotion,
and Earl Van Natter closing
with prayer.
COLORFUL BUTTER
Tasty, colorful butter to top
fluffy baked potatoes or to
spread on baked chicken is
'Ours if you combine one-half
one stick ) of butter with
one tablespoon of paprika
This makes one-half cup, and
keeps, if refrigerated.
Pour boiling mixture over





Grease and flour 15x10x1
inch pan, bake 350 degrees for
25-30 min.
Frosting








Pour over hot cake.
Miss Lassiter To Wed
Mr. Collins Saturday
Miss Pamela Kay Lassiter,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
T. Lassiter, has completed
plans for her wedding to
Kenneth Paul Collins, son of
Mrs. Marjorie Cook and
James P. Collins.
The double ring ceremony
will, be solemnized on
Saturday, April 21, at 2:30
p.m. at the Locust Grove
Baptist Church, Murray, with
the Rev. Jack Jones of-
ficiating.
Miss Lassiter has chosen
Miss Mary •Ann Jones as her
maid of honor. Ms. Judy
Willoughby and Miss Jackie
Galloway will be the
bridesmaids, and Miss April




"An Evening With Nancy"
was the theme of the March
open meeting held by the Zeta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club at the club
house.
The speaker was Nancy
Jones, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Conrad Jones of Murray,
who is presently employed
with Lawn of _Louisville
doing commercial and
residential designing in and
out of the city of Louisville.
Her mirk is also shown in
several businesses and homes
in Murray.
Miss Jones displayed
'fabrics, wallpaper, rugs, and
carpeting for a home she is
presently workinrwith in the
Louisville area. It was most
interesting and informative
noting colors she coordinated
to depict the likes and per-
sonalities of both the husband
and wife in this home, a
department spokesman said.
The designer also gave
many suggestions and ideas in
the area of window treatment,
floors, and buying of antique
furniture. She has studied in
England where she bought
some antiques. Miss Jones
pointed out things persons
should be aware of when
shopping for genuine antiques.
A question and answer period
was held at the conclusion of
her program.
Mrs. W. C. Elkins, member
of the program committee,
introduced Miss Jones. Mrs.
Cecil Farris, vice-chairman,
rkesided at the meeting.
Coffee and dessert were
served at the tea table
decorated in the St. Patrick's
Day motif. Hostesses were
/S4iss Madelyn Lamb, Mrs. Sal
Matarazzo, Mrs. Ralph
McCuiston, Mrs. James M.
Lassiter, Mrs. Allen McCoy,
and Mrs. Otis H. Erwin.
- •
NANCY JONES, designer, shows some of the fabric she
featured in her program, "An Evening With Nancy,"
presented at the meeting 'of the Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Mr. Collins has chosen
Robert Trenholm as best man
and Jerry Jones and Craig
&liter as groomsmen. Ushers
will be Darren Miles and
David Ellis. -
John Mark McDougal will
serve as ring bearer, and Jody
Lassiter will roll out the aisle..
carpet.
The music will be provided::
by Mrs. Oneida White and:
Mrs. Marjorie Shown.
Following the ceremony a.
reception will be held in the...i
fellowship hall of the church.
Directing the wedding and
the reception will be Miss
Elaine Eversmeyer.
All friends and relatives of.:
the bridal couple are invited to




The Dorcas Sunday School
Class of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church met Tuesday,
March 20rn at 12 noon at the
recreational room of the
church.
A covered dish meal was
served with fourteen mem-
bers and one visitor preset.
During the business meeting
assistant teachers for the
class were discussed. Plans
were made to invite and
furnish transportation to the
Adult Women in Class No.

























Dress & Jacket Costumes
113 to 112 off
Sportswear & Blouses
113 to 112 off
One Group , I One Group
Raincoats' I ti'()ff Lingerie 113 off
All
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EDITORIAL Today In History
wital
Chicago Machine
In February, Jane Byrne was
credited with crippling Chicago's
Democratic political machine,
.--4hen she snatched the party's
, nomination for mayor from in-
:ctimbent Michael Bilandic.
However the recent election
result showed that she hadn't
-..damaged the machine, but,
rather, had hijacked it.
• And she proved herself even
more skillful at the controls than
the master operator, the 'late
Mayor Richard Daley from
whom she took her political les-
sons. Her majority of 82 percent
of the vote was 5 percentage
points greater than the Daley
record in 1979 of 77 percent.
OPEN FORUM
True, Chicago hasn't elected a
Republican mayor since 1927, but
the Republican candidate can
usually expect a somewhat re-
spectable "protest" vote. There
was little protest against Mayor-
elect Byrne,.
She has tuned and oiled the
rnachine tenderly since the mas-
sive Chicago snows that caused it
to sputter, and it almost certain-
ly will carry her to a position of
power in national politics'.
For many years, political ex-
perts have termed organiza-
tionon the scale of Chicago's
Democratic Party an anachron-
ism, butin Byrne's capable hands
it is likely to roll on and on and
on.
Parent Comments On Cut In Band Funds, Directors
I am writing to you in response to the
recent recommendation of our Murray
City Schools' Superintendent, Mr.
Robert Jeffrey, to the Murray Board of
Education to reduce staff and funds to
elective programs in the city schools. I
want to address myself specifically to
the recommendation to cut out the
position of an outstanding band in-
structor, Mr. John Goode, who has wort
national recognition as an excellent
musician.
He was arum major for Murray
State's Marching Band, winning top
honors in many contests across the
United States, and has proved his ex-
pertise in working with children in our
band program this year. The students
respect him highly as well as the staff. I
address myself, also, to the recom-
mendation to cut the band budget for
next year to a iful $1,500 from a
budget just two short years ago of $8,000
while the enrollment remains virtually
the same, 380 students projected for
next year from sixth grade through
12th. These two specific recom-
mendations are simply not compatible
with the school's band enrollment
needs. Three full-time instructors are
really busy, many times working after
hours and through weekends to keep the
pace of the program as it now stands.
No-WAY! CAN two instructors - even
with student help from the college level
- train, instruct, and discipline this
many students.
These students start as "babes" in
the music reading world in the sixth
grade and must have individual help
from professional instructors, not
trainees. There are three main sections
in the band. . woodwinds, brass, and
percussion, that need to be worked with
separately, and these present, band
instructors each are specialized in one
of the three. Other bands of equal
caliber to Murray Tiger Band, like
perhaps Lafayette, do not have to train
their musicians - they inherit them
from a feed-in program already
musically trained from surrounding
Opinion Page




Top In New Hampshire
An AP News A nalysis
WASHINGTON AP) — A year-m-
advance public opinion poll ranks Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy as the favorite
„presidential prospect among
Democrats in New Hampshire, lead-off
state on the long list of 1980 primary
elections. --- - -
New Hampshire voters have been
known to confound pollsters a week
before primary day, and a 1979 survey
about a 1980 election is no guide to what
may happen in the first of at least 33
primaries.
Still, the survey that shows Kennedy
a 2-1 choice over President Carter of-
fers some clues as to what is happening
now, as the president readies his
campaign for re-election.
Political scientists David W. Moore
and Robert E. Craig, who conducted the
survey for Public Opinion, a journal
published by the American Enterprise
Institute, report that their New
Hampshire soundings show Carter
must convince more Democrats that he
is doing a first-rate job in the White
House.
They say that only .4 percent of New
Hampshire Democrats rate Carter's
performance as excellent, and only that
group preferred him to Kennedy.
Thirty-five percent said Carter is doing








a pretty good job, but they split about
evenly between Kennedy and the
president in their 1980 preferences.
Moore and Craig, both teachers at the
University of New Hampshire, said
they interviewed 531 Democrats bet-
ween Feb. 18 and March 4. They said
the poll had a margin of error of 6
percentage points.
In a three-way matchup, they said, 48 Letterpercent preferred Kennedy for
president in 1980, 22 percent Carter and
12 percent Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr.
of California. The other 17 percent were
not sure.
The survey was conducted before
Carter's Middle East peace mission,
which cannot have hurt his standing
with the voters, although national
opinion surveys indicate it did not boost
his rating much. It also preceded
Brown's abortive journey, to New
Hampshire in behalf of a constitutional
amendment to balance the federal
budget and his African vacation with
rock singer Linda Ronstadt.
When New Hampshire Democrats
were asked to choose between Carter
and Brown, the president was heavily
preferred. He was favored by 43 per-
cent, Brown by 27 percent, with the
other 30 percent uncertain.
While Brown has been preparing to
challenge Carter in 1980. Kennedy has
said he is not a candidate and does not
intend to become one.
Moore and Craig say Kennedy's
popularity is not tied to issues or to
ideology. Democrats who consider
themselves conservatives were as
likely to favor him as those who
describe themselves as liberals.
In a choice between Carter and
Brown, moderate and liberal
Democrats tend to favor .the president
while conservatives prefet the
California governor, they say.
All of that is only fuel for speculation.
There are 10 months of politicking and
polling ahead before New Hampshire
votes Feb. 26. •
But if Kennedy's support nett winter
approache^ the levels reported by
Moore and Craig, he could be a
powerful non-candidate. There already
is talk of an effort to promote write-in
votes for Kennedy, which would not
require his consent
- _
The OPEN FORUM _column- is designed to provide a means for readers to express their ideas and opinions onvarious subjects. Readers with differing ideas-or opinions are encoutaged to respond with an article or letter to theeditor pointing out those areas of disagreement.
The/name, address and phone number of the writer must be provided prior to an OPEN FORUM article beingconsidered for publicatiort The opinions etpressed do not necessarily agree OF disagree with the editorialphilosophy of this newspaper.
elementary and Junior High schools...
thus they don't need three full time
instructors.
Our Murray community is proud of
air band and the honor and recognition
it has brought to all of Murray in
winning the Grand Champion award in
the Marching Bands of America in 1977.
The Murray folks have backed their
band all the way and have been very
generous in supporting the many fund
raising drives. The band, school, and
parents are very, very appreciative of
this good will. The Murray Tiger Band
realizes most fully that without the
kindness of the Murray Ledger &
Times, the city banks, the businesses
all over town and the good people here
they would never have traveled to the
Orange Bowl Parade in Miami to serve
as honor band and wear the fl )fl
before the nation as Grand National
Champions of MBA.
I think Mr. Jeffrey is a fine
superintendent of schools. I know him
to be fair and just, qualified for his task
and dedicated to doing his ,best I found
him to be the same as principal of
Murray Middle School when my four
children passed through that system
But I feel in the light of this recom-
mendation to the school board... he has
been completely unjust. Not in-
tentionally.
But, he has failed to allow himself to
be well informed by proper authorities
before he acted. I feel that he surely
failed to talk with band students,
parents, and refused to take seriously
the expert advise of our very sound
band instructor, Mr. Buddy Light, as to
what will happen to a band when the
program is so devastated.
I think the Supenntendent and Board
of Education are over-reacting to the
To The Editor
County School Board's new transfer
policy. A result of that reaction is
SLASH THE BAND BUDGET, CUT
DOWN ON MUSIC INSTRUCTION.
TRY TO SAVE MONEY THIS WAY,
THAT WAY.
If they would take a longer look, they
would see that the band needs are the
same. Thereare still the same number
of "mouths to feed" music-wise next
year as this year. The budget or per-
sonnel cannot be decreased and
maintain the same standard of ex-
cellence we now enjoy. The initial
enrollment decline resulting from the
county transfer policy should be in the
primary grades. The cuts need to be
there. There is no justification for
immediate cuts in the higher grades
where the demand re-Mains more
constant. The people of the town need to
be aware of this fact. Part time student
help cannot meet the needs of this
sophisticated band program. Our
present remaining two band instructors
will not be able to cope with the Mil.
mensity of the responsibilities to 380
students if their high brass man is cut
out.
The band program embraces two-
thirds of the students in a ratio of
students choosing electives in other
fields of studies. I shall further identify
myself as a parent of four children who
are very well acquainted • with the
Murray City Schools. Three of them
have recently graduated from high
school in the Murray System and en-
tered Murray State University. My
youngest is presently a junior at
Murray High, planning to enter colleg
in the fall of 1980. Murray City schools,
due to excellent administration, good
teaching, good citizenry, plus the
motivating force of a university within
Says Gas Prices A Rip-Off
Dear Editor:
If you have bought a tank of gas
recently in Murray, you are aware that
the price is sky-rocketing. It appears
that the oil companies are destined to
reap the kind of wind-fall profits that
they did in 1973-1974, during the Arab oil
embargo when profit levels rose as
much as 100-150 percent. Although
Presiaent Carter has promised de-
.control of crude oil prices (along with a
wind-fall profits tax which has a poor
chance with the powerful oil lobby, the
oil companies are already making their
windfall without the aid of de-control
I buy my gas at the least expensive,
self-service pump in town. In
November of 1978, I paid 61.9 cents per
gallon. In December it went to 63 9
cents per gallon.in February it went to
65.9 cents per gallon. In March it wentto 67.9 cents per gallon. On April 5th, I
bought gas at 67.9 cents per gallon, on
April 9th, at 69.9 cents per gallon, and
now, April 11th, it is 72.9 cents per
gallon (all at the same station). Puttinwit in percentages, for the 5 months since
November, the price has gone up 18
percent! This tepresents an annual rate
of 43 percent (hardly in keeping with
the President's wage and price
guidelines of 7 percent),! For one week
in April, the price has gone_ur,1_7.4
percent, which rePresents an annua!
rate of 383 percent!!
What scares me most about ths s,.
increases is that the two main price-
increasing factors, de-control and the
increased OPEC prices, have not even
come Into play yet. The forecast of $1 Or,
per gallon gas by the end of the year
may prove very short-sighted. If we
continue at the present rate, it could be
here by late summer. Senator Henry
Jackson (Chairman of the Senate
Energy Committee said on national
television that with de-control, we could
see an increase at the pump of 15 cents
per gallon by the end of 1981. So what,
we have seen it go up 11 cents per gallon
in 5 months without de-control!
What concerns me most of all is that
most of the oft companies and our local
dealers seem to be breaking the law.
The gas I buy now for 72.9 cents per
gallon has a ceiling price of 68 cents.
That means any price over the legal
ceiling Is in violation of the law. When I
questioned the worker at the station he
said that the ceiling is not in effect since
President Carter's speech last week
and that the oil companies now have the
go-ahead to get "all they can get." That
is totally false. I called the Department
of Diergy and confirmed that the •
ceiling Is in effect until Congress
removes It. I also reparted my station
for violating the legal ceiling. The
Department of Energy now has a toll-
free hotline to call if you feel you, are
getting "ripped-off" by a dealer. It is 1-
900-424-9246.
If you are a concerned citizen who
does not like being gouged, check the
ceiling price poste&en the piurip) and
compare it with the selling price. If the
gas is being sold over the ceiling, call
the number and report it. That is the
only way to restore a sense of sanity to
a very Crazy issue.
Mark Pugh
Route 8, Box 766
Murray, Kentucky 42071
our city, have high standards and
motivate students toward high stan-
dards of excellence. We parents and
membets of this community want
quality education to remain the goal for
our children.
Mr. Jeffrey and the school board
have a big responsibility monitoring
and financing the school program; lam
aware of this as my husband was
superintendent of schools a few years
ago. Mr. Jeffrey is a well qualified man
to place his arguments before proper
authorities and seek out ways and
means to carry out a balanced school
program. We trust him to do that. Now
he needs to listen to the recom-
mendations of music instructors to be
sure Chat a quality program can be
maintained. It is difficult to see how
adequate music instruction can be
provided with the loss of one band in-
structor and the band budget so
drastically reduced when the schools
still have 380 band students to serve.
I have six years of experience,
traveling with the bands, chaperoning,
etc., as I have two children in the
program from sixth grade through 12th.
I have lots of money invested In horns,
lessons, uniforms, travel, and fees. I
have lots of time invested in canvassing
door to door for funds to meet our bands
financial needs, plus many hours
(Continued On Page 3)
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, April 18, the
108th day of 1979. There are 257 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this-date in 1906, San Francisco
wss hit by an earthquake. The quake
and fires destroyed half the city. L
On this date:
In 1775, the American patriot, Paul
Revere, made his famous ride in
Massachusetts from Charlestown to
Lexington to warn the rebelious
colonists of the approach of British
troops from Boston.
In 1847, American forces captured
Cerro Gordo Hill in Mexico. It was the
first point of resistance on Gen. Win-
field Scott's march-on Mexico City. .
In 1942, early in World War II, an air
squadron led by U. Gen. James
Doolittle took off from an aircraft
carrier and attacked Tokyo and other
Japanese cities.
In 1955, the physicist, Albert Einstein,
died in Princeton, New Jersey, at the
age of 76.
In 1977, a Pulitter Prize was awarded
to die American writer, Alex Haley, for
his best-seller tracing his roots back
seven generations to an African village.
Ten years ago: Gustav ilusac was
taking over control of Czechoslovakia
after the ouster of Alexander Dubcek as
head of the country's ruling Communist
Party.
Five years ago: Egypt announced it
411was ending more than 18 years of ex-
elusive reliance on Soviet arms sup-
plies and would seek armaments.
elsewhere.
One year ago: The U.S.Senate Vette-
approval of the treaty to gradually turn
the Panama Canal over to
Today's birthdays: Actor and
producer Robert Hooks is 42. Catcher
Gary Carter of the Montreal Expos is
25. '
Thought for today: Follow your
honest convictions and be strong —
William Thackeray, British novelist,
1811-1863.
Bible Thought
For by one Spirit are we all bap-
tized into one body. I Corinthians
12:13.
We may have differing-name tags
down here as Christians, in heaven
we will all be "united brethren"'
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By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Ceuriglit. 110111 •++++•4+++•++++++++++++++•++•-•-•-•-•-•-• + • ++ • ++++++++++++4
The COdederate monument in the court yard was a gift to
future generations through the generosity of the United Daughters
of the Confederacy and "Uncle Henry" Dees, cashier of the Bank
of Murray. It has a historical significance inasmuch as it is the
only Confederate monument in all the Southland that does not face
squarely toward the North. Two plausible explanations have been
offered for the alteration: a silent attestation of • being erected on
neutral territory; the other that Uncle Henry, a substantial donor
to the project, requested the monument to look squarely at the Bank
4of Murray front door. Take your choice, but knowing Uncle Henry's
sense of values for getting his money's worth, the latter offering has
a ring of being well-grounded to the cashier of the bank.
Porch siestas, court house dances, Martial tunes, foraging town
cows and checker players were a balm of life, but underneath this
placid surface brewed a cauldron of bitterness that stung at the. veryheart of nearly every man and woman in Calloway County, verging
on. the infamy of a family feud, engulfing a goodly half of theearly people. No history has been recorded approaching the mag-•nitude of this county-wide emotional explosion of the time. Theshot heard over the whole county signaled the zero hour of opencombat that seethed with silent fury until the coming of Murray StateNormal School. It was the death .of Hardy Keys by the hand ofL. Walter Holland in about 1903.
Delicacy. of open discussion of the political conflict was rragil.The conflict involved two prominent participants, both well edu-cated according to the standards of the time, both highly representa-tive of political factions, both scions of fxrwerful Calloway pioneers.It must be confessed to have been serious by the utter failure .toleave any written record concerning the -magnitude of the dispute,nor concrete evidence relating the asitual shooting! As late as 1931,the History of Calkiway.County glossed ovpr the sensational tragedywith two sparse lines ". . .the unfortunate shooting by Sheriff Hollandof Mai V`ys— liTirthe
away," according to John Mc Meloan. Two score years luter, Dr.,Hugh McElrath presented the boldest effort in presenting the actualevents, however delicately side-stepped elaboration._
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Looking Back 115 Congressmen On Junkets
10 Years Ago
Leonard Vaughn was named "Man of
the Year" at the 42nd annual meeting of
the Murray Chamber of Commerce.
Bob Moyer made the presentation.
Deaths reported include W. C. Leach.
Freddie Windsor, Roger Wilson,
Larry Turner, Joseph Morgan, John
Cooper, Ronald Reavis, Bail Kenny
Hale were Inducted into the Army in the
April draft call from Calloway County,
according to Mrs. Gussie Adams,
executive secretary of Local Board No.
10 of the Selective Service.
Dr. Ted F. Sykes, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Dick Sykes, is now assigned to duty on
the USS Nathan Hale, one of the new
nuclear polaris submarines, with its
horneport in Hawaii.
Births reported include a boy to Sgt.
and Mrs. Joe Lawrence on April 14.
New officers of the Hazel Woman's
Club are Mrs. Hughes Bennett, Mrs.
Charles Knott, Mrs. Gerald Ray, Mrs.
Jerry Thompson, Mrs. Gerald
Gallimore, and Mrs. Harold Wilkinson.
20 Years Ag()
Dr. Harry Sparks, head of the
Education Department at Murray State
College, was installed 89 1959-80
president of the Kentucky Education
Association at the meeting yesterday in
Louisville. Dr. Adron Doran, president
of Morehead State College, was given
the 1959 Lincoln Key award given an-
nually by the KEA.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Nannie
-. __Adams.
Dr. James Byrn was reelected for a
Second term as director of the First
- —District to the Kentucky Board of
Directors of the Kentucky Optometric
Aesneiation at the meeting of the West
Kentuc_ky. Optometric Society held
April 15 st Kentucky Dam Village.
Other Murray optometrists attending
were Dr. 0. C. Wells, Sr., Dr. H. B.
Bailey, Jr., and Dr. Louis C. Ryan.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Hill, a boy to Dr. and
Mrs. A. G. Wilson, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. • Dwight Watson.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre are
"Adventures of Tom Sawyer" and
"Stooge-O-Ftarna "
30 Years Ago
The congregation of the First Baptist
Church voted unanimously on Sunday
to approve the plans for a new
educational building which will join the
present edifice at the rear, according to
the pastor, the Rev. Dr. H. C. Chiles.
Members of the building comniittee
who presented the .s,Plans t4S the
congregation were A. W. Russet Joe
Parker, J. W. Outland, C. E. Janes,
Dewey Ragsdale, and Dr. 0. C. Wells.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mary
Josephine Jackson Ward, 69.
Approtimately 2,000 persons at-
tended the third annual Dixie National
Coon Dog Field Trial held April 16 and
17 on the farm of J. N. (Buddy) Ryan,
Murray Nineteen states were
represented and approximately 200
dogs were entered.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert William Davis
.of Fulton announce the engagement of
their daughter, Pauline, to Castle E.
Parker of St. Louis, Mo., son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. Burman Parker of Murray.
Harry I. Sledd, Murray, district
chairman, presided at the Court ci
Honor held by the Happy Valley
District Boy Scouts of America at
Benton High School on April 14. Local




WASHINGTON ( AP) — At least 115
members of Congress are journeying
overseas this Easter recess in tax-paid
quests for knowledge of world affairs.
Air fares alone, assuming all 106
representatives and nine senators are
traveling tourist class on commercial
airliners, would top $180,000, just for
some of the most popular
onedestination trips. And that doesn't
count air fares for the staff aides,
Defense Department guides and others
considered essential on such fact-
finding missions.
Congressmen get up to $75 a day in
living expenses phis taxi fares and
other incidentals on such foreign trips.
Most trips this 11-day recess last from
seven to 10 days, so the living expenses
could total anywhere from $60,000 to
$86,000.
Sen. Jacob Javits, R-N.Y., asked
before leaving for 11 days in China why
so many congressmen were going
overseas when President Carter is
urging Americans to save energy, said:
"We spend $125 billion preparing for
war, making what you are talking
about — this trip and any other trip like
it — penny ante. So we should spend
those billions for war, but we shouldn't
spend anything for peace or to
enlighten the men who will determine
whether there is war or peace? It just
doesn't make any sense."
There could be even more members
of Congress overseas than The
Associated Press survey of
congressional committees shows.
For example, the chief clerk of the
Senate Armed Services Committee,
John Ticer, refused to say if that panel
had authorized any overseas travel. He
would say only that the committee "has
a policy not to discuss members'
travel."
And while calls to the Senate Finance
Committee elicited a response of no
travel, Sen. William Roth, R-Del.,
announced in a press release that the
committee was picking up the tab for
part of his trip to Jordan, Egypt, Israel,
Saudi Arabia and Japan. _ _
Only one of 17 senators who have
joined to co-sponsor legislation to cut
government travel is going overseas
during the Caster recess. Sen. Paul
Sarbanes, D-Md., is with Javits and
three other members of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee in China
None of the five representatives
sponsoring legislation to sharply curb
congressional travel is taking a foreign
trip during the recess.
Congressional leaders have often
defended such trips as worthwhile
because they give members firsthand
knowledge of what is happening
abroad.
However, a big critic of such trips,
Rep. Ron Paul, R-Texas, said, when he
introduced legislation to curb overseas
congressional travel, "Some of these
trips may be in the national interest —
although I seriously doubt it since this
is what we have ambassadors for."
Normalization of relations with China
probably accounted for that nation
being the most popular destination.
Committees' records showed 44
Letters To. The Editor
House members and five senators
heading to Chiba in three separate
groups. The House Armed Services
Committee said its 21 traveling
members planned to meet with Chinese
leaders, visit military installations and
talk with military officials Seventeen
other members are on a China trip
headed by Rep. Jack Brooks, 1)-Texas,
and six went on a trip authorized by the
House Education and Labor Com-
mittee.
A trip led by House Speaker Thomas
P. O'Neill, 1)-Mass., to Great Britain,
Belgium, Hungary and Ireland also was
popular, attracting 16 members of the
House.
Russia attracted a sizable group of
House members, with Majority Whip
John Brademas, D-Ind., and Minority
Whip Robert H. Michel, leading a
17-member delegation.
Nine members of the House headed to
Paris for seven days of meetings with
members of the European Parliament.
Some congressmen's travel plans
appeared hectic. Rep. Lee Hamilton, D-
Ind., is on the 10-day trip to Russia,
which ends April 22. But he will also
head an 11-member delegation to the
interparliarnentary union in Prague,
Czechoslovakia, a trip that runs from
today through April 24.
And Rep. Stephen Solan, D-N.Y.,
who chairs the Africa subcommittee of
the House Foreign Relations Com-
mittee, is visiting South Africa,
Mozambique, Rhodesia, Tanzania,
Zambia and Botswana during the
recess. •
The Right To Listen-And Not To Listen
Dear Editor:
Since when can any one or any group
presume to have the right in our
country to dictate any aspect of the
manner in which I live my life as long
as I do not break the laws of the land?
I have just received the March 12th
issue of the Murray Ledger and Times,
and on the Opinion Page I found a letter
declaring what I consider righteous
indignation, addressed to the Editor,
and duly signed by its writer Mr. Bill
Phillips.
What unmitigated gall! The C.L.U.
was conceived as a preserver of
liberties and in some cases has done so
admirably. In this they have gone
-over the hill" and have become in-
trusive, repressive, andsakictatorial.
Foga whom did they obtain any
mandate to select what I or an9.0ther
citizen listen to on my radio?
As with so much unfortunate -other
material we are subjected to in the
various media ( Press, T.V., or Radio)
if I do not approve or like what I see or
hear, I CUT IT OFF, and-or discard it
in the nearest waste-basket and find
other use of my time. Many of the
programs from various radio stations
are a painfully cacophonous burden on
poor old ears. T.V. Fare istot a whole
lot better and indeed insults not only my
ears but my eyes as well as offending
moral standards. For SHAME!
And C.L.U. presumes to tell me that I
can't listen to a few words from the
Bible with some exegetic remarks
appertaining thereto!! Shades of NAZI
Germany! Are we too living behind the
IRON CURTAIN? I met a man recently
who escaped from this sort of
repressive milieu. He was one of
it.
several in my home, in a Christian
gathering one evening, held there
because the availability of protestant-
English-language worship services is
very limited here. This man stated
that it was the first time in over forty
years that he had been in a home that
dared to openly worship God, He was a
Jew), that he felt the real spirit of
Christian fellowship and the presence
of the Holy Spirit. Through his tearful
eyes he could look about the room and
see many young faces from assorted
back-grounds and nptionalities, also
with tears ief Christian joy) - a roan
full of young convicted and active
Christians, and in a home.
If this letter and Any broadcasts from
a Murray station, or any other,
respectable radio station in the country
offends the-C.L.U., or any one else, I
suggest that they do what any sane and
free American citizen would and should
do - simply turn it off - throw it away -
select another station-channel, that's
all.
It may interest C.L.U. to know that
there are many who do enjoy listening
to broadcasts such as Mr. Phillips'.
They serve to fulfill many Lives in many
ways.
It is my firm belief that "my home is
my castle'.; and my wife and I control
all that goes therein - books, music,
visitors, food, activities, the color of our
walls, the general decor, the furniture,
you name it. This was passed on to me
as a very precious American heritage
and further, I feel that I have earned
the right to sustain this through my
participating voluntarily with my
country both in war and in peace. A






You are personally invited to a receptidn to meet Bill
Phillips and members of his supporting committee.
• The reception will be held at the Murray Woman's
Club on Saturday, April 21, 1979, between the ,Iours of 2:00
-a-fid ;4:00 p.m.
Please bring a friend or a car-full and min us for

























LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
Six persons have been sub-
poenaed to appear before a
Fayette County grand jury
probing alleged crimes in
local government and an
alleged official cover-up.
Those subpoenaed included
William Canan; president of
the local Fraternal Order of
Police, who Made the charges
Thursday in a press con-
ference.
Canan did not 'divulge
nammes or specific alleged
crimes, but said they involved




Patrick Molloy, Metro Police
Chief Nolen Freeman,
Assistant Police Chief Frank
Fryman and Patrol Capt.
Frank Smith.
Canan had called for ap-
pointment of a special
prosecutor and committee to
investigate his charges
Mayor James A. Amato
refuted charges of a cover-up
because the grand jury
process already .had been
initiated. •
The grand jaesels scheduled
to begin its probe May 8
along as best I can with my fellow man.
This does not mean that we must accept
any dictatorial invasions into our ways
of life by any one or any group.
In short, where radio programming
in Murray or any place else in America
is concerned I feel we all have the right
to tell C.L.U. and others bent on
restrictive control beyond the law.of the
Land to go to h—. If C.L.U. and their ilk
do not like the fare then TURN THE
KNOB.
I am proud to say that I support Mr.
Phillips' opinions in his letter one
hundred ,percent.
Harry U. Whayne, M.D.
Medical Unit U.S. Embassy
Athens, Greece
A.P.O., New York, 09253.
_ ..Thanks Offered
Dear Editor:
The family of Leon Cooper would. like
to express their appreciation and
commend the Hazel Fire Department,
Murray Fire Department, Murray
Rescue Squad, the Mercy Ambulance,
the Calloway Co. Sheriff's Department
and the wrecker services for rendering
their assistance in the tragic accident
on April 7, 1979.
Also, a special thanks to many
friends who were so helpful and caring
to us that day.
May God richly bless each of you for
your many acts of kindness.
Sincerely, .




Heartline is a service for seater
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. 11
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I feel it necessary to
respond to your answer to "P.C."
regarding mobile home living which
appeared in our paper in March.
I realize that the mobile home
situation is probably different in your
area but, out here in California, there
are few (if anyS parks, adult or family,
that permit new installations of single-
wide (10 or 12 feet) coaches. New
double-wide (20 or 24 feet) homes are
running more nearly an average of
$40,000. Because of the cost, the loan
time is 15 to 20 years. Mobile homes in
parks can be purchased the same way
that one buys a previously occupied
conventional house. They do not
depreciate rapidly as they used to in
years past — in fact, they appreciate.
We bought ourslor $22,000 in 1974 and,
recently, it was appraised for $43,000.
Part of that appraisal takes into ac-
count that we are located in a prime
family park. Someone buying a new
coach in our area would not find any
space available in family parks.
Utility costs for mobile homes can be
comparable to those in conventional
housing, but, in geneial, mobile homes
are better insulated and, because they
are more compact, more efficient
energy-wise. And, the new coaches that
are being constructed with wood-siding
exteriors are much more energy ef-
ficient than the older all-metal rec-
tangular boxes.
It is generally conceded that once a
double-wide is in place in a park, in
most cases, it is not going to be moved
again. The tires can be removed, and I
think there is legislation being con-
sidered that would permit the removal
of the axles and wheels also. In fact,
there's even talk of some day hauling
mobile homes with totally removable
bases to sites so that, once in
they would be considered "modular"
homes rather than "mobile" homes — a
phrase that is fast becoming a
misnomer due to the size of units.
The rent in a park in this area ranges
between $150 and $250 per month plus
utilities. (Editor's note: Rents vary
throughout the country.) Some attempt
is being made to construct parks in
which the residents would be allowed to
purchase the land that their coaches
are on and the mutual recreation
facilities would be maintained by the
equivalent of a home-owner's
association, as is being done already in
today's condominium and townhouse
complexes.
To your suggestions for choosing a
pipe I would add the critical factor of
..responsible as well as "responsive"
management.
In owning a mobile home there is We
thing to be wary of in maintenance. A
lot of repairmen are not willing to work
on mobiles; they often have a
preference for conventional housing or,
are unfamiliar with mobiles. Some
repairmen who say their specialty is
mobiles may be rip-cd con men, and,
since many owners do pot know how
their homes are constructed, I would
advise a trip to a manufacturer, if
possible.
One more point of concern: In
California, at least, taxation is through
the Department of Motor Vehicles. The
annual fee is collected by them but
redistributed to the county of residence
in the form of the usual taxes so the
community is not cheated. The mobile
home owner does not, however, realize
the same benefits from the IRS in the
form of property tax deductions as does
the owner of a conventional home.
sWe, a family of four, have been living
in a mobile home since 1974. We do not
lack for space. Our 24 foot by 64 foot
*536 sq. ft.) has two bedrooms, two full
baths, a separate family roan, dining
room, entry foyer and a kitchen with
enclosed laundry area. We have more
closets and more storage than we had
previously in a four-bedroom tract
house. I have found approximately six
cubic feet of unusable space. The most
common remark we hear from people
who own conventional homes is, "What
do you do without a garage?" (We do
have a metal storage shed.) Having had
a garage with our previous home, we
respond, "We throw out junk instead Of
storing it!" We have enough yard space
to enjoy fresh vegetables in season —
but not enough Co be slaves to it. The
park itself seems 'empty on weekends
as people leave on recreational pur-
suits. Although we seem physically
close to our neighbors, there is no in-
trusion of privacy.
When we chose to buy a mobile, it was
with careful consideration of lifestyle. I
had said that I would "never" live in a
conventional house again; and that is,
unfortunately, what I am going to have
to do because we are moving to an area
where family parks are scarce. My
husband has preceded us to that area
and has found us a house. I asked him,
in the course of one phone call, about
the kitchen, expecting an answer
referencing the appJianres .(gas or
electric), and his answer was "small."
- Which aptly reflected the opinion
shared by both of us that we would miss
dismally our current kitchen with its
Increased efficiency and usable space.
So, we will temporarily occupy a house
because of necessity — but we wW
ultimately go back to mobile home
living! — M.E.C.
Occasionally, we do print comments
concerning articles we discuss in our
column, and many of these comments
are greatly appreciated. If anyone
would like to have further information
on mobile home living, write to
Manufactured Housing Institute, 1745
Jefferson Davis Hwy., Arlington, Va.
22202.
Pareni Comments...
working at concession stands. I'm
telling you this as one out of possibly 760
such parents dedicated to - and
wrapped up in this great band program
that we presently have here at Murray
High School and Middle School.
I have a great desire that our com-
munity schools have positive imput into
our town's art programs for en-
tertainment and cultural improvement,
as well as sending artists out from
among us to other communities, other
states, and other countries. I am an
enthusiastic supporter of the Murray
Civic Music Association, The Children's
Community Theater, and I am a
member of the Music Department of
the Murray Woman's Club, and my own
church choir at First Baptist.
I value music education and the
contribution of music to enrichment of
our lives.
Our musically talented studenLs can
capitalize on our band's national lame
and high standard of excellence and be
motivated to continue in music as a
vocation or profession. If we shoot down
the band) program now by severe
budget cutting and staff reduction,
some of ttiem may become school drop
outs to blow their horn in a local club or
private band where the climate toward
musiO is more challenging and more
rewarding.
You and I seek musicians to entertain
us at dinner, in the theater, at con-
ventions, on the dance floor, or to aid us
in worship services in our church. Too
many times these entertainers or music
talents fall short of their potential
because music was sold short in the
School systep. We are nortru—oHr
when we sae we can't afford to train
these talents' in our high school. We
ead't afford Not to train them.
Murray is a university town, we
Should never allow our m'usic program
to diminish so long as the numbers
seeking this program are high like they
are now. . . 380 students. The Murray
High Tiger Band has brought honor and
fame to the schools, the city, and the
university. We must protect that honor
and grow on it. We want to continue the
best quality education in music that we
can possibly afford.
Let me restate that our needs for the
band have not diminished one iota.
There is no justification to "STOP
FEEDING THE BABY BECAUSE
THE PRICE OF MILK HAS GONE
UP," what happens to the baby?
We cannot cut off band support or
reduce it now and wait a few years and
suddenly have a beautiful, well
disciplined, proud and musically apt
band. It doesn't work that way.
You can't give a "kid" a horn and a
bottle of GATORADE for a couple of
weeks and have hime come out of the
dugout playing like Al Hirt or Doc
Severinson. It doesn't work that way.
'Hours and hours of time, practice,
discipline, devotion, determination,
courage,. love, plus any instrument
costing upwards of $1,000 for higher
level students, $1,000 out of the poelltet
of a middle class parent.
All of this added to individual in-
struction from directors, plus private
lessons costing the parent again three
dollars to tea dollars per session
depending on particular case, plus
uniform fees, travel expenses ranging
from ten dollars to one hundred or more
according to distance and time, plus
contest fees, plus instrument upkeep..
plus plus. . pluie you name it All of
this and more goes into the making of-e.
musician.
The drives for Murray Civic Music,
Children's Community Theater,
Creative Arts for cultural Improvement
in our community and to motivate our
(Continued From Page 4)
young talent seem such a sham, so
hypocritical, in the light of the
recommendation to the school board to
reduce our staff of bend instructors
from three to two and slash our budget
from $4,500 this year to $1500 next year
to service the same number of students
- 380. It seems very inconsistent to
invite outside talent to our town while
we turn a demolition team loose on our
own young budding talent, saying to
them ''we just can't afford a big,
classy, successful band like you."
Another thought to consider: Top
priority goes to quality education, but
to attain that, good discipline is
eesential. I must say again that I have
worked and traveled with Murray Tiger
Bands for six years and it's a joy. They
are one happy family. I have yet to see
a better disciplined, more cooperative
group of students. The band does have
its token trouble makers, but the group
as a whole is very sophisticated
I am thirty-five years the wife
(whew! ) of a public school man,
teacher, administrator, and college
teacher. I have traveled all through
these years with school groups. Murray
Tiger Band tops them all in good
manners, maturity, consideration,
cornpatability, and fun. This esprit de
corp reflects training and character of
excellent quality of three fine band
Instructors, Mr. Light, Mr. Schwab,
and Mr. Goode, a tradition of good band
men before them, along with interested
parents and community and a good
school program.




Wife, Mother and Lover
of the lighter side of life. . .
where music is a must'
Murray, Ky
PAGE THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDa?ER & TIMES, Wednesday, April 18, 1979
M.S.U. Students as they prepare for the upcoming University Theatre production, "Guys and Dolls," which opensThursday. Shown are Sarah Coller (Adalaicle) and some friends (the Hot Box Girls) is they reheacse the well knownsong "Bushel and a Peck"
YOU THINK YOU'RE SO TOUGH...says Randy Johnson
(center) as he and friends, Tim Hawkins (left), anii Rusty
° Jones (right), rehearse' for the upcoming University
Theatre production of "Guys and Dolls."
"Guys ahd Dolls," a musical fable of Broadway, is the
finar production of the current Murray State University
Theatre season. It will be choreographed by Robin Crutcher,
of Gilbertsville.
Ms. Crutcher is a senior Speech and Theatre majer at the
University and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Crut-
cher, also of Gilbertsville.
The coed has been the head majorette with thejtacer Band
and has also been seen as a performer in the popular musical
review -Twilight Cabaret." She Serves as the corresponding
secretary of-'Sock and Buskin, which is the campus drama
club. The young Woman was elected to membership of Alpha
Psi Ong, a national honorary dramatic fraternity.
Commenting on her assignment, Ms. Crutcher said, "This
_ is a splendid way- to top a busy college career. I'm pleased
with the opportunity and the challenge."
She said that the experience has enhanced her appreciation
for the way in which a musical is put together. "There are so
many collaborators and many things to consider. I've got to
know the movement possibilities for the costumes when put-
tingtogether a dance."
Ms. Crutcher feels the production has allowed her to syn-
thesize mtit,effids-she has learntd in dance in theatre classes.
'`A nit—IC:so-playing a character in the shoe ang will be a
featured dancer. I'm loOking foreard to our perforzbances
"Guys and Dolls" will open at the University Theatre on
April 19 with performances through April 217'llckets are new
available and reservations may-be made by calling the
University Theatre at 762-4421.
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ANS% traiutio,e
Books is sponsored by Tbreatorray Lodefir
. _
& Times, the Department of History at
Murray State University and the Kentucky
Humanities Council Reader comment on the
series should be addressed to "Books,''
Department of History, MSU, Murray, Ky
42071
The Stories Of summer houses are corn
 
John Cheever fortable. All this "success:-
By John Cheever however, does not seem , 
to
(Alfred Knopf, 1978 ) . prevent misfortune and s
elf-
By David Earnest doubt. It usually seems I
 to
Department of English precipitate them.
Murray State University Such crises desce
nd even
After I had read The Stories upon inhabitants of 
Shady
of John Cheever, a friend who Hill, a fictional Con
necticut
was also reading the book suburb of New York Cit
y that
made an - offhand remark to. Cheever has made fa
mous.
me that completely colored People in Shady Hill a
re by
my thinking about Cheever's and large successful, as 
the
stories. "Reading these word is commonly de
fined.
stories," ,she said, "is like Shady Hill itself is, as the
looking into people's living name implies, idyllic 
t — a
rooms." haven from both the
 old
Precisely. And the remark crowded city and the 
:tacky
points up the unmistakable new subdivision. But despi
te
but healthy voyeurism that its surface charms, Shad
y Hill
reading fiction involves. We is not a shelter from the m
oral
are curious about other and emotional problems
 that
people's lives, partly because come with being human.
we want and need some way to The people of Shady( Hil
l are
judge the quality of our own. It not different from you
 and me.
doesn't seem to matter if the They are only exaggera
tions
people are fictional, as long as of us — ancl,' 
slight
-they are the convincing exaggerations, at that.
 Their
creations of a master living rooms , may b
e more_
character artist like John spacious and more sty
lish, but
Cheever. they are still Onl
y em-
Of course, reading Cheever bodiments of ou
r own
we peer only into interesting materialistic dream
s.
living rooms. The settings for Cheever's stories
 about
his stories range from New Shady Hill and its
 residents
York or Boston, to suburban are always at le
ast lightly
C,onnecticut or Cape Cod, to satirical — reminde
rs that our
sunny Italy ( where a few of his dreams may be k
eeping us
• characterstry vainly to break from actual ref
lection on our
with their American past ). • lives. The same ma
terialism
Cheever's characters come may also be blin
ding us to
from all social classes. But to human values
 — love,
my mind his most successful friendship, beauty
 — that
stories are those that portray finally mean more
 and last
upper-class or upper-middle- longer than a nice li
ving room.
class Easterners in urban or This review has o
f necessity
suburban settings. Does thale'llinimized the rich
 variety of
make them diLerent from you the 61 stories in 
this hefty
and me? Ironically, no. collection. Some of Chee
ver's
Cheever's wit and his latest stories in fact d
eal with
usually gentle satire derive situations and settin
gs that
partly from his ability to place are very unlike suburb
ia, and
characters in situations where so does . his last 
novel,
by all their own standards Falconer, which is set in
 a
--Ahoy -ought to be happy:. :they- Prison.
have far more money than However, h just 'finis
hed. a.,
'they need for survival; they play for public television, 
and.
have one spouse, not too many it's good to see that he has
children, and often a servant chosen to put Shady Hil
l into




— Less than 24 hours after the
bullet-riddled bodies of three
Purolator Security Inc.




recovered all of the $1.8
million in cash and valuables
that was stolen.
"We were fortunate. We
were lucky," .Police U. Tony
Solamita said of the arrests in
the 4 am, Monday robbery.
But, glancing at bags. of
recovered cash, he added,
"I'd rather give this up and
have them ithe guards)
back."
Charged with _first-degree
robbery and three counts of
capital murder each were
Donald Couture, 26; his wife
Donna, 23: ex-convict
Lawrence Pelletier Jr., 36,
and the woman he lived with
Evelyn Vega, 26, also known
as Evelyn Pelletier, , police
said.
If convicted of capital
murder, the four could be
sentenced to death.
Pelletier and Ms. Vega also
were charged with possession
• of marijuana and sawed-off
Shatguns. The four defendants
asked for and received public
defenders. - They stood
•
motionless as the charges
against them were read
Tuesday.
Bond was set for each at
$750,000, plus $5,000 each for
Pelletier and Ms. Vega for
their additional charges. A
court appearance was
-scheduled for April 25.
Those arrested had no
connection with Purolator,
police and Purolator officials
said.
The money ̀ and valuables
were found in the cellar of the
Coutures' home at
Wallingford after Pelletier
and Ms. Vega were arrested at
their Waterbury home, police
said.
In what Waterbury .Police
Superintendent Fred Sullivan
called a "senseless
slaughter," more than a dozen
shots were sprayed into the
Purolator garage here shortly
after an armored car pulled in
and began unloading Monday
morning- The bodies were
found at 7:15 a.m. by an
employee arriving for work.
"These poor guards — they
never had a chance," Sullivan
said of the men, identified as
William West, 52, of Crom-
well; Leslie , Clark, 36. of
Plymouth; and Hartford
policeman, Edward Cody, 46,






FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) —
Kentucky Democrats are
being asked to comment on
proposed delegate-selection
rules for the 1980 national
convention that are designed,
among other 'things, to avoid
the pitfall of reverse
discrimination.
The proposed new rules call
strongly for affirmative ac-
tion, but reject quotas for.
TIliftbethe:k decision in the Baidie
Marie R. Turner of 'Jackson, case became a concern to
chairman of the-state party, leading state Democrats
released copies of the - trying to arrange represen-
proposed rules during the tation of 45 delegates and 35
weekend. She urged party alternates.
In the past decade, the
stress has been on assuring
that women and mirtorities did
not undergo discrimination in
seeking to_ become
Democratic delegates.
Fitzgerald said that every
effort would be made to see
that women are' equally
represented. He said that was
the case for the state's
delegation to the national
party's mini-convention last
December in Memphis.
The proposed rules calls for
a sex division -as nearly as
practicable,—
Fitzgerald said another
important' change is In at-
tempt to keep presidential
candidates, from _ too _much
influence on choosing their
delegates from Kentucky.
In the 1976 convention, the
candidates had a strong voice
on such selections and the
thrust was toward appealing
• to theni or their _state catn-
P. IL HIRSCH & CO.
Savings-Satisfaction-Service
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members to review them and
offer comments by May 11,
before the state executive
committee adopts rules for the
1980 convention.
Rep. Mark Fitzgerald, D-
Cynthiana, who drew up the
revised plan as the party's
counsel, said Tuesday the
program "draws a fine line to
assure affirmative action"
without the possible legal
pitfall-of establishing a quota.
He said the U.S. Supreme'
paign leaders for delegate
status.
The focus in this case is on
the at-large delegates who
make up one fourth of the
delegation and on the add-
on" delegates who comprise 5
s,percent.
Asked if keeping the can-
didates from a strong r
merely would transfer s
leeway to the state ceptra I
executive committee, V.
zgerald. said one proprre,i
change would block f
tactic.
That plii-n is for delegates
already chosen at the district
level to elect the at-Iaritt
delegates.
"I._ think I can get ,
proved by the central
mittee," he said.
State Party Chair 7: ,1
Turner said in a slat, •-..
issued with the proposerl r
that our ultimate goal
infbrined and total.%
representative -cross-m.01,4,
of Kentucky Democrats te
1980 national convention
She said the aim is tcr ger
more party members than
ever to .participatr-"Mirm--
delegate selection process
The new plan can r,g,
reviewed by all Demo, rat.
who are free to offer r
ments by May 11, %then ti,v,
central. committee
scheduled to discuss, the rook
rules: —
44,t.
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The Murray High girls tennis team, which hasn't lost a dual 
match since 1973, opened its season tod
ay at Union City. Front
row, from Jett, are Jennie Smith, Catherine Dick, Kathy Ou
tland and Carol Dick. In back are C
oach Lanette Hunt, Teresa
Dick, Candy Jackson, Kathy Walston and Starr Jones. 
Staff photo by Tony Wilson
Carew Makes Fans Stand,
Ryan Forces Twins To Sit
By the AssOCiated Press
The Minnesota Twins fans
gave Rod Carew a standing
ovation. Thanks to Nolan
Ryan, it was the only time
they cheered all day.'
Carew, the seven-time
American League batting
champion who was traded by
the Twins.' to California last
winteryreturned Tuesday to
MinneSota for the first time.
-American League
He was welcomed with open
arms by the 37,270 paying
customers attending the
Twin? home opener.
Then Ryan took the mound
and silenced the Twins on four
hits, striking out 10 batters en
route to his 38th career




Oakland nosed out Seattle 6-5,
Boston edged Milwaukee 6-5,
New York beat Baltimore 5-1,
Texas trimmed Cleveland 6-2,
Detroit defeated Kansas City
6-3 and Chicago whipped
Toronto 6-1.
Carew, who made about
$150,000 last year — far below
the going rate for superstars
— is now in the $750,000-a-year
range with California.
He batted four times and got
one single, in the eighth in-
ning. But his bat — he's hitting
at a .357 clip — wasn't needed.
By the end of the seventh
inning California had all its
runs.
Ryan outpitched the Twins'
Dave Goltz with a three-hit,
10-strikeout performance last
week for his other victory this
season. He got the only run he
needed Tuesday in the first
inning when Rick Miller
opened the game with a triple
off Goltz and scored on Don
Baylor's single. •
Red Sox 6, Brewers 5
Fred Lynn is supposed to hit
more for average than for
distance — but right now he's
miles ahead of where he ex-
pected to be.
"I can't keep this up.
Nobody can," he said after
hitting his sixth home run of
the young season, tops in the
majors. The ninth-inning shot
came after Jerry Remy
coaxed a leadoff walk .
Tanner Speaks Of Good
Points Despite 13-2 Loss-
By the Associated Press
Pittsburgh Pirates Manager
Chuck Tanner. looked like a
man grabbing A straws when
he singled out 31-year-old
righthanded relief pitcher
Enrique Romo as the bright
spot in a 13-2 loss to
Philadelphia.
It was Romo who yielded
Garry Maddox's grand slam
homer in the Phils' six-run
fifth inning Tuesday night.
National League
However, pointed out
Tanner. the next 22-3 in-
nings,--R-omo gave up one hit,
struck out five and didn't walk
a man.
"Roma is a good sign. After
he gave up the grand slam, he.
came back, he didn't fall on
his face," Tanner said.
Outside of Romo, there
Wasn't much to cheer about on
the Pittsburgh bench. The
Phils pasted starter Bert
Blyleven, 0-2, for 10 hits and
seven runs in the first 22-3
innings, and they went on to
collect 17 hits in the ball game.
Bake McBride homered
twice to drive in five runs and
Mike Schmidt added a solo
shot, his fourth, for the Phils.
Steve Carlton, 2-1, went six
innings, gave up both of
Pittsburgh's runs on Bill
Robinson's first-inning homer,
and rested the last three in-
nings. -
Elsewhere in the National
League, Montreal edged the
New York Mets 5-4 in 12 in-
nings, the Chicago Cubs
downed St. Louis 5-3, Cin-
cinnati whipped Atlanta '7-4:.
San Diego got by San Fran-
cisco 4-3 and Los Angeles
topped Houston 10-6.
The Phils now have won all
three meetings of the two
teams this season, and it was
Carlton's second victory of the
season over Blyleven.
Cubs 5, Cards 3
Rookie Scott Thompson
singled twice and doubled,
driving in two runs, and Dave
Kingman clouted a two-run
homer that carried the Cubs
and left-hander Ken Holtzman
to victory. The win was
Holtzman's first in the
National League sice 1971.
Ted--Sinunons drove in two
of St. Louis' runs with his
second homer of the season in
the fifth. Kingman's homer
was his third.




BATTING 10 at beta) -GMaddoz. 
Phl,
441. Maull11, NY. 479; Foster. C
M, 431;
Reitz, Stl„ 414; Winfield, SD, 400
RUNS Puhi, Mtn, 12, Parker. P
gh, It.
Htn. It; topes, LA, 11; GMaddos.
Phi, to. Concepcn, CUL 10 •
RBI- Foster, (tin, 14, JCruit, Htn,
 12;
Schmidt,, Phi, 11; KHrnandx, Stl
„ 11;
Di-lessen, Ctn 11; Catell, Htn.
 11:
Madlock, SF. 11.
1111TS-Foster. Ctrs, 21, Concepcn, 
On,
IS, Russell, IA. II; Wtnfield,
 18:
Griffey, On. 17.
DOUBLES—Griffey, ('in, 7. Reitz, 
AL,
6, Morgan. Cis, 6, Whitfield
, • SF, I.
DeJesus. ('5,1. 4. Dawson. Mtl, 4; 
Driessen,
Ctn. 4, Knight, fin, 4
TFUPLES-- TScott, SU* 2: Con
cepcn,
(1n, 2. 77 Tied With 1
HOME RUNS- Murphy, AU, 5: Schmidt.
Phi. 4, Bernell. AU, 4; K
Ingnsan, Chi, 3;









Htn. 3-0. I 000, 0.67; Richar
d. NM. 34,
1 MO. 2.21; Blue, SF, 34, 
I 000. 2 17;
Zachry, NY, IA 1.000, 1.93, R
uthven, Phi,
24, 1.006, 2.70:- Welch, IA, 2-
0, 1 000, 277;
Perry, SD, 2.0, 1000, 2.32
. Sosa. Mtl, 3-1,
.1117, 0.00
STRIKEOUTS- Rh-hard, Htn, 
23,
Knepper. SF. 19; Blue, SF, IS, 
Swan. NY,
15; Klson. Pgh, 15
AMERICAN 1RAGUE
BATTING i21 at bats) Tram
mell. Del,
471. Kemp. Del. in, Darnin
g. Cal. 452,
AOliver. Tex, 452; Mutts, Oa
k, 450
RUNS- McRae, KC, L
ynn. Ban, 10,






Bochte, Sea, 12. Lynn, Ban, 11, 
Grids, Cal,
11
HITS- 1 Amstrad. Cal, 21; 
Downing, Cal,
IS Rocha', Sea. 
Lemon:Chi, IS,
Roberta, Sea.-41
DOUBIRS-Hisis, Mil, 6; (11/
aihgtn,
CAI, 6 Cooper, Mil, 5. Down
ing. Cal. 6;
t•mon Mi. 5, Garen. KC, 5
TFUPLFS-RMilier. Cal 2; II Tied With
HOMERUNS-Lynn, Ban, 6; Cal.
4; Cooper, Mil, 3, Male, Mil. 3: NU2es.
NY. 3; Carty. Tor, 3, Alkens, Cal, 3: 
Ford,
Cal, 3
STOLEN Ftssrs- Randolph, NY, 6,
JCruz, Sea, 6. Harrah. Cie, 5, JNorris, Cie,
5; Manning, Cle. 4
PITCHING 12 Decisional-Caldwell.
Mil, 34, 1 000, 1 00, Jenkins, Tex, 3-0,1000,
1 W. Drago, Ban, 2-0, 1 000, 2.31. McClure.
Mil 1 000, 242; John, NY, 2-0, 1.000
051, Wortharn, Chi, 2-0, 1.000, 110,
ERodrigez, KC, 1 003. 2.70; Koosman
Min, 24. 1.000,3 75
STRIKF.OUTS-Ryan. Cal. 21, Jenkins,


















Houston 1 4 .151
San Francmco 7 5 513 1
(Sncinnatl II 6 300 2
Los Angeles 6 7 412 24
San Diego 5 7 417 3
Atlanta 4 7 364 34
Tuesday's Games
Montreal 5, New York 4. 12 innings
Chicago 5,55 louis 3
Philadelphia 13, Pittsburgh 2
Cincinruiti 7, Atlanta 4
San Diego 4. San Francisco 3
Los Angeles 10. Houston 6
Wedaessla1 Games
New York Zachry 2-01 at Montreal
Grimsley
l,ouI iVukovich 14i at Chicago
Reuschel 0-2
Philadelphia ibtrch o-n at Pittsbargh
(Robinson 1-0(, n
_Siut_tranctiaco ljIcki, l4 at San
Diego I SMrky C-0:27".




St Louis at Chicago
San Francisco at Son Diego






























W I. Pct. GB
6 3 567 -
5 3 .115
6 4 Ale
4 4 .11111 14
4 6 .1011 214
3 7 .311 _34
7 .2I2
WEST
7 1 .129 -
it 3 713 ve
7 3 700 1
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Tuesday's Coll m es
Texaa 6 (iev•land 2
Detroit 0, Kansan City 3
New York 5, Baltimore 1
Boston 6. Milwaukee 5
California 6, Minnesota 0
Chicago 6, Toronto!
Oakland 6, Seattle 5
Bedaesdwy's Games
Milwaukee (Sorensen I-11 st Boston
Renko 0-01




Chicago Wortham 2-01 at Toronto
(Clancy
Seattle I Honeycutt 0-2) at Oakland
I lanford 0-31
Baltimore ID Martinez 0-1i at New





NEW YORK — If you're an
enterprising photographer
wanting to pose a former
heavyweipt boxing champion
with his fighting son, you have
to get something different.
"How about Marvis sitting
on Joe's lap?" the
photographer suggested.
-No lap," snapped Smokin'
Joe Frazier. Nobody argued.
It looked just as good to
have father and son perched
on the arm of a chair, com-
pa rinecliriched fists.. - -
"Look," said Joe, looking
toward his offspring, "his fist
is bigger than mine. He can
punch with it, too."
Marvis Frazier, 18, Golden
Gloves heavyweight boxing
champion of the United States
and aspirant to a gold medal
in the 1980 Olimpics in
Moscow, beamed.
The Fraziers rode one of the
,Nt
•
Marvis Frazier Wants Olympic Gold
family Cadillacs up from
Philadelphia to appear on
NBC's "Today" show,
promoting the Olympathon, a
grass roots fund-raising drive
for next year's U.S. Olympic
effort.
If his budding career follows
its natural course, Marvis
Frazier, eldest of the brood of
seven Frazier kids, will be
representing Uncle Sam in the
ring just as his dad, the
Philadelphia butcher, did in
the 1964 Games in Tokyo.
Conceivably, he could
square off against Cuba's
highly toqted Teofiio
Stevenson, winner of the
Olympic gold in Montreal in
1976.
The prospect doesn't disturb
Marvis.
"If he shows, I'll fighthim,"
says Smokin' Joe's boy
levelly.
Marvis has facial features
like his famous dad, but there
AUTO SERVICE CENTER
S LIG fnucaa 0, ION CAWS
all resemblance ceases. At 6-
foot-P-2, he is two inches
taller. He is a lean 205 pounds
compared with Joe's present
234 and top fighting weight of
220.
Smokin' Joe was what his
name implies —.a swarrner, a
veritable windmill of pun-




The Murray High Athle1jc
Booster Club sponsored a
"Tiger Spring Sports- -
Preview" last night 'on the
practice field behind the high
school.
Following a hot dog supper,,
Athletic _ Director Eli
Alexander welcomed the
crowd of parents and athletes
before recognizing the Tigers'
seven spring sports —
baseball, boys and girls track,
boys and girls tennis and boys
and girls golf.
The coaches of their
respective sports then in-
troduced their players and
previewed the coming season.
The baseball team is
currently 3-1 and the boys golf
team, 1-1. In their only track
meet, the boys placed third in
A quadrangular, while the
girls were second in their
division. The tennis teams








• Strong, resilient two-ply polyester
cord body
• Two fiberglass cord belts firm tread
contact, fight wear-producing squirm
• A well-known leader among belted_
tires!
• A78-13 blackwall, plus





















WHITEWALLS, ONLY $2 MORE
SIX RIB POLYESTER
FgR$
A78-13 blackwall, plus 51.63
FET oer tire and old tire
TOUGHWORK TIRE
Power Streak 78
• Smootrerding polyester 
cord
body •
• Road-gripping six-rib tread
OTHER SIZES LOW PRICED TOOT




3-T nylon cord 
resists bruising on and
PRICE Ul IE
pi. With Goodyear's double 3-1 nylon
off the road. 5-rib tr
ead pattern with
Blackwell load 01/11 
Lead cord body, lpng -wearing flat-radius
buttressed shoulder gives gre
at trac-
tion and starting ease
. 








Fe: S: itbni8r ed tread design.
b6Ftix7T0u3dattolubeless 
7_00-15 TT C $42 52 86 
t1"44578-15-4—Tl. C $511 $3.45
E78-14 TE blackwall
32 ipdutsin12.44 7 50-16 TT D $3 70
7.50-16 TT C $49 53 48 
W71 
8.00-16.5 TL 139 $3.24 
8.75.16.5 TL D S51 {3.93 
9.50-16.5 TL D $7.11 {4,49 
08.15 TL $63 0.59 
• Quality Retreads
$15
Choose 6.95-14. C78-14 or 078-14
blackwall plus 32c to 41c FET depend-
ing on size. No trade needed.
OTHER SIZES LOW PRICED TOOL
MIGHTY MILEAGE
3 DAY BATTERY SALE!





• Fits mlny Chrysler.
GMC, Ford, large ca
rS
Large capacity Plates
for the kind of power
your car needs • Ask
for Our Free Battery
Power Check
8010 Ends Sat. Night
Lube 8t Oil Change
$588 Include! up 10 five Qua
rts
major brand 10/30 oil -
Oil fitter ?tetra if needed.
HELPS PROTEC
T MOVING PARTS
• Chassis 'lit-, e Cat rt 
trucks • Please call for ab-
change • l^r ludo Pointment
121 So. 12th Shoot
Murray, Ky.
TRACKER IT For Pickups,
Campers, Vans, and RV's
E-T DEEP DISH 409,,--z:v
MAO WHEELS le*Ilv





wheels. High gloss firush 
shines bright - 
Chrome
draws attention to your 
tail 
lugs extra
Expert wheel service also 
available Mounting - Balancing - Alignment
Front-End Alignment
and FREE tire rotation
$1 588
HELPS PROTECT TIRES AND 
VENICEE PERFORMANCE
• Inspect and rotate all 
spect. suspension and
four tires • Set caster, 
Steering syStens • Most
Camber, and toe-in to 
US cars, some imports
proper alignment • 
in-
Warranted 90 days Of 3.000 mo
les whichever comes first
-*arts aaa additional
services extra if needed
,Front wheel drove and
Cnevettes virtu/Jed
Store Manager R
obert B. Rudolph Jr.
Goodyear Service Sto-r-e3-
Store Hours: 1:30 a.m. 
until 6:00 p.m. Daily














At any of these 7 other ways to buy
Own Customer Credit Plan • Master
',.narge • Vfsa • American Express Card




HELPS INSURE QUICK STARTS
• Electronic engine, charging,
and Starting systems analysis •
Install new points, plugs, con-
denser, rotor • Set dwell and
tirrrng • Adjust carburetor %In-
cludes Datsun, Toyota, VW, and
light trucks
7 5 3-05 95
••••
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Despite Problems, Recruiting Good, Says Greene
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Ron titeene knows it's hard to be anything but optimistic
alter a 4-32 basketball season, but, keeping that in mind, he
still points to a nearly-completed recruiting season as an
outstanding one.
-Half of the kids that have visited this campus signed with
us." Greene said between bites of salad duritg lunch
yesterday. "That's not a bad ratio anywhere."
While Greene and his assistants have apparently had good
success beating the bashes for talent, things closer to home
have been anything but rosy.
Racer basketball plans to upgrade rooms in Clark Hall for
next season' a basketball team met with starch oppolltion by
several student groups, specifically Clark Hall, the
Residence Hall Association and the Student Government
Association.
-I've met with more adversity here at Murray than at all
the other schools I've coached at combined," Greene said. "I
would have to say, considering that, our recruiting year has .
been phenomenal."
Did the dtirmitory issue hurt recruiting?
• 'I'm not sure," said Greene. "But I do know that when two
recruits went to eat at the cafeteria, they were handed
petitions urging them not to support it the housing plan
Greene also admits other -factors have made this year a
less-than-memorable one. A near-halt to plans for a new
basketball facility, something Greene was promised when he
came to Murray from Mississippi 'State, doesn't help
recruting any.
And Greene admits this was the first year he had ever tiscr
a recruit punched out. David Youngblood, Mayfield High
School's 6-8 c,enter who signed with Southern Illinois three
College Tennis
days ago, reportedly received a fist to the 4ace in a sup-
posedly "all-in-fun" skirmish during his visit here.
-He had narrowed his choice to us and SIU," Greene said.
"I wont say that incident made his decision for him, but it
didn't help our chances by any means."
Still, Greene speaks with unforced enthusiasm when he
'I've met with
more adversity






. discusses the players he, associated coach Steve Newton and
assistant coaches Mike Dill and Carr McCalla DID sign.
Here's an overview, in the order of credentials, of the
recruits:
GleaGreen, a 6-6 swingrnan from. Henderson County High
School, -can do it all,- Greene says. "He can pop the 20-
footer or play inside.•'




remember the last time it
happened, but he knows it's
been a while. His Murray
Slate men's tennis team
4-ipped traditional power
Southern- Illinois 5-4 in a
college tennis match
yesterday.
"We did what a good tennis
team has to do — win the
doubles matches," said
Purcell, whose squad upped
its recordto 17-4.
Chris Leonard won at No. 2
singles to go to 16-4, while Finn
Swarting's victory at No.. 4
upped his mark to 15-6 and
Steve Willie. won at No. 6 to go
to 15-6. • -
The Racers may also lay
claim to being the state's best
college tennis team, barring
Morehead, which they haven't
played. Muhay has already
beaten Eastern, Western,
Louisville and Kentucky.
Middle Tennessee, a Ohio
Valley Conference rival that
Purcell ,sees as the league
favorite, is the Racers' next
foe. .They will ,play the Blue
Raiders Thursday in
freesboro.
Terje Persscin and Leonard
upped their doubles mark to 9-
8, Swarting . and Mike
Costigan, to 13-7; and Roger
Berthiaume and Willie, to 9-8.
Murray S. &makers Moab 4
Jeff Lolyier SILD d. Teri. Peron, 42.
74. Chris Leonard d. Neville Kennerly,
6, 64, 6-2. Sam Deans SM. d Roger
Berthia tune, 7-6, 6-1; Finn Swank* d Lite
Ampcn, 74.6-4; Steve Smith /sni) d. Mike
Ccatigan, 74, 5-4, Steve Willie d. Jose
Lisardo,
Persson-Lemard cl. Lobrier-Kennerly,
6, 74, 5-2, Swartmg-Costigan d. Dean-
Smith 64, 44, 44, Berthaunae-Wllke d
Arnpon-Limudo 34, 5-1, .
Racer Women Romp 9-0
The Murray State women's
tennis team defeated Ten-
nessee Tech. 9-0 yesterday at
the MSU tennis complex in a
Match that was the last home
event for three seniors.
Karen Weis, who beat Joni
Hicks 6-1, 6-1 at No. 1 singles:
Lynn Martin, who toppped
Lynne Cruey 7-5, 3-6, 6-0 at No.
3; and Anne Ress, who beat
Lori Brown 6-0, 6-0 at No. 4, all
are seniors.
In other matches, Bitsy Ritt
stopped Tara Sctunidtz 6-0, 6-2
at No. 2, Yvonna Utley
defeated Penny Goodman 6-0,
6-1 at No. 5 and Becky Jones
beat Ifeuny King 6-1,6-2 at No.
6.
In doubles matches, Weis-
Ritt defeated Hicks-Schmidtz
6-1, 6-0 at No. 1: Martin-Utley
whipped Cruey-Goodman 6-0,
6-1 and Ress-Jones beat
Brown-King 6-3,6-2.
The Racers, now 11-3 this
spring and 29-9 including last
Weis





The 29 wins is the most ever




Southern Illinois and Indiana State, among others, for the
services of Green, who averaged 21 points, 15 rebounds and
four blocked shots at Henderson County.
Greene said one fellow coach ranked Green as one of the
top five guards in the country.
As with his other recruits, the MSU coach feels Green wassold on the -coaching family" at Murray State. "Everyonethat signed with us pointed to the family atmosphere in the
community."
Mont Sleets, a 5-11 guard from Eminence High School, is a"Butch- Lee type of player," Greene says. "He's muscularenough to go inside for. the three-point play. plus .he's anexcellent shooter,"
Sleets was the second-leading scorer among Kentucky highschool players with an average of ‘32.3 points. He scored 40-or-more points four times this season, and Newton witnessedone of those performances.
"I saw him get 37 myself," said Greene. -To say the least,he can score. But he's an unselfish player."
Michael Bates, a 6-10 center from Eastern Oklahoma
Junior College in Wilburton and Memphis Treadwell High,
-probably isn't a franchise, but, at worst, he's a very good
player," says Greene.
The Racers are after another big man — particularly 6-10
LaSalle Thompson, who, like 'Kenney Hammonds, attended
Withrow High School in Cincinnati.
Though Thompson is planning to visit MSU this weekend,
Greene admits signing him is a long shot at best.
If, however., Murray could get Thompson or a comparable
talent. Bates has the quickness to play a strong forward spot,
says Greene.
Don Hargrove laces a single to rightfield that scored two runs for Calloway County yester-
day against Trigg County. The Lakers had just four-hits, but they shelled the Wildcats 11-0.
Stall photo by Tony Wilson
English Pair A Delight To Track Coaches
By Deng Vance
Ma: Sports Publicity
David Warren and Allison
Manley crossed an ocean from
their native England to the
campus of Murray State for
Notice
Advanced Inc!
has now moved its complete operation to its
new larger facilities at 808 Coldwater Road,
Murray.
We are now offering the following services...
v- Three modern service trucks, completely equipped
for all your truck and farm tire seeds.
The complete in the shop service includes the
following: front end alignment, brakes, shocks, muf-
flers, tune-ups, safety cheeks on hoses belts, front-end
parts, II-joints, etc.
We also offer a largo inventory on passenger, track
and farm tires as well as a complete recapping shop.
We thank you for your patience during our moving
paces' and we are looking forward to serving the






808 Coldwater Road - Murray
753-7111 759-4788
several reasons.
They wanted to develop
their athletic talents under
conditions condusive to proper
training without sacrificing
the opportunities for an
education.
Merry old England's loss
has proven Murray's gain in
track and field competition,
and, although romance had
nothing to do with their
overseas venture. David and
have become, as they
would say back home, "jolly
good friends."
Warren, a world class
middle distance runner who
ranks sixth in the I500-meter
event in England, and Manley,
a cute blond and her country's
10th ranked pentathlon
competitor, have been proving
their mettle at Murray.
Warren achieved All-
America honors indoors this
year with a fourth place Anish
in the NCAA indoor cham-
pionship mile competition in
Detroit. A junior at MSC, he
took first in the Ohio Valley
Conference indoor mile and is
the defending -OVC outdoor
800-meter champion. "-
Manley, who just enrolled at
Murray State in January,
placed fifth in the pentathlon
at the women's indoor
nationals in Missouri and
recently established a new
school pentathlon record in
women's track with 3,736
points and first place in t14
Memphis State Invitational
Paints are accumulated in
five events of the pentathlon -
the women's counterpart of
the men's decathlon - in-
cluding the 100-meter hurdles,
shot put, high jump, long
jump, and 800-meter run.
Each credits the trainir,
routine encouraged in this
country for amateur athletics.
David Warren and Allison Manley
for his and her decision to
attend Murray. ,
•
"Running is like a bug that
never leaves you," said
Warren. It gives me
tremendous satisfaction.
The daughter of a London
banker, Manley has made a
big impression on her coach,
Margaret Simmons.
She is really a skilled
athlete," said Simmons. "To
compete in the pentathlon
requires considerable training
and athletic ability. She's done
a great job."
In addition to her con-
tributions to the women's
track contingent, Manley's
presence at Murray State has
proved financially rewarding
for Warren.
"It sure has cut down on my
telephone bill," added Warren
witti a smile.
Bates averaged 18.8 pinnts and 11 rebounts at E3sternOklahoma and finished with 1,009 points during his two yearsthere. And he may not have reached his full size. As a seniorat Memphis Treadwell, Bates stood 6-6 and weighed just 175pounds.
Walt Davis and Jeff Strouse were teammates on theEvansville Ind. Central High School squad, but Greeneinsists the signinrig of the pair was no package deal.
always come up short on those situations. They are both
talented players who have the tools to make a contribution to
our program."
Davis, a 6-5 forward, averaged 18 points and nine rebounds'on Central's 20-2 team. Greene says excellent leap&
with a strong inside game.
Strouse, a 6-1 guard, hit for 15 points a game while con-
necting an 51 percent of his shots. He was all-etty and all-
conference, as was Davis, who also made first-team all-state.
There ate three other reasons Greene feels next season
should be a good one - Gary Hooker, Torrell Harris and
Michael Davis.
The trio were transfers and sat out last season, but all willbe eligible next season, though Harris must wait until the
second semester since he transferred later in the year.
Hooker, a regular at Mississippi State from 1976-78, moved
to Murray when Greene made his exit. He's a 6-6 swingrnanwith a feathery shooting touch. The 11th all-time scorer in
Mississippi State history, Hooker will have one year of
eligibility at Murray.
Harris, a 6-4 guard who has the capabilities to score, is
noted for his defensive prowess. He attended Duquesne in
Pittsburgh before transferring.
Davis is a 6-3 guard from Schoolcraft Junior College in
Minnesota. Both he and Harris will be juniors.
Lakers Pounce
On Trigg 11-0
Joe Stonecipher pointed to
the defense, but it was, the
offense -that limited the game
to four innings.
Calloway County made the
most of four hits and a sloppy
fielding by Trigg County to
shell the . Wildcats 11-0
yesterday afternoon at the
City Park.
Thegame was halted after
five innings because of the 10-
run rule.
The- Lakers, now 2-1, hosted
Symsonia today to a 4:30 p.m.
_ contest. The Wildcats lost
their first game after three
._victir ies.
Calloway jumped to a 6-0
second-inning lead with the
--arltiit-ariti- hit. Kith
Edwards,, Keith Brown and
Marty McCuistan all walked
to load the-- bases with two
outs.
Kelly White drew another
walk, Shawn Simmons was hit
by a pitch and Kenny
. McCuiston walked to score the
first three . Laker runs.
Following a wild pitch than
allowed Brown to race home,
freshman Don Hargrove
rapped a two-run single to. cap
the inning.
Calloway continued the
onslaught in the -third. Tim
McAlister walked. Ricky
Garland singled to center and
Keith Brown's line drive was
dropped to' load the bases
again.
Marty McCuiston's single
scored two runners, and after
White walked, Simmons'
groundnut made it 9-0.
Two more . wild pitches
provided the final margin.
Callerway Ca. 11, TrigitC4i. 0
Shawn&moiw,s, 2 1 0 1
Ken Mc Cwston, et 2 I 1
Don Hargrove. rti 3 0 2
Keith Kdwards 0 0
Tun -Mc Alrster, lb 0 o
Ricky Garland, If 3 1
Keith Brown, 2b 1 2 0 0
Marty McDourton, rf 1 1 1 2
Kelly White. r 0
htliBerbertch. 2b 1 0 0 0
Totals •-• a 11 4
Ina County 19 0 6
(allow., Co 063 00 - I I 4
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Tiger i Compete
In Triangular
The Murray High boys golf
team; which dropped a 149-154
decision to Tilghman Monday;
played a triangular match
with Martin Westview and
Fulton City today at the'
Murray Country Club.
Thursday, the • Tigers host
Lone Oak _and both matches
begin-at 3:330 p.m.
-Lynn Sullivan led Murray 
Highagainst Tilghman with a
35, followed by Howard Boone
with a 38, Trent Jones with a
39 and Gregg Cahoon and'
David Ryan, each with 42s.
LUNCHEON MENU
1 Corned Beef on Rye (Reuben)  $2.15
Set e,t1 ,• sat, rata • t'of r.. Or 11 r•• %OUP 0' •
2 Crunch $2.50
Areaded Bonefiess ft,( i en steak erre• and ,o,,p
3 Ham Steak on Rye  $2.05
A genefou, Mir •tf • ewer cat and Oar of •111 /SS i hemp terser" wan
our soup nt the rho
4
WEIGHT-WATCHERS LUNCHEON SPECIAL.
Raw,o• peat h if h
t 'Wage brew. and r 'Jr 40c•P
$3.25
5 Fish & Chips $2.25
No 1044, c#.',54% tr#ert rh#e% fj•(.,
6 The Best Hamburger in Town $1.85
A 0 t quanen p r 1 I tyvvr ..-t-of h.. • ' dressed ,4h %tea% ',net
.#1 ###, # 0.4 pp,' -,.#1.1e.t
7 Spaghetti - Lovers Delight . . $3.10
Rea IGO la, •
.a ad nom o..or •J
8
OUR FAMOUS SALAD BAR, ALWAYS A FAVORITE
A meal in itself ONLY $2.50
9 French Dip $2.50
Roast Ref., • -osh howl .fral, fries and cote %la.,
Phone 753-1314
OUR REGULAR MENU I I EMS SERVE D ANYT IMF
ark-
r GE 11-A THE MURRAY. Ky., LEDGER* MOM Welloraeley, April IS, 1078
Lover Overheat..


























EVERY DAY IS SAVINGS DAY..:
WITH OUR FOOD BUYS !!






Carrots 1 Lb. Celle Bag tita $1
Yellow
Sweet Corn
hashes 6°i. 5/79cCello Bag
3 tars 49c
5 Lb. Bag 79
Save 20'
Crackers5






6 .„ ... ...i.
Parkay
Margarine 49c
1 Lb Save 10'
Bar-B-Q %1 69


























Capsules - 50's Savo $1-01
Pure Vegetable
Crisco
Wondra Naztd & Body 
$139Lotion Reg. Scent or
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Downtown Shopping Center HOURS: 7.. AL-9 p'. m. Mon.-Sot.
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Stovall And Atkins Walking Tightrope Between Jobs, Campaigns
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
U. Gov. Thelma Stovall and
State Auditor George Atkins.
are walking a tightrope these
days between their jobs as
elected state officials and
candidates for governor.
Other candidates are aware
that a misstep in this delicate
balancing act can provide
plenty of political am
munition.
The issue boils down to a few
simple questions:
Is the candidate-official
using state vehicles, state
equipment or any of the
perequisites of the office to
further his or her campaign?
Are state employees being
used in the campaign in
violation of state merit system
regulations? Are taxpayers
footing the bill for state em-
ployees' political work?
Are Kentuckians getting
their money's worth if the
elected official is splitting his
or her time between campaign
and office?
"It's a gray area," said
Frances Travis, Mrs. Stovall's
campaign manager.
None of the employees in the
lieutenant governor's office
are covered by the state merit
system, and therefore are not
prohibited from most political
activity.
Five members of the
lieutenant governof3-ataff are
working on her gubernatorial
campaign. To distinguish
between their jobs in the
lieutentant governor's office
and in the campaign, they are
taking paid vacation time to
work in the campaign.
Mrs. Travis, who has
juggled - her roles as Mrs.
Stovall's executive assistant
and chief campaign aide for
the last month, applied for an
unpaid leave through the May
29 primary, but her request




In a recent interview, Mrs.
Travis questioned the Per-
sonnel Department's rejection
of her request, and
acknowledged that the
practice of staff taking
vacation time to work on the
campaign could cause
problems for Mrs. Stovall.
"There's no question, it may
throw an opportunity to other
candidates to holler," she
said.
State regulatious require
employees to have Personnel
Department approval for
leaves longer than 30 days, but
employees may take unpaid
leaves up to 30 days with the
approval only of the ap-
pointing authority — in this
case, Mrs. Stovall. Since the
primary election is now less
than 30 working days away,
Mrs. Travis said she will
recommend that the
lieutenant governor grant her
unpaid leave through May 29.
She said she probably would
be the only staff member to
take unpaid leave, since she is
in a "decision-making" role in
the campaign, and other
employeesare not.
She said the office is
.maintaining daily time and
attendance records to show
which employees are using
vacation days to work on the
campaign.
Despite the attempt to
Istinguish the two roles, they
appear to overlap in some
eases. For example, the
lieutenant governor's press
secretary, Jean Severs, is
supposed to be working only
an media relations for the
office, not for tge campaign.
Two other persons have been
hired to do campaign press
work.
However, Miss Severs has
been interspersing vacation
days in h' regular work week
recently to—produce Mrs.
Stovall's campaign ad-
vertisements,and will make a
campaign appearance with
the candidate this week. Miss
Slow Cooling Down Of Reactor
Accelerated By Plumbing Change
By PAUL CARPENTER
Associated Press Writer
HARRISBURG, Pa. I AP) —
The painfully slow process of
cooling down the damaged
reactor at the Three Mile
Island nuclear power plant is
being accelerated through
changes in the plant's
plumbing.
Harold Denton, chief of
Nuclear Regulator Com-
mission operations at the
plant, said Tuesday that
technicians hope to lower the
temperature of the reactor's.
cooling water by another lb
degrees.
He had announced plans last
week to reduce the water
temperature by 10 degrees per
hour from about 280 degrees
down to 230 degrees, but it was
only down to 245 degrees by
Tuesday.
The preferred cooling plan
... is taking a lot longer than I
had imagined it would,"
Denton said at a final news
briefing here. He arrived at
Three Mile Island 19 days ago.
when_thereactor's core was in
danger of melting, and was
returningto Washington.
He also said releases of
radioactive' iodine have been
halted and a flap over disposal
of radioactive waste will be&
Bates To Be Guest Soloist
Kay - Bates, assistant
professor of voice at Murray
State University, will be a
guest mezzo-soprano soloist
with the University Choir in a
performance of the "Alto
Rhapsodie" by Johannes
Brahms on the campus on
Saturday, April 22.
The selection by Brahms is
scored for alto soloist and
male chorus, and the __text is
taken from "Harzreise in
Whiter" by croethe.
--T6 Wits 310 p.m. in
Recital Hall A of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, the
choral concert will also
feature tenor David Price and
baritone -Steve Evans as
soloists with the University
Chorus in a performance of
Cantata No. 78 by Bach en-
titled "Jesus Thou My
Wearied Spirit."
The concert to be conducted
by Robert K. 13aar will also
include the choir singing
''Adoramus Te" by' Achinger,
"How They So Softly Rest" by
Healy William, "Saul" by Egil
Hovland, "Christus Factus
Est" by Bruckner, "A Hymn
to the Virgin" by Britten,„and
a-folk song entided,-'14Y_Sollg
in the Night," arranged 4)y
Paul Christiansen.
Baer said the concert is




The surface-applied soybean herbicide that adds
 punch to a tank-mix.
At standard rates! Now, that's 
punch!
That's Surflan from Elanco. The 
herbicide that adds
seedling johnsongrass control to a 
surface-applied tank-mix.
A I rain puts Surflan to wor
k controlling seedling johns
ongrass,
plus many other tough annual 
grasses and weeds. Surflan waits 
up to
three weeks for rain—over twice
 as long as Lasso'''. Even durin
g a really
wet season leach-resistant Surfl
an stays put through combining.
All this seeing johnsongrass 
control and full-season
po,wer.at less cost per acre, compared
 to Lasso.*
Get Surflan from your farm 
chemicgisupplier.
Elanco Products Company, A 
Diriision of Eli Lilly
and Company, Indianapolis, IN 
46206, U.S.A.
•lix-.d wanAte0 retail prire
















When used according to label direct
ions.
a
For best results, always read
and follow label directicms
solved by taking the material
to Washington state instead of
South Carolina, where
authorities refused to admit it.
Meanwhile, the
Metropolitan Edison Co.,
operator of the plant, said
Tuesday it could go bankrupt
unless the state gives -.final
approval to at least part of a
proposed $49 million con-
sumer rate increase that was
approved only six days before
the nuclear accident.
- '7%t the plant's troubled
reactor, the NRC wants core
temperatures at 230 degrees
before steps are taken to bring
it into what is called a cold
shutdown. That's the point at
which there is no longer any
risk of a chain reaction in the
core going out of control.
The reactor normally heats
pressurized water, which in
turn heats other water into
steam to power turbines. The
steam is now being used to
carry off reactor core heat.
"Plans are being made to
lower the temperature about
another 10-degrees by opening
up new flow paths for steam,"
Denton said. -
Severs said she has kept
careful time and attendance
records.
Another gray area is Mrs.
Stovall's use of police
protection as lieutenant
governor. During the cam-
paign, a State trooper
assigned to her serves as the
driver of her campaign van.
State Police Commissioner
Ken Brandenburgh said it is
"operational practice" for a
state trooper to accompany
the governor and lieutenant
governor in their travels.
He said it is acceptable for a
trooper to drive Mrs. Stovall's
campaign vehicle, but not to
drive any other vehicles ac-
companying her in her
campaigning.
The state auditor has also
taken pains to keep Atkins the 
candidate separate from
Atkins the public official.
The auditor's office has
been reimbursed for expenses
where it is questionable
whether an activity is part of
the campaign or the office,
according to campaign
workers. When activities are
clearly political, they are
financed from the campaign
treasury.
A separate long-distauce
telephone line has been in-
stalled on Atkins' desk
specifically for campaign
calls, and special campaign
stationary that says Auditor's
Office also notes that it wasn't
printed with state funds.
"It's a thin line, but rather
than have the appearance of
conflict, we'd rather just pay
for it," said campaign worker
Lois Mateus,„ adding that it
has driven Up the cost of
Atkins' campaign sub-
stantially.
Atkins turned in his state
car last year and campaigns
in a leased automobile._
The yak majority of em-
ployees in the auditor's office
are covered by the state Merit
system, so the situation is
very different from that in the
lieutenant governor's office,
where no one is a merit em-
ployee.
Merit system employees are
barred from many political
activities, although they may
voluntarily supptul can-
didates on their own time.
Lois Mateus, media director
for Atkins' campaign, said
some non-merit employees
have done volunteer work in
the campaign at night, but
have not otherwise taken
active roles.
For example, deputy
auditor Robert Warren, a non-
merit employee, has attended
just three events in recent
months at which Atkins ap-
peared as a candidate, two in
his capacity as auditor as a
third as an interested citizen.
"I've tried to make a special
point to stay away from the
political appearances of Mr
Atkins,' WiiiTen said. "There
has to be a separation. It's
especially important for the
auditor's office to maintain
that separation 'because) we
can't ask agencies to do things
that we don't do."
Beale Hardware, Inc.
"Since 1897"
For All Your Hardware Needs
Open 8:00 ä.m.-5:00 p.m. rel-F
Closed All Day Saturday
Special Prices On
Farm Gates - Pains"- Chain, Etc.
Fence Wire tSteel Post
Ph. 753-1543 214 Main
Xentuckg
Tilaritu Burst *flow
WEST KENTUCKY LIVESTOCK SHOW and EXPOSITION CENTER
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
FRIDAY, APRIL 20, 194 7:30 P.M. (C.S.T.)









Two Year Old Walking Fillies
Amateur Three Gaited Norse
Ladies Amateur Walking Norse
Amateur Roadstesfony To Bike
Junior Exhibitor Five Gaited Horse
Slow Racking Norse
Three Year Old Walking Fillies
Junior Exhibitor Three Gaited Norse
Amateur Harness Pony
Three Year Old Walking Stallions And Geldings
Show Pleasure Walking Norse
Junior Five Gaited Nom
Open For Trot Norse
Walking Norse: 15.2 Or Under Open
Amateur Five Gaited Norse
.M-r—gonnre Vincent, Alvalon, Kentucky
.M.r Charlie Judd, Grandview, Missouri
Mr Bob Higgins. Madisonville. Kentucky
Mr. William Hickman, Evansville, Indiana
..... Mf:-Jimmy Cole, Nashville, Tennessee
. Ms Shirley Paulette, Lexington, Kentucky
SATURDAY EVENING
Open English Pleasure Norse
American Saddlebred Three Gaited Pleasure Norse
Two Year Old Walking Stallions And Geldings
Open Roadster Pony
Amateur Walking Norse Open
American Saddlebred Five Gaited Pleasure Norse
Style Racking Norse
Open Fine Harness Pony
Juvenile Walking Norse
Four Year Old Walking Mares
Open Three Gaited Norse
Four Year Old Walking Norse, Stallions And Geldings
Fine Harness Norse
Open Racking Norse
Road Norse To Bike
Open Walking Norse
Open Five Gaited Norse
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I Funerals I
Mrs. Mary Hart Is
Dead At Age Of 73
Funeral Thursday -—
Mrs. Mary Hart of Kirlcsey
Route 1 died Tuesday at 2:22
p.m. at the Marshall County
Hospital, Benton. She was 73
years of age and a former
nurses' aide at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The deceased was a
member of a Missionary
Baptist Church in Monroe,
Mich. Born June 10, 1905, she
was the daughter of. the late
James Roach and Genny
Alton Roach. One son, Freddie
Ingram, preceded his mother
in death.
Mrs. Hart is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Becky
Bohannon, Kirksey Route 1,
and Mrs. Rayburn Neighbors,
Taylor, Mich.; five grand-
children.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
Sherman Holt officiating:
Burial will follow in the Old
Salem Cemetery in Calloway
• County.
Friends may call at the





Mrs. Polly ;Pauline) Noles
of Benton Route 5 died
Monday at 2 a.m. at her home.
She was a member of the
Hamlet Baptist Church.
Survivors include one
brother. Joe Cathis, Murray:
half brother. Othel Higgins,
Wood River. Ill.; several
nieces and nephews.
The funeral is being - held
today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
the Collier Funeral Home,
Benton. with the Rev.
Raymond Baker officiating.
Burial will follow in the




The funeral for Mrs. Glyco
Nealie) Wells of Murray
Route 2 is being held today at 2
p.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Dewayne Franklin
and the Rev. Edd Glover of-;--
ficiating. The music is being
presented by Margaret
Porter, soloist, and Maxine
Clark, organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Tommy. Michael, Barry, and
Bradley Wells, grandsons, and
Don and David Norsworthy,
nephews. Burial will follow in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Wells, 67, died Tuesday
a 5:30 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway county Hospital.
C Gov. Carroll Releases His
Tax Returns Again This Year
-
PANCAKE BREAKFAST SLATED — The 
Murray High School Student Council will
sponsor a pancake breakfast Saturday. April 21 in 
the MHS cafeteria from 6 a.m. to 11
a.m. The students will offer all the pancakes
 you can eat for S1.50 and children u
nder
the age of six will be Admitted free. At extreme left and
 right a-rt advisors Bill Smith and
Mark Brady buying tickets from treasurer Stacy Overbey a
nd Secretary Keane Gregory.
Photo By Debi Henry
Michelle Marvin Wins $104,000
Judgement Against Actor Marvin
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Michelle Triola Marvin was
awarded $104,000 today in her
lawsuit against actor Lee
Marvin.
Superior Court Judge
Arthur Marshall said the
award was intended ''for
rehabilitation purposes so that
she may have the economic
means to re-educate herself
and to learn new, employable
skills."
The judge said he was
concerned that Miss Marvin
be able tcr "return from her
status as companion of a
motion picture star to a
separate, independent but
perhaps . more prosaic
existence."
The award was con-
siderably less than the $1.8
million that Miss Marvin
sought as compensation for
the six years she lived as
homemaker; • companion and
cook to the tough-guy actor.
In his 33-page decision, the
judge found that the aSor and
the former showgirl' had
neither an express nor imPlIed
contract. to share property.
However, the itaige .cited a
California Supreme —.Court
decision that allows a judge to
find "additional equitable
remedies" to protect the
rights of unmarried people
living together.
He said he based his
_decision on the fact that
Marvin's income during the
affair with Miss Marvin ex-
ceeded $1 million and that.
Miss Marvin was forced to go
on unemployment to support
herself when they separated.
He commented at length on
varioons portions of evidence
ineluding the testimony of
Richard Doughty, a young
actor who claimed he had
sexual relations with Miss
Marvin while she was still
She is survived by her Bible Institute To
. _
huSbahd, Glyco Wells, Murray
Route 2; two sons. Fred Wells,
Murray Route 7, and Gene




Final rites for Mrs. Ada
May Hargan are being held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Hopkins and Brown
Funeral Home. Wingo, with
the Rev. James Fulton of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
the Prince Cemetery at
Wingo.
Mrs. Hargan, 97, Mayfield
Route 4, died Monday at 11:45
On. at the Haws Nursing
Home, Fulton..
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Estella
Lancaster, Murray Route 7;
one son, George W. Hargan,




Al New Mt. Carmel
The New Mt. Carmel
Baptist Church. located la
miles south of Murray on
Highway 121 South. will hold a
Bible Institute starting
Thursday. April 19. and
continuing through Saturday,
April 21.
Speakers at the services at
7:30 each evening will be the
Rev. C. C. Brasher, Brien-
sburg Church, Thursday; the
Rev. Larry Salmon, Northside
Church, Friday; and the Rev.
Jack Doom, Hickory Church,
Saturday.
-Regular worship services
will be held Sunday. April 22..
at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. with the
pastor, the Rev. George
White, as the speaker. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
The church pastor, the Rev.
White, invites the-15lib1ic to
attend the services. -
living with Marvin.
-Doughty testified that he
.had sexual relations with
plaintiff approximately 20
times on, the island of Palau)
and additional times later in
Los Angeles and Tuscon." the
judge's decision said.
'"Plaintiff vigorously denied
this and claiined that Doughty
was ghomosexual ...."




weakened by the fact that he
had denied earlier that the
affair ever happened.
The judge ma'de it clear that
his* decision does not mean
that all unmarried people
living together are
automatically entitled to the
property and earnings of .a
non-marital partner. He said
that would be tantamount to
restoring comm'onlaw
marriage, -which does not
exist in C,aiifornia
DONATION — The Murray Moose Lodge No. 2011
presented a S200. check to the Calloway County Spec
ial
Olympics Team. The-check was to help send the team to
the state tournament held in Frankfort, Ky. The team
came in second at the regional meet in Paducah Ky. They
took first place at the state tournament held in frankfort
Presenting the check (left) is R.I. Galbreath,
 publicity
chairman for the lodge. Accepting the check (right) is
Ricky Hargrove, representing the Special Olympics Team.




A two-car collision occurred
Tuesday morning at the
traffic light at Fourth and
Main Streets.
According to the police
report, Calvin D. Spann, '1102
Poplar, was backing out of a
parking space when he did not.
see a car, driven by Velma B.
Rose, traveling west.
Neither was injuried, a
police spokesman said.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon. EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger &Times by First of Michigan,

















































FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — It's just
coincidence, but Gov. Julian Carr011,
like a number of gubernatorial can-
didates, tuis released his tax returns.
The difference is that Carroll has
been making them public for all the
years he has held office, claiming that
high public officials are morally
obligated to do so. ,
The governor paid the federal
government • $344 in additional taxes
_owed and got back $51 from the state to
be credited to his 1979 estimate tax, the
figures showed Tuesday.
The latest returns show no large
deviation in income or expenses from
previous years.
Although the governor makes $35,000
a year plus $18,000 in expenses, his
adjusted gross income was listed at
$38,8 because ot• various deductions
and exemptions.
They include a statement of em-
ployee business expenses plus a
deferred compensation program for
which all state employees are eligible,
according to aides.
Carroll sets aside $1,000 a month
which is tax free until withdrawn from
the deferred compensation account.
The $18,000 in expenses is allocated
directly to Carroll and does not count
toward meeting the operational ex-
penses of his office.
The joint return of Carroll and
Charlann Carroll shows $5,421 in
itemized deductions, including $2,096 in
various taxes, $2,484 in interest paid
and $527 in contributions.
His interest income of $196 came
from three firms and he listed only $20
in dividends from another.
Further income of $467 was listed
from rental houses at Heath and West
Paducah, where Carroll lives.
This amount was the net left from
$4,930 in total income after deductions
for insurance, repairs and
depreciation.
Carroll reported another $1,108 in
farm income from grains.
He listed $8,147 in excess payments
under employee business expenses of
which $3,258 was for nursing care for a
yotuig daughter.
The other large item under this
category was $3,250 for "special events
wear."
Carroll' reported $966 spent for
promotion and entertainment, $561 for
various dues, subscriptions and fees
and $326 for travel
A capital gain of $3,000 was reported
from the sale of furniture and books.
Although gubernatorial candidates
have been publicizing their income tax
returns, this is not required by law, nor
does Carroll hove to make public his
returns.
TVA...--
I Continued From Page One )
month enabled TVA to get a March
record of 2.5 billion kwh, or almost 25
percent of its total power demands,
from its no-cost hydroelectric dams.
The Browns Ferry nuclear plant at
Athens, Ala., had a one-month
produetion record of 2.1 billion kwh,
more than 20 percent of the total 10.3
million kilowatt-hours used by con-
sumers last month.
TVA supplies electricity to most of
Tennessee and parts of Alabama,
Mississippi, Kentucky, Virginia,
Georgia and North Carolina
Students Inducted Into Honor Society
Eighteen Murray State University
students have been inducted into the
campus chapter of Beta Gamma
Sigma, a national scholastic honor
society in the field of business and
administration.
Elected president of the group was
Tarpley Brooks Jones, 21, a junior
accounting and French major and son
of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall P. Jones, 1313
/Main Street, Murray.
/ Named vice-president was Larry
Glen Evans, 23, also a junior ac-
counting major from Murray and the
on of Mrs. Orvale Evans, 604
--Sycamore.
Stephen L. Hancock, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ray HanCock, 1505 .BeIrnonte
Drive, Murray; Teri S. Lowery,
daughter of Logan Lowery, Ptihceton;
1.001S1IILI.E. Ky Al
Cattle 2000, slaughter steer, eL,
cows 1 002.00 tugber, bulls 1 )
Slaughter calves and vealers
feeders steady,
Slaughter cows uUllty 1-3 rammer, .4
5 5400-0900. high boning utility 54 6)-
65 90: cutter 1-2 50 0056 00: canner ed
cutter under 800 lb 4500-50%,
Slaughter bulls 13861540 lb 71 25-74 0 :-
2 101(1145 lb_4,50-L5-811.
Slaughter calves and vealerv Sou e
270 lb vealers 95 00-112 CO: good 0009.
0000, choice 345-430 lb calves 11 004)90;
feeder steers choice tr60-400 it !AO 00.
118 03. 400500 lb 95 00-109 On. 500400 b
06.00-99,00, 860-700 1b005047 25, 700400 lb
110 9045 90. $00-030 lb 77131511390rnu
good and choice 300500 lb 85 00-112 X 5010
960 lb 0900-00, 00. heifers choice 125400 lb
97 00-101 50, 400-500 lb 85 0043 75 650.700
lb 78 00-82 75, rniied good and choice 300.
500. lb 75 0085 00, 500700 it, 6100711 00;
good 300.475 lb 57 00-70 00.
Hogs 1600, 900 feeder ptgs barr0.1 and
gilts 150 higher: 1-2 210-240 lb 46 3044 50;
200-240 lb 46 0046 Z 210-270 lb 45 00-46 00;
240-3)0 11)63 09.4400, 300350 lb 42 30-42 A;
sows steady, 1-2 350-400 lb 40 00-41 00 WO.
450 lb 41.00-42 CO, 450400 It 42 00-42 % 40.






Kentucky Purchase' Area Hog M4r5et
Repnrt Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts . Act 465 Est 550 Barr.,.,. &
Gilts $1.00 higher Sows steady t., $2 up
higher most advance under 4501b,
US 1-2 209-230 Ibis 944 25-44 50
(JS20'240ltw
Us 23 240-250 Ito
US 2-4 260.200 lbs
8ow,
US 1-2 270-35016s
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
US 1-3 450-500 I bs
US 1-3 500450 lbs
US 2-3 300600 lbs
Boars 91 00-33130
',env e
Ditk King Morgan, son of Mrs. Linda S.
Graves, and Mark Alan Crowley, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse S. Crowley, both-of
Bardwell; Ken Ray Haggard, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert R. Haggard,
Wickliffe.
Also, Cindy Suzette Klusmeier,
daughter of Chris Klusrneier and Mrs.
Beverly Klusrneier, and Debra Deann
Bloomingburg, daughter of Mr. and
Mts. Conway Bloomingburg, both of
Paducah; Melanie Claire Wilkinson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Eich-
brecht, Austin, Ark.
Also, Sherry L. Harris, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard A. Narrirnore,
Hixson, Tenn.; Jenny Jetton Leke,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert M.
Jetton, Trenton, Tenn.; Barbara M.
Diamond, Benton; Catherine Elizabeth
Tanner, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Amos E. Tanner. Golconda, Ill.
Also, Judith Karen Russell, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan L. Russell, Dixon;
Kim Green, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd L. Green, Jr., Hickman; Larry
W. Barth, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence J. Barth, Racine, Wisc., and
Gregory Keith 13arzell, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Baz2e11, Taylor, Mich,
Of the group, 12 are juniors and four.
seniors, and all are majoring in either
accounting, marketing, business
education or business administration.
Membership in Beta Gamma Sigma
is an honor which must be earned
through outstanding scholastic
achievement and is one of the highest
honors that a student in a school of
business or management can attain.
miligkSonator Richard Weisenbargar
When I asked you to elect me your State
Senator four years ago, 1- was like most other
challengers in thinking (or hoping) I could change
the system overnight. -
Well, the bottom line Oat we-W-CirlsorriCarid-
we lost some. But most of all we learned a lot. It'
is no _easy task_ to shepherd a bill through the
maze of committees, but wheritrbecomes-taw it -
makes the effort worthwhile.
It's that time again, and I am asking that you
. send me back to Frankfort for another term
"where I can put that experience to work for you
RtiErgagiiirrildier
MAY 29th DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY
Paid political ado by R C Alexander. Treasurer. M
ayfield. Ky
MO" "OW Alan. MOW MOW .1
01, lark. MOW al
e' MOW MEW MOW




Keep That Great G.M. Feeling Thurs., April 1941
Thurs., April 19th With Genuine GM. Parts 613111MAL WIVES 1PARTS DritISION
Highway 641








































and a pinch of pioneer spirit--
Calloway County has lost
several tons of top soil this
winter (cue to erosion, but soil
washes less when wheat
stubble is left on top of the
grouqd, Howard added. No-till
crops tan yield the same or
better than conventional
crops, the agent said. •
This will be a dinner
Meeting, sponsored by the
chemical companies, to be
served by Hickory Hut B-B-Q.
Persons should register for








State law provides for jail
terms of 30 days to six months
for persons convicted of
soliciting state employees for
political funds, and -provides
up to five years suspension
from state service for em-
ployees and officials convicted
of making such solicitations.
State merit employees are
encouraged to register and
vote the way they choose, and
have the right to express their
Capt. Fablo Earns
Commendation Medal
Captain Patti J. Fablo, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Michael Fablo
of Batavia, N.Y., earned the
U.S. Air Force Commendation
Medal for meritorious service.
Fablo, a weapons systems
operator, was presented the
medal at Shaw Air Force
Base, South Carolina, where
he now serves with a unit of
the Tactical Air Command.
The captain is a 1964
graduate of Notre Dame High
School. He rececieved his
masters degree in 1969 .from
the University of Detroit,
where he was commissioned
through the Air Force Reserve
Officers Training Corps
program.
His wife, Phyllis, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Triplett of Murray.
Reunion Planned
l3y WWII Regiment
Veterans of the 222nd
Infantry Regiment of the 42nd
Infantry (Rainbow ) Division
will hold their annual reunion
at the Carriage Inn, 3811
University Drive, Huntsville,
Ala., 35805, July 11-14, ac-
cording to James V.
McNichol, division secretary.
McNilhol requests all
veteranl of the regiment
seeking membership and




Employees About Political Work
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
The Personnel Department
has . slipped reminders into
state employees' paychecks,
that they can have political
opinions but must be very
careful about engaging in
political activity.
Personnel 'Commissioner
Addie Stokley said that in view
of the upcoming primary
election, it was particularly
appropriate that the state's
34,000 employees be made
aware of political activities
prohibited by state law.
Her comprehensive two-
page memorandum contains a
list of do's and don't's tailored
for merit system employees.
The memo includes a caveat
for non-merit employees as
well.
State law specifically says
that, "no person shall solicit
any political assessment,
subscription, contribution or
service of any employee in the
classified service."
That prohibition applies to
all state employees, including





'A No-Till Seminar for
Calloway County Grain
Farmers will be held Thur-
sday, April 19, at 7 p.m. at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center, College
Farm Road, according to Ted
Howard, County Extension
Agent for Agriculture.
Dr. Charles Rieck, weed
science researcher from the
University of Kentucky, along
, with field staff members from
• the various chemical com-
panies, will be the speakers at
the seminar. -
Howard said every day new
ideas .and methods are being"
teed and intorno-rated Into- 
Committee, P.O. Box 491,
Huntsville, Ala., 35804.the no-till farming programs
through research, hard work. Ham Breakfast Will
Be Held Saturday
The Blue Grass GB Club-will
hold a country ham breakfast
on Saturday, April 21, at the
club house located over Wallis
Drug, north side of the court
square.
. Serving time will be from 5
a.m. to 1 p.m. with the cost of
the tickets being $3 for adults
and $1.50 for children.
Tickets will be available at








th Goria- Stead and Pr,ce On
Combonol/on Salad w,l01 Meal
ins de
Dtmng
Super Special For Kids 1/
Spaghetti and Salad 2
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
Includes As Always
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good






The Flint Baptist Church,
located west of Almo Heights
off j-lighway 641 North, will
hold a Bible Institute on
Thursday and Friday, April 19
and 20, with services at 7 p.m.
each evening.
'Speakers will be the Rev.
Paul Dailey, retired minister,
on Thursday, and the ReV...
Greg Burton, pastor of the
Spring. Creek Baptist Church,
on Friday.
The church pastor, the Rev.
Heyward Roberts, invites the





Timothy A. Lane, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Norman 0. Lane,
Route 7, Murray, has com-






subjects desiped to ,preliare
them for further aeacte-Oc
and on-the-job training in one
of the Navy's 85 basic oc-
cupational fields.
Included in their study were
seamanship, close-order drill,
naval history and first-aid.
Personnel who completed this
course of instruction are
eligible for three hours of
college credit in physical
education and hygiene.
A 1977 graduate of Murray
High School, Lane joined the




will present a concert on
Sunday; April 22, at 2 p.m. at
the Calloway County High
School Cafeteria.
Featured on the program
will be the Sixth Grade, Junior
High, and High School Bands,
directed by LaVaughn Wells
and Jim G'la'ss.
The public is invited to




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's ',burley tobacco
growers plan a 5 percent cut in
the acreage they devote to the
state's leading cash crop this
year, according to the U.S..
Department of Agriculture.
Such a cut could mean a
drop of about $25 million in the
potential value. of burley,
which has been bringing more
than $500 million a year to
Kentucky.
The burley outlook was
included in a report that also
suggested that corn acreage
will be reduced and soybean
acreage expanded this year in
Kentucky and the rest of the
nation.
The report was based on the
intentions of farmers as of
April 1 and it noted that they
still have time to change their
minds.
Kentucky's tobacco farmers
intend to plant 162,000 acres of
burley this year, compared
with 170,000 acres fast year,
according to the report from
the Kentucky Crop &
Livestock Reporting Service,
an agency of the USDA.
opinion on political subjects
and candidates.
However, they may not take
an active part in political
management and political
campaigns.
They can wear badges and
political buttons and display
political bumper stickers on
their own cars, but they are
barred from distributing such
material. ' They are . also
prohibited from writing or
publishing letters or articles
soliciting votes for a candidate
or opposing one.
Merit employees May make
voluntary contributiOnsato a
political organization, bilr are
barred from soliciting or
handling political con-
tribitions and from selling or
soliciting the sale of political
party dinner tickets.
In some instances, there's a
thin line between perinitted
and prohibited activities. For
example, merit system em-
ployees may join a political
club or attend political rallies
or conventions, but they must
not become involved in the
organization of the club or
rally.
Merit employees can't
engage in partisan activity at
the polls or haul voters there
as a service to a candidate or
party, but they can work at the
polls in a non-partisan
capacity and drive friends or
relatives there to vote.
Wierray Ledger & Times
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STUDENT ART AWARDS — Winners of three top awards in the Stndeftte
Art Show at Murray State University
discuss their work with Dr. Constantine W. Curris, university president, follo
wing the opening of the exhibit Friday
evening, April 13. Shown with him are: Rick Nance (left) of Lowes, a graphic
 arts technology major, who won the
$300 President's Purchase Award and a $50 merit award for color drawin
gs; Kennita freed (center) of Robinson, Ill.,
a senior photography major, who won the $250 Dean's Purchase Award and
 a $50 merit award for two
photographs; and Jane Ellen Viterisi of Paducah, senior art major who won th
e $200 Bob Head Purchase Award for
a sculpture piece. The show will run through ,May 9 in the Eagle Gallery of O
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Manuscript Written About Murray Author, Holt
EDITOR'S NOTE: The
following is a manuscript
about a Murray author. Felix
Holt. The manuscript. 'From
The Lone Ranger To Daniel
Boone: The Writing Of Felix
was written by All. H.
Walk of the English depar-
tment at Alice Lloyd College
in Pippa Passes, Ky. Author
Holt wrote two best-selling
novels about the Murray area.
.The Gabriel Horn' and 'Datil
Boone Kissed Me.'
In a poignantly written
obituary dated June 4, 1954,
The Detroit Times described a
former employee as
-weighing 110 pounds when
carrying a fifth of Old Fit-
zgerald." The Detroit News,
the Times' rival, admitted this
man was one of America's
"freshest and most promising
writing talents." The for-
midable New York Times
reported that his "schooling
had ended in the eighth grade.
But in addition to drawing on
writing skills. . . he drew on
family reminiscences and
legend handed down froth his
pioneer ancestors in Ken-
tucky." -
+This paper was written
with the aid of materials
located, in the special
collections of the King
Library, University of Ken-
tucky. -
These three quotations all
refer to Felix Holt, a South-
west Kentuckian whose




originate Popeye the Sailor
Man), to the mass niedias of
radio and TV., and finally
culminating in serious fiction.
Like Clark Kent of The
Daily Planet, Felix Holt was a
physically • unimpressive
reporter who had a secret life;
during all his years as a
newspaper than and radio
hack he was developing into a
serious author. This side of
Holt remained hidden until he
was over 50. . . a truly
remarkable' age to take up
creative writing and to
abandon the lucrative—hack._
market.
• Holt was one of those
irrepressible individuals who
stumbled into reporting and
eventually into radio via the
newsroom of George
Washington Trendle's
legendary WXYZ Radio —
Detroit. Holt found himself
overworked; an example of
his early creativity is a memo
dated May 13, 1939 where he
complains about his working
conditions at WXYZ. Holt says
in part:
When the Great God
Jehova created this earth
he did so in six days then
sat himself down upon the
seventh to rest and con-
template upon- his han-
diwork. . . Since that day it
has been the custom of
mankind created in his
image to take the seventh
as one of rest. Your
prograni department,
however, seems to have -
lost sight of that fact or
they .regard newsmen
outside the realm of
Heavenly created. So it has
established a seven-day
week for the news
department. I would ap-
preciate it if you would






will. . . be discontinued,
killed and buried... A pink
note as outlined above will
restore my faith in the
Book of Genesis, the big
heartedness King Trendle
Inc. and I'm sure that our
listeners won't give a
damn.
Felix Holt
This memo, I think,
demonstrates two things
about Holt's dilemma during
the WXYZ years. First, he had
a certainl flair in his prose
style. Second, he clearly
lacked the time to do his own
creative work.
The situation did not im-
prove when Holt became one
of WXYZ's chief script writers
and' was responsible for
writing shows such as The
Lone Ranger, The Green
Hornet and Sergeant Preston
of the Yukon. Holt was a
major force behind these
shows which are among the
most fondly remembered
series in the history of,
broadcasri-ng. Although
everAlse.. years_ those
shows, especially The Lone
Ranger, helped create an
heroic style which survives to,
this day. When Earle Grasser,
the original voice of The Lone
Ranger, was killed in 1941,
The New York Times reported
,that Grasser was dead, "But
he didn't take the Lone
Ranger with him. The Lone
Ranger doesn't die. . . every
kid knows that in his heart."
The New York Times was
right, the Lone Ranger, the
Green Hornet, and Sergeant
Preston survive in our
memory and Holt's shows
helped create the cliches of
the modern media hero. Holt
left a legacy of popular culture
even though he had an
anonymous role as radio
scriptwriter.
Nonetheless, when hearing
some of the stilted and cliched
dialogue of these programs
one wonders if Holt's talents
were being put to their best
usage by the mass media.
• Holt's attitude toward his--
work at WXYZ are expressed
in an unfinished novel entitled
Will O'Wisp which only
slightly masks the discust Holt
had for Trendle and the whop
WXYZ experience. The
prologue to the manuscript
reeks of hostility:
"Will O'Wisp is not a
crusading novel and yet it
does carry a message,
broadcasting in the United
States is supposed to
belong to the public. Its
operation is entrusted to
individuals whose
character and ability are
supposed to be com-
mensurate with the trust .
placed in them by the
-. -but, there are  -_
some licensees who are
neither fitted by ability or
character to hold such
public trust. They look
upon this endowed
franchise as an instrument
of their own to be used for
personal gain, and more
important, for personal
power.
Although the manuscript is
largely a diatribe against
Trendle which appears more
emotional than factual, it also
contains important insights
regarding the process of
writing for radio. In the story,
one scriptwriter has a con-
tract which
-Makes him a virtual slave
to Bixby; The Trerid/e-like
character, as. . ., Bixby,
airirriaaes- _weigth _through- -
exploitation of the-program
(comic strip, books,
novelities and movies) his
bruised pride is salved with
"merit bonuses" which he
gladly accepts. . . in the
face of debt and other
hardships. His one atteriipt
at rebellion brings him to
his knees."
Although this character
more closely resembles Holt's
colleague Fran Striker, it
demonstrates the tremendous
pressures which WXYZ staff
members faced.
Perhaps more significant is
Holt's analysis of juvenile
action shows: The novel Will
O'Wisp is named after a
hypothetical radio show by the
same/lame. Holt writes,
‘Will O'Wisp is a juvenile
program. . . it features a
character. . . who steps in
to deal with evildoers when
the law seems incapable of
handling the situation.
Incidently, this is the
premise of most juvenile
slipws, detective mysteries
etc.). . . to the juvenile
listeners of America, Will
O'Wisp is not only an idol
but an ideal in which
fascist instincts and ideas.
. . are presented with a
thick sugar coating of fast
action and melodramatic
swashbuckling."
Since the late 1940's when
this manuscript was un-
doubtedly written, critics
have begun to agree with Holt.
Cowboy heroes and super
heroes Often operate outside
the law because they possess
an innate superiority. Such
sentiments, however, contain
aspects of vigilantism. Leslie
Fiedler in The Return of the
Vanishing American, for
'example, suggests that such
attitudes are a legacy from
and a laundering of the
legends of the Ku Klux Klan
and the -slaughter of the
American Indian.
Consider, for example. the
Green Hornet... Admittedly a
clean-cut radio show which
was revived as a TV series in
the late 1960's. The Hornet. .
Actually an alter ego for Britt
Reid a wealthy newspaper
man who is clearly a
vigilantee who works outside'
the law not shackled by legal
codes, "the Hornet is able to
avoid the legal red tape and
strike at the source of 'unfair
dealings." In other words,
'Britt Reid in his wisdom
denies citizens their civil
rights and dispenses justice as _
he sees fit. Since the Hornet
operated outside the law, the
slogan of the show was "He
hunts the biggest of all game,
public enemies that even G-
Men cannot touch." This


















We make house Calls, every afternoon.
Guaranteed.
You don't get many services these day
s, but
there's one that's still available Conv
enient
home delivery of The Murray Ledger 
&
every day
Give us a call now and we'll have The Mur
ray
Ledger & Times delivered to you
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the Murray Ledger & Times to your door that
very evening.
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and possibly hurt his ego — so
the final phrase was
euphemized to "public
enemies that would destroy
America." The legal and
vigilantee aspects of the show,
however, reniained un-
checked for 20 years.
In 1945 Holt ended his
relationship with Trendle and
joined CBS to write Cimarron
Tavern, a juvenile Western
dedicated to realism and
mature plotlines. In the long
run, however, Holt discovered
he'd jumped "out of the frying
pan and into the fire." As
might be expected, blue
pencils bowderlized anything
which buyers of Wonder
Bread might dislike. A good
example of this editing is the
way the themesong, a military.
folksong entitled Garry Owen,
was made acceptable to
American youth — or rather,
their parents. The line "Corne
Booze and Sing and Lend your
aid," for example, was
changed to "Come Laugh and
Sing and Lend your Aid" while
the line "Instead of Spa we'll
drink down Ale" became
"We're sporting men so bold
and Hale." . -
Such restrictions on his
writing angered Holt and lead
to a prolific outpouring of
caustic letters, perhaps Holt's
best niastered art form.
Robert Landry, CBS's
director of program writing,
however, was not amused and
he wrote back:
Hey fellow, will you please
discontinue
11 ) Threatening to resign
every time any general
discussion conies up.
(2) Confusing CBS with
WXYZ and Cimarron Tavern
with The Lone Ranger. We
aren't and it isn't.
(3) Reminding us. . . it's
quite unnecessary, we already
know that serial making is a
back breaking job. . ., and,
that the C.B.S. code for
children's shows is difficult to
meet. . . Nobody wants you to
Knowing Where To
Look A Big Asset
FRANKFORT — The first
step to finding information is
knowing where to look.
At present a researcher can
spend hours and travel many
miles just seeking the location
of a record. Then, finding it is
no assurance that it contains,
the information needed.
The long hours and many
miles will be reduced or
eliminated, with the
culmination of the Kentucky
Ginde Project, a survey of
enery collection or records
and manuscripts available for
research in the state. When
the project is finished, a
researcher can directly locate
a record along with the
collection its in and the
repository where it Is located
simply by looking in a book.
The Kentucky Guide Project
is a survey of the manuscripts
and record holdings in Ken-
tucky, according to Tom
Converse, project archivist
with the State division of ar-
chives and records
management.
"Right now, the project is
for two years, but we hope to
get an extension—of an ad-
ditional two years," he said.
Converse, who started his job
February 1, will hire four
assistants to help him conduct
the field work.
"We will visit every place in
this state that bola records
and 'manuscripts, and write
down the title of each, item tp
the collection," sai d Converse.
The project will attempt to
systematically survey and
briefly describe every
collection of records and
manuscripts thatlis available
in any degree for_research.in.
the state, excluding records in
their original county or city.
The survey is a pilot project
sponsored by the National
Historical Publications and
Records Commission, which is
affiliated with the National
Archives in Washington. The
national commission recently
gave Kentucky a $115,000
grant-to help fund the project.
Three states, New York,
Washington, and Wisconsin,
are also participating in the
pilot project.
According to Barbara
Williams, state librarian, the
best elements of each state
project will be combined to
form a suggested plan for a
national project, which, if
realized in its fullest form, will
generate a national computer
data base. This data base will
allow a researcher to search
either on-line or through
printed Union Guides all the
repositories of America for
desired information.
,.. Williams said that once the
guide is published, it will be a
t. valuable reference-7tool or
bibliography to students,
scholars and genealogists.




Alexander, son of Teddy -G.
Alexander, Route 2, Murray,
has been promoted - to his
present- rank .while serving
with • the Second Marine
Division, Marine Corps Base,
camp Lejeune. N.C.
A 1977, graduate of Callosvay
County High School,
Alexander joined the Marines
if, June 1977.
reference tool will guide
searchers directly to
collections pertinent to their
needs, and allow them to avoid
time-wasting correspondence
and travel," she said.
write a Western documentary.
Robert Landry
In January, 1946, Holt
received an analysis of the
show written by the staff
psychologist of CBS, Dr.
Ernest Dichter. Holt was livid.
He responded "Instead of
having me write. . . Cimarron
Tavern have him write it.
Then put my story in the ring,
without gloves:. . and let the
best man win. I'll stand by' the
decision" Holt never got the
chance for the bout; 6 months
later the show got the ax. As a
result, Holt became a free
lance scriptwriter, made the
transition to TV drama, and
wrote for shows such as Studio
One and Big Town.
During all this time, from
the earrly- 1930's until the
early 1950's, Holt stove to
write serious fiction and H. L.
Menchen, among others, gave
him encouragement. But Holt
was trapped by his work and
only after he left CBS did he
have the time he needed. -
In addition, Holt Made a
coninion niistake, he wrote
about lurid characters who he
knew only dimly such as
gangsters; he had been a big
city reporter, it is true, but he
was not Daman Runyon.
Instead, he was a Kentuckian
from the town of Murray in
Calloway County whose
relatives included Baptist
ministers, g'rocers, and the
pioneers who settled the
region. In his serious fiction he
came home to Kentucky and
his first novel, The Gabriel
Horn (1951) is a masterpiece
of dialect and detail. The New:
York Times said of it "As rare:
and true and captivating a a
story of the American frontier
as has appeared in years. This
is a book of emphatic
distinction, a book In which
the pure stream of story-
telling flows as naturally as a
forest freshet, a book with a
'fresh tang and flavor to it of
•irrestible charm.",
Holt might have emerged as
a major literary force, but
fate was cruel and he was
found to be suffering from
cancer. He died only two
weeks after his second novel -
Dan'l Boone Kissed Me was
published in 1954.
Holt's novels — few through
they were — emerged as
distinctive and vital stories
rooted in Kentucky history.
CBS's Robert Landry once
complained that Holt's radio
scripts lacked "The rich
historical detail and racy
dialogue which characterizes
Felix Holt, the Man." In his
novels Felix Holt, the man
stands out in bold type.
Perhaps fellow novelist and
scriptwriter, Budd Schulberg,
put it best when he wrote,
."One of the sad things is that
iieople are so often better than
they show. Out of necessity or
hunger or least resistance
they do The Lone Ranger
which is ok -- but oh, oh, in
Felix's case there was so
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PIGGYBACK RESCUE — Laura Wallace wades
through knee deep water carrying Bond Almand from
his house in Atlanta, Ga., after heavy rain caused
flooding of Peachtree Creek Severe weather moved
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Supreme Court soon will hand
the news media a crushing
defeat in a decision that could
revolutionize libel law, ABC
News reports.
The court is poised to rule
that public officials or public
figures suing for libel may
force journalists to tell what
their thoughts, opinions and
conclusions were while
preparing a news story, the
television network said
Monday.
The ABC report, aired
during the television net-
work's .evening news
prog‘arr--said a majority of
the court's nine justices will
rule in favor of a former Army
officer who is suing CBS and
others for $44.7 million.
If accurate, the report
represents one of the rare
breaches in the 190-year
history of the high court's
vaunted secrecy.
The report by ABC
correspondent Tim O'Brien
said Justice Byron R. White is
writing the court's majority
opinion. It said Justice
William H. Rehnquist agrees
with White that people suing
for libel may probe a jour-
nalist's "state of mind."
The report said Justice John
Paul Stevens tried to dissuade
White from his view during
one of the court's closed
conferences,,
In addition, the report said
discussion of the important
free press controversy
precipitated a shouting match
Hubbard Proposes Tax Revisions
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Democratic gubernatorial
candidate ..,.Carroll Hubbard
has proposed six revisions,
which, he says, could mean a
$100 million tax savings for
Kentucky residents each year.
In a press conference here
Monday, the -First District
congressman said Ken-
tuckians pay more in taxes
than do residents 4—Ten-
nessee, Indiana, Ohio or West
Virginia.
He said the $100 million
could be recovered with better
state management and a 10






exemption to $425,000, equal to
the federal exemption.
—Imposing the state use tax
only on the amount actually
paid for a vehicle, eliminating
the tax on a trade-in
allowance. Hubbard said the
use tax is "our most unfair
tax."
—Making the state income
tax a percentage of the federal
income tax, with taxpayers
sending copies of their federal
tax returns to the state
Department of Revenue.
Hubbard said that would
simplify the filing procedure
and afford the same exem-
ptions from state taxes that
currently apply only to federal
taxes.
—Increasing the state's $650
individual standard deduction
to the federal level of $2,300 for
single taxpayers and $3,400 for
married couples.
—Lowering workmen's
compensation rales to. attract
industry.
"I really believe we have
more state employees than we
need," Hubbard said, but
added the 10 percent cut could
be accomplished through
normal attrition by 1982.
"Career state employees
have nothing to fear from
Carroll Hubbard," he said,
'adding , they actually are
underpaid and should receive
-raises.
However, Hubbard -






First -Lt. Paul W. Dunlap,
son Of Mrs. Alvena Dunlap, 210
, Barnett St., Hazel, recently
received a parachutist badge
upon completion of the three-
week airborne course at the
U.S. Army Infantry School:
Fort Benning, Ga.
During the first week of
,training, students undergo a
physical tr4ining program
and receive instruction in the
theory of parachating. The
second week they receive-
partical training by jumping
from 34-foot and 250-foot
towers. The final week
students are required to make
five static-line parachute
jumps.
Dunlap entered the army in
July 1976.
This Is Your Invitation To Hear
JOHN HOOVER
Mayfield, Kentucky
IN A SOUL STIRRING SERIES OF
Gospel Meetings
April 15 20, 1979
SONG LEADER —JIM WINEINGEIL—PALESTINE, TEXAS
Sunday: Class 10 a.m. - Worship 11 a.m.
Services — Sunday Night thru Friday Night at 7:30 •
Pleasant Valley Church of Christ
MILES EAST OF MURRAY ON OLD POTTERTOWN ROAD, HWY. 280
For Transportation Gall 753-3629 or 436-2337 or 753-466
1
Conn, would immediately be
fired.







"It's a shame Governor
Carroll didn't choose Roy
Stevens a long time ago in-
stead of Russell McClure,"
said Hubbard.
Stevens replaced McClure,
who resigned last July.
McClure later was indicted for
allegedly transferring two
state-owned vehicles to the
family of Howatd "Sonny"
Hunt, former Democratic
state chairman. The in-
dictment was dismissed in
November on a technicality.
Hubbard also said he would
close state offices outside
Kentucky; personally inspect
and trim personal service
contracts; reduce the state's
"reliance on rented office
space;" sell at least part of





among some justices that
attracted court police alai.;
med by the clamor.
O'Brien's report did not
specify the court's voting split
and did not offer any hint as to
his source.
O'Brien said he was "ab-
solutely certain" of the
report's accuracy and said he
was not free to comment on
how he came by the in-
formation.
Court spokesman Barrett
McGurn had "no comment"
on the report. Other court
sources could not confirm nor
discredit the report's ac-
curacy. . _
The case argued before the
justices last Oct. 31 involves a
still-pending suit by former
Army Lt. Col. Anthony Her-
bert against CBS, the net-
work's "60 Minutes" news
program, correspondent Mike
Wallace, producer Barry
Lando and The Atlantic
Monthly.
Herbert, who was stripped
of a battalion command, was
propelled to national
prominence in 1971 when he •
formally charged his superior
officers with covering up war -
crimes in South Vietnam.
Lando's investigation of
Herbert's experience led to a .
Feb. 4, 1973, "60 Minutes"
telecast called "The Selling of •
Colonel Herbert.'-'
In it, the truth of Herbert's •
charges was called into..
question. Lando also wrote an •
article for The Atlantic.
Monthly about his findings.
Herbert's suit charged that
the program and article
"falsely and maliciously" -
depicted him as a liar.
Under a landmark 1964
Supreme Court ruling, libel
suits filed by public figures
must prove "actual malice"
before they can be successful.
The legal definition of actual
malice is knowledge- that a
statement possessed a false or
reckless disregard of whether
it was false or not.
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Stress formula  Vitamins
• A touch of Womanhood
in a Stress Formula Vitamin
• Regular or with Iron
60 Tablets
4.46
?it SALE ENDS APRIL 23
All 20` Candy Bars
0.12-1In  _ --11ILISKISTE134
Unicap Therapeutic
High Potency .
3 86 Vitamin'Ferniula• with Minerals
Bottle of 30 FREE
with Purchase of 90
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with Maalox added
for Stomach Protection








































• 201' High chrome leg
•Conyenient side Tray
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Join Begley's Senior Citizen Savings Plan
If you are 60 years of age or older you are eligible. Stop by
our store today and fill out an application. Save an additional
10% on our already low prescription prices.
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KROGER IT THE PIECE
Jumbo Bologna


















U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice Beef
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LET THE KROGER DELI DO IT.
Lift Spro•-Fever appetites with light tasty prepared f.o.tvis ham
the. Kroger Deli.... lunch meats, cheese cold fried chicken.
potato salad ond tole slow ever TASTE Spflrlie COTO to the
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Catfish Steaks
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Sour Cream Dips 2 'T,°1- 894
LAND '0 LAKES
Golden Velvet Loaf 
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Crinkle Cut French Fries 7ABG$1 39
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KROGER SANDWICH BUNS OR
l'a. $ 1.09
Hot Dog Buns  Rms. .
COUNTRY OVEN
Angel Food Cake 
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PM •
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You'll find the cost-cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items throughout our store
 Plus each week
you'll find cost-cutter weekly od specials for extra savings on grocery items, dairy, frozen food
s, health
beauty oids, meats and produce
B.N.B. SLICED
Mushrooms
GREAT ON NOT DOGS 240!.










Taco Shells  69'
%PEAS
4.5
14 01 . 
SApple Juice rt. 1
ASSORTED VARIETIES KRAFT
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Italian Dressing . 
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14 02. 25'Spaghetti CAN
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I. LE-GAL NOT ICS _
THY Shelton, as of
arryrii 17, 1979 will be
responsible for no debts
Jther than my own
SHERIFFS SALE
. The Sheriff of
Calloi/ay County, Ken-




1979, , at 1:00 P.M. at





-Camper t13 ft.) Serial
No. 136413582G












22/10 acres with new
4 inch well, septic





















GOO IS LOVE. I Jorfn 4:8.
But seek ye first the
kingdom Of God, and His
rightousness; and all these
things shall be added unto
you." Matthew 6:33. 24 hour
phone, answered by God's
servants. NOT A TAPE. 759-
46007111fire-Pacts --and "FFee--
Store. Hear our broadcast
Sundays at 12:30 on WSJP.
Community Develop-
ment Agency in Hazel,
KY is now accepting
applications for
housing rehabilitation
grants. An home '
owners in the city of




at 302 A Main St.,
Hazel between 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m., Monday
through Frido-y.
Assistance- will be
provided for those who




prograth is funded by












at the Murray Calloway County Parks
Dept,eApplications can be picked up at
the parks department office at 10th and,
Payne. Deadline is April 30th, 1979.
AMkkiVThw
2. NOTICE 
WHAT WE do beSt
Needline, 753-6333.
5. LOST A FOUND-
FOU D: LARGE, male „clog
in the old Faxon community.
White with black spots. Call
436-2439.
LOST Since November Black
and Tan Doberman. call
7$3-0443: --
LOST GOLD COIN from
necklace. Lost Friday night.
Call Corn Austin 753-2472.
Reward.- '
•LDST Austrailan Shepherd, 2
yrs old, WaY 'end
black Lost on South 121.
Reward. Call 753-2287 -
6. HELP WANTED
BABYSITTER. in al- near
town, for boy 8, and girl 6.
Summer months 7:30 -4:30,
Call 489 2230 after 6:00 pm. 
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply in
person, Calloway
Manufacturing Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray, KY.
EXPERIENCED CAR
cleanup man and mechanic
with tools. Apply at Kay
Mart Auto,  511 S 3rd or call
-753-4626.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Will hire 3 thts month, want




raises, high school grad or




labor. pply in person
c-arrowa y • Mentrtactur tog
Company, 111 Poplar.
ORDERLY AND janitor
wanted. Apply at Fern
Terrace Lodge,,1505 Stadium












302 N. 12111 St.
can 753-3253
14. WANT TO Buy
JUNK 'CARS deliver or will
pick up. Call 474-8854 or 527-
1315.
JUNK CARS Call after 5 pm,
474-8838.
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
100 AMP service pole war__ JA5_
feet of nutriber 2 un-
derground service- wire and
19 concrete blocks. All for
S125: Call- 75-3-314:37---
ElOY S BLUE 10 speed,bike,
girl's shoe skate, -size ,6' 2,
I-fbnda 70, and floating lounge
chair, pbrtible stereo set.
Call 753-4482 between 5 and 9
P 
IN SAW chains, .38"
pitch for 16" bar, 510.59; 20"




19. FARM EQUIP. 
LONG 'DRESSES, silos FORD, -t -row corn drift,
5,7,and 9. Call 489 2114 or Excellent condition, Drilled 
TWO BEDROOM house for
- less then 100 acres. 
7rweritams. 11' .2 miles out of town
489m A-R2i7N62ib.. 
BAT.34RY, 36 436-2233 after 6 prn.  36. RENTOR LEASE
if month 80 amp, 526.99; 60
month 95 amp, $36 99. Wallin INTERNATIONAL CUB
Hardware. Paris.  farm-all tractor. 'belly
mower, cultivators and
SKIL SAW sale model 538,
$29.99; model 574, 534.99; 
bedistwkseen, allapnlowd 3: 436-2332, call
model 559, 551.99; model 552, - 
tia6.69; mocKst g53, NEW _ TOBACCO scaffold
•Model 554, $79.99. Wallin wagons, double wide; 21-
Hardware, Paris.' long. 1-886-6029 in Hopkin-
LIESIFIED
TWO, 14" ROCKET mags to 'a
fit Ford, $60. Also a
Mossburg model 600 AT shot-.
wf4,- S90- 7534127
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
_z_utpilTENNAE. Call
sville after 6 pm.
753-48 .  SNAPPER MOWER blades,
26", 28", 30", your choice,
16. HOME FURNISHINGS  $5.99 each. Wallin Hardware,
We Buy, Sell Or trade





DEARBORN two 14 inch
bottom plows. $200. Call
753-3830,
FOUR 16 inch Ford Plows
Call 753-9357.
month guarantee, 6 vo
ammo, group 3 EH, $44.99, 12




507, $39.99. Why paVifiaTtliph --
price when you can purchase
Model 2201 RotoShear for
Only $32.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
9 HP 'HAND TYPE garden
tractor with turning plow,
disk,' and cultivator. Sears
chain-saw, Clinton 4 hp
motor, Cast iron block with--
horizontal shaft. Call 753-9672
in mornings.*
EARN EQUIP.
1978 Drill Morutor, Dickey
John. Four Row. new, a
bargain. $300
1777 Chisel Plow Athens.
almost ne w 61.200
- 2977 Grain Wagon, Farm
"King, excellent condition,
WOO
1776 Cultipacker, Brillion. 16
ft.. excellent condition, $1,350
1976 Disk Harrow, Bush
Hog, 18 ft , needs minor
repair, $2,803
1474 l'ir,TI Ford, 4 row
,r.i.efis minor repair, $750
14776 Plow, Ford, 4. -furrow
good condition $0
1975 Cultivator, Thrifty., 4-
row, good condition. MO
1975 Bush & Bog Cask,
Rome. 12 it , ideal for new
ground, $1,150
1973 Chevrolet, Grain
Truck, C65, heavy axle, 14 ft
bed, overhauled 1978, ex-
cellent condition, $7.600













































YvHAT 5 TO DECIDE?
WE'RE ALL NAMED








XiV 7NE 5SCULL CAKE frIANY WEEK9 PASS,-


























Organ, 1 ' 2 years old. Sold for
54000 will sell for $2500 Call
SPRAYERS, 2 GALLON,
$12.99; • 3 gallon, $13.99:
stainless steel, 3 gallon.
A29.99. Wallin Hardware,
Pal-is.'
TILLER, 5 HP with Briggs
and Stratton engine. chain
THREE PIECE set of
drive, $209.99. Wallin Har-
dware, Paris. Mediterien den furniture.
Call 753-0443. TRACTOR BATTERIES, 24




For factory authorized parts,
sales, and service call 1901i
6424619. Located at 102 W.
Washington St., Court Square,
FSiris, TN.
19. FARM EQUIP.
ALMOST NEW Ford, 8 foot,
Picktee disk, $600. Ford bush 759-1856. 
hog, 6 foot, $500. M.F. plow, REALISTIC STER 10 120
no. 3, t4-inch plows, $400: Call watt receiver, two 150
speakers, LAB turntable.







- & Pest Control
24. MISCELLANEOUS
BATHTUBS,- WHITE, 5'
steel, $64.99; Colors, $69.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
COMMODES. WHITE,
$3999; Colors, $47 50. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
EAR THWAY PRECISION
garden Seeder complete with
six plates, 130.99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
EIGHT VW whei s, four 4
tug, four 5 bolt ..neeis. ,arua
tires Make otter -)3 2698_
FOUR WHITE s;.oke rims 10
WO with tires 5350 nearly
Cuii 
15 x 20 INDOOR Outdoor
carpet, br..,wn tan and
orange. ne4 Pour fold ,ng
conferance tables like neN 8
'foot long 3: "es wide Call
759-11.a) 41.e 5 pen.
,MURRAY 8H0 electric Siart
riding iaat:) ower, 30" cut,
- in good condi. on,phone 753
3295.
RA-P+D-GRC (ix., $1.39, 16
oz., $2 1§. 31 cc .53.75; 5 lb..
57.75, 10 lb 211.85. Wallin
Hardware, Pr S.
RAP1D SHOtiPENER for
precision sa,.. chain filing,
only $1299 a' Nallin Hard-
ware, Pars
SAW OUST for safe:-
Shoemaker _umber Co..
McKenzie To 901) 352-5737.
STAINLESS TEEL kitchen
doubl!. ''crilpartment, 4
hole, Self r r-n ing, $29.99;
139 99 ss9 vi Wallin Har-
dware, Par
27. MOB HOME SALES






TWO STATION beeuty shop




rabbits for sale, Pleasant




puppies, will be ready to go
by April 26, 753-7138
DOBERMAN PUPPIE50/2







Blacks and Yellows, Call
753-3406.
41. PUBLIC SALES
FIVE PARTY Garage Sale.
Thursday, Friday and
Saturday between Stella and
Kirksey. First brick house on
Squire Potts road.
Glassware, childs Car seat
and riding toys, furniture,








Saturday April 21, 8
a.m. to 3 p.m.
MOVING SALE, Friday and
Saturday, April 20 thru April
22nd. 1045 Panorama Drive,
Panorama Shores, 436-5544.
SIX PARTY yard sale!
Friday and Saturday, 8 am to
4 pm, 907 Vine Street. Fur-
niture, clothing for all ages,
toys, lots of odds and ends
and miscellaneoUS. Can-
celled incase of rain.
YARD SALE! 1709 Miller,
Saturday, April 21, from 8 till
5 Household items, toys,
furniture •
YAFID SALE! 8 am Thur
--stray mor-fling. Clothes,
household items, etc:, at 914
1967.HILLC;'.E rST,12 X 56. all
electr,c, ,rni-shed, alr-
condi ',deed nice. _Price
$3750 Phoni- 2767:
28.,MOB HOME RENTS
60 W-JB ILE HOME
furnished Ar conditioned,
Nice.. Coup-, only. Phone
753,-3895 Miro- :00 prn,
29. HEATING 8 COOLING 
SEARS 16.5A BTU air
conditioner r, -ndOw, - used
one seasor 't; 50. Call 753
" 6210 after 4
WE BUY ri sell *use& air
cOncl,f one- A.1551 or 753-,
9104
 ') 30. BUS. RENTALS























SHOPPI INC, ....E.KER next
to Murra., ,..-oe University
campus t- a,, % . dingfor rent.
Eciu,ppr.d ,.,," las heat and
ale condit)orii,-; c4ll/53.3018.
after 5 p.,
31.WANT TO RENT 
.
WANTED l' '," May 15th:
College ,..• ) .,yee desire's
nice or ,- • , • NO bedroom
Arround " ' 'ti .--: ' . . '
32. PTS. FOR RENT
Jprnleiashseed 
call
753 f3?,,,,i1 ,i+ • • -
shed.' Year
f
F U N 1 ',if f- D APART
MEt 
T, 0,-1  c.,.droom, /flat,
sleeping r 0,, ri;'.., Zimmerman






7`a"51'35:WP3maanO::::it;'1::1)41:1,'?;c1341 iiavallt5e t1.-oy'rs74t rnCefeeetnaaetirrti
43 RE AL ESTATE
EVERY INCH actuality built
4horne custom built for
owner setting on 2 acres..
Owner has been transferred
from tnis 3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick with double garage.
Your wife will enioy
preparing meals in this
U- shaped kitchen with
several feet of cabinets. Dial
753-1492 for your personal






With Thiel.' riencify Touch"
COMMERCIAL BUIL-
DING. . 3 floors in-
cluding basement,




side property - ex-
cellent warehouse
facility. Call for all
details. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
IT'S WHAT'S inside that
counts! Plenty of com-
fortable living space to en.
joy - -living room with
naming 'area plus 3 queen
-sized bedrooms with closets
all the way across the
rooms. double vanity,
(marble) in bath-faceted on
quiet established street near
schools. 'Dial 753-1492 for
your personal showing
5&404E461 Ext. 
YARD SALE! Friday and I
Saturday. beginning at 10 am '
at 510 S 6th Street. -Catarmari
sailboat, clothes, shoes, baby
















Realty, 753-1222 for all
the details.
I. ACRE LOT near Kentucky
Lake. Call Chuck Thurman,
759 1677 Chilton and Hance
Realty.
TWO Fat r,..; , ,,,V.spartrn—ent,
,Caletti.1,0ert:nU:,Nre:1 ),:: ,,ri i, ip.raoirMs.9eiEt vegaraudsit.aednod.f
Murray 'a') bedroom.
I-s i ()ROOM' un
avaliat;, ,,,,,,, 1, $175 Per
montg r .i.i-,.. 6930,
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
7
r0Hr:‘,:11 ..i.,,' Call 436-7336'
753 324 





0311 Realtors 759 17,07
MARSHALL COUNTY
MASTERPIECE
This r4 bedroom, 2,1
bath -home' 'has not
been featured in Bet-
ter Homes and Gar-
dens YET, but it could
be. The exterior is
cypress and brick, the
Interior is beautifully
decorated and in-
cludes a large bay win-




dwood floors and two
heat pump systems for
your year-round
ecOrTornical comfort.
All of these and many
other special featui es
are located on ap-
proximately 91/2 acres









BRAND NEW CABIN, near
the take', -2' bedrooms, living'
room with beamed ceiling.
Kitchen with stove and
refrigerator and most for_
niture will go with sale Only
$9,900. Nelson Shroat






Colonial home and 2
acres that has more
special _features than
you can imagine. All-
rooms are spacious,
with. 4 bedrooms, 31,4
baths, living room
family room, kitchen









decks. All of these will,





1222 for full-time real
estate service.
AIN'T got nobody- Here's
a lonesome little home that
needs a face lift and a little
love to make it tsa-Ppy again,
It's a real bargain at a rock
. bottom price... loc&ted on an
acre lot for only $10,000.
71:Fffered by -Cd-r---OTS-JObs
Realty dial 753 8221 or 753
1492 for your appointment
(4: ALT
South 12th at Sycamor•
E rPHCINE 75316 51
Walk to the grocery
and shopping with the
purchase of this three
bedroom brick at 1397
Johnson. Lots of built-
ins and closets plus
pull down stairs for
extra storage. Fenced











building on- S. 4th
Street with business
area in front, shop
area in back and
possible living area
upstairs could be the
answer to your needs.
Building is on 100'x250'
lot. Call .today for
details. Boyd-Majors





I REAL ESTATE 753-8080
Professional Services
With Tim Frienells Touch**
OWNER SAYS
SELL!! NOW!! Coun-
try lovers, here's your
chance to move into
this 3 bedroom, B. V.
situated on 4 acres
West of Kirskey. Built













Insurance I Neal Estate




--NICELY WOODED five acre
homesites located on
blacktop road near lake. Any
of these attractively priced
properties can be gought
with a low down payment
--anal- the -balance..,f inanc.en
over an extended period
John O. Neubauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St., 753-01016
753•7531. •
IS. FARMS FOR SALE
le ACRES WITH house, S
m oast of town. Will
consider selling part. 753-
7241, weekdays after 6:30,
weekends any time.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
A BEAUTIFULLY
decorated new 3 bedroom, 2
bath Colonial ranch. Formal
living and dining room, eat
in kitchen, cabinets galore,
seettweistaplace, 10
closets plus 2 car garage
Near completion. Offered by
builder, 753-5167.
TWO LOTS in Ceder Heights BY 




 The area eat inkitchen, gas heat, near
.t., living, dining, andsubdivision. Restricted for ..Pe family roam with fireplace,
has lovely homes and the mutray High, Ill Doranlocation is great. Close to Road. 7534405.town and near the lake. See' -
...at only $3,700 each. NELSON .$Y OWNER: Three
SHROAT REALTORS, bedrooms, two full baths,
759-.1707 living room, large den with
kitchen,fenced
-1-irtveraCe.car crarnatgrey,
backyard, gas heat, central
air. Low 560's. Shown by
appointment only. Call 759-









WALK TO THE LAKE
from this gustic home
near Panorama
Shores. You'll love the
heavily wooded lot, the
first floor patio and the
deck off the second
level. 3 bedrooms and
2 baths, great room
with Franklin
fireplace plus formal





NCE - COuntry at-
spherss-1----
minutes from twin is
this 3 BR brick, home





Central heat and air
for year around
comfort! Sound in-
viting? Then give us a
call. Only $42,900.
John Smith, Realtor
BY OWNER, 8 room house,
particatly furnished, new
bedroom suite, living roam,
new wood Slave, kitchen Set,
captain's chairs on rollers,
Drapes, new washer,
refrigerator, range. Lot 100x
165 Under; -- St7,000. Call
492-8850. No reaffors please.
BY OWNER, Lovely niree---
bedroom brick with garage
and paved drive SpaciouS
fenced backyard. • Priced in
30's. Call 753-9285.
BY BUILDER: new _1
bedroom, 3 bath ,house In -
Canterbury. Call 753-3903 for
further information.
BY OWNER 4 bedroom, 2½.
baths, living, dining, and
family room with fireplace.
eat in kitchen, study, double
garage and large 'fenced
Veto. gas heat. 1701 Johnson.
753-1663. 
lisir OWNER Extra nice 3
'-brick, den with
fireplace, living room,
- located _in. CarnehILL sta '
7' P"' _
FRAM HOUSE, 2 bedroom,




19711 AC K YAMAHA
--1(5-400- -speciat, 800 actual
ihiles Call 753-6809 after 5
Pm. - 4 
HONDA 400-FOUR, excellent
condition. 753.6562 after S'
Pm. 
1976 SUZUK I, RM 370A, S 8,
W gas oil shocks, air fork kit,
many high perfor mane*
extras. Can be seen at 756-
Rigeria Courts, after 5 pm.
$550.
1978,, 650 Special Edition
Yamaha, 3000 miles, $1,800.
Call 753--0457 between 8 am
401411 am -.
1974 Suzuki, TM-400 trail
bike, exceHent condition.




Thursday, April 26-10:00 AM
Kentucky (Paducah Area)
LOCATION 1144sis Y.m (Ame..40(ee (f4,0 elPlee(cl••••(TI INN vvy 6.Tveni INANNA NT4
ateritai Ia•Neliy Wertre ter WAN, liertire egos ,s4e off Ilwy49 mml pa I NA.
• abe
Nan, %Awl Tom! VI ceopI0•1,/ wiring Oft..." Fill11. r IN • 'MO, Metelleed
~Mier • gree•Ol. EIMOVI*1 TIN ninsiNiNg Is.* see .NOTTINad •KIrlNa. Is
EACH PIECE POSITIVELY SELLS REGARDLESS OF PRICE TOTHE HIGHEST BITTF.It WITHOUT LIMIT, MINIMUM OR RISER.
VATION! .
CRAWLER TRACTORS. SiI Cat De's, S/N's 44A11027, etA72177,
46A6211, 35,11-7200, 15A2104; Cat DOC, S/N 10E10123; Cat DSC S/N
76A25411; Cat MB, S/N 44A564$; Jahn Deane 450, S/N 0169391 8-way.
LOADERS: Cat 48, S/N 87A6743, GP mei ROPS Cat 9554 S/N
85.1117114; Cat *891.5/N 80A7234.
MOTOR GRADERS. Cat 12, S/N 99FA018, sideshitt & cab; Cat 12,
S/N 70D-3301. !adman & canopy
SCRAPERS: 421 Term TS14's, S/N's 13UOT52089 & I3U01130111; 121
Cat 6,111Ca.S/N5111F12S7 and 41FISIS: 131 Cat owIsC's,s/y'r mj4,_.
750154, 750115; Cat DW15F, S/N 7617709; Cat 80 Pull Scraper, S/N
2D2122;42) AC 315 Pull Scrapers, S/N's 1228 and 1201, Flat Allis ISIS,
S/N 360)0114, Paddle Wheel Scraper.
COMPACTORS, DISCS, WATER WAGONS. BuitaloSprIngtleld
K45A, S/N 29522; Grace 80" Sheerafoot, S/N 280, Rome TAW2040
Bush & Boa, S/N 21814; Euclid 9FDT Water Wagon, SIN-32918: Whitewith 30001 Gal. Water Tank& Pump,
DRA'GI4NES. Koehring 405, S/N 10604,60' boom; larame 25, S/N
12714, tot parts; 120 Draiihne Buckets; Ii Clam Buckzi '
LOWBOYS, TRUCKS, TRAILERS ISIS Phelan 56•Ton, 3-Ails
Lowboy; Miller--Tth-Top w/ hoist; 32' Single Axle Flatted; Single
Axle Auto Carrier; (31 Storage Trailers; 12) Diamond T Tractors
with C,urtunins tandem; Chevrolet All-Purpose Dump; Chevrolet
Mechanic 'Truck w/welders, ginpote& air compressor; Williams IF
office-Trailer; IMC 'Singe Axle Truck/Tracar, 4-Wheel Farm
Trailer.
„FUEL & GREASE EQUIT'MENT 8000 Gal Tralln.,)bile Stainless.
htectrat Tot irtfutittransferpornp: 8006 011 fa/Naiad ,-30510
-Gal. Fuel Skid Tank; 41/08Gal.*Trailmobde Tanker, 3000 Gal. Tank on
Chevrolet Truck with oil supplies: Fuel &Grease Truck with Air am-
ar& reels an Ford; Skid Mugged Greaiang Unit Complete withfi Compressor; Miscellanea= Small Fuel Tanks & Bodies.
RADIOS, OFFICE EQUIPMENT, HAND TOOLS: Malaria Base
Station & Mobilea 42.03; Adding Machine; Copy Machines:Typewriter, Hand Tools.
aNICILLAITIOVA Calvess Floc lortiNksa 11NN, kn. low raw SANWA taw
Each piece positively sells regardless of price to Use MOW* bidder
-4! without limit. Minimum or Reservatice
,TERMS: Cast, or Cashier's Check. A Bank Letter Must Accompany
All Company or Personal Dierks. No Exceptions. Full Settlement To
Be Made Ilky of Sale,
INIINIT,N Into:NINA
LTA
AUCTION 5-015.A9, IISTATS CO .
ONO PON Ale A ME.,417teinAlt • (Met tIF t•iff sikakeleLonen • ciIiTf


































THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Wednesday, April 18, 1179
LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
TRAIL BIKE 70 cc, 1294
actual miles. Call 753-1856
after 5 PM,
1976 YAMAHA, XS- 500,
good condition, 4000 miles.
Call 753 0514.
48.  AUTO. SERVICE 
CAR BATTERIES, 24 month
guarentee, 522 88 36 month
guarentee, 80 amp, $26 99 60




grade, white wall, 0 ply
polyester with Road Haza60
guarantee A78X13. $2139
and $1 72 FET; E78X14,
525 63 and 52.20 FET;
f: 78 X14, $26.40 and, $2.3,2
ET, G78X14 or 15, $28 T0
and $254 FET, H78X14 or 15,
530.52 and $2.76 FET,




1974 :BUICK Regal great
condition, must sell. Call 753
9964 after 5:00 PM.
1974 CHEVELLE Legunda,
S-3. Power steering, Power
brakes, Air, Swivel seats new





1971 DODGE POLARA, good
tires, good motor $aw Call
753-0514
1978 DODGE MAGNUM XE,
loaded wiff1 extras, call 753-
7413 after S pm
1967 FIREBIRD, automatic
transmission, body very
nice. Call, 474-2756 after 4
pm.
FOR SALE: 1972 Ausfi, 100
LS, air, AM FM radf6, good
condition. Call after 6 pm,
153 4506.
1971 INTERNATIONAL
Travel all, automatic, power
and air.3600. Call 753-4053. •
1971 PLYMOUTH DUSTER,
speed.318 engine. 753-0069. 
1973 PINTO, automatic, Air,
58000, miles, nice. $1200. Call
753.-8124.
1973 PINTO SQUIRE wagon,
53,000 miles, automatic, and
air, radials. Nice. 753 2738.
1971 TRIUMPH TR 6, 42,000
actual miles, excellent
condition, Michelin radial
tires, 30 miles per gallon,
$2475 Call 753 9920
tiro Vi 41put street
NEW OFFICE HOURS
Monday-Frida 7.30-Noon
PRICE HAIR CUT 51 50
Closed II Wed
Saturday 7.30 til 5: 00
PRICE SOAVE 81.25
For hospitol & house calls *ass ail 733-3483 sue dry he si-





Floored cutd ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also born style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons and patios, or U.
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less. Closed Free Fri.
pie. HI See. 2 pair: - -
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
as 4WD •IN11•111 MAP 0 IMI•  • • mar MD rd. tat. ari
rin=i• . Mdbr• saga= A./ Mr WO rim • • adir 010 .0 earorro











1978 TRANS AM loaded with
extras. 753 6562 after 5 pm
1967 VOLKSWAGON
Squareback, new tires, good
dependable transportation.
$575. Ca117$3-8124
WHITE TRANS Am, 31,000
actual miles, best offer. Call
753 0552 after 5 pm
SO. USED TRUCKS
1977 CHEVY 3 quarter ton





Van, 6000 actual miles. A-1





Brakes, Air, 55000 mileS,
$1600. Call 753-8124.
1976 DODGE FOUR wheel
drive, 436 2332 between 9 and
1968 JEEPSTEP COM 1'' - u1 Uflil0tatureSyna,cai.. in,
MANDER. 4 wheel drive. 
1970 Chevrolet pickup. V8. 9'p You WANT ME TO 00 TO The1973 Honda 500, 4 cylinder.
Call 436 2400 after 4 pm.
REBUILT ENGINE for
Chevy Luv pickup, $200. Also
will install. Phone 492-8841.
- -
CAMPER TOP for
Chevrolet, step side bed, real
nice, paneled, cabinets,
wired for battery oor 110. 436-
2796.
CAMPER (WEEKENDER)
with sink and potty, sleeps 3,
$250 435 4588,
8 FOOT TRUCK .topper,
paneled, excellent condition,
$150. Cap 753-8324.
l7A foot PHENIOX Camper
sleeps six, $1700. Call 753,8056 
,STARCRAFT AND Road
• Ranger Dealer, travel
traiktrs, 5th wheels, and
popup.. Both new and used
Complete line, parts and
accessories, hitches, brakes,
and lights; instalIckl. White's
Camper Sales, located East
74 highway toward Ken
Lake, Murray, KY, Call 753-
3605.
27' VEGA' TRAVEL trailer,
deluxe model, air, awning,
carpet, t.v antenna,, spare
tire, large refrigerator, dual
holding tanks, like new
condition. $4875. 753-9920.
20 FOOT COACHMAN travel
trailer. Call 753-5499.
52. BOATS & MOTORS
CUSTOM BUILT Astroglass
bass boat, 125 hp Evinrude
motor, trolling motor, heavy
duty drive on trailer. Call
753-8792.
14' FIBERGLASS BOAT,
Runabout, 25 hp Johnson
motor, eleetric start, and
Johnson controls, good
condition. Boat, motor, and
trailer, $550 or best offer. 753-
3124.
$2. BOATS & MOTORS
1978 MODEL 197" deep V
Runabout with 228 hp
Mercruiser, all aluminum
Tandum trailer. Has been
water only one time. 753-4320.
1976 RUNABOUT 151 2 foot
115 hp Johnson $3,700 Call
492-8313
1978 TERRY 460 CM Bass
Boat with 191855 hp Evinrude
with stainless prop. Extras
include depth finder, foot
control trolling motor, drive
on trailer. Rigged for
Tourament fishing. $4200.
Firm. Call anytime, 436.5811.
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delivery On Prescriptions In City Limits
1976 MARK TWAIN 16 tri
hull, walk through wind-
shield, 150 hp Mercury motor
with power trim and power
tilt, with trailer. Extra nice
Call 759 4588 from 10 to 5.753
7637 after 5
ONE., SHARK Wildflower
sailboat, 1112 foot with sails,
mast, oars. Never in water,




owners! Ecomony epa ir
Shop 143zel. KY. has an
experienced and factory
trained mechanic. You can
save up to 50 per cent labor
cost. Come in or call for
estimates and compare.







ADDITIONS, E N -
CLOSURES, fireplacces,
garages, home building,




BYARS BROTHERS & Son.
General home remodeling;
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 pr 1 362.4895.
BACK HOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753-5808 or 753 5706.
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,
steps, free estimates. 753-'
5476. 
CAN'T GET those small jobs
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry,
painting, plumbing,
aluminum , siding, patios,
small concrete jobs. Call 436-




Carpet Care. 489-2774. 
CARPET CLEARtNG, free
estimates, satisfied
references, V ibra-Vac steam
or dry cleaning-. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827.
WILL DO baby sitting in my
home Call 759-1925.
CAMPER REPAIR, all
brands, Eat-lift and Reese
hitches, electric brakes, and
light hookups White Camper
Sales, IgGated East 94 high
way,,-ward Ken Lake,
Murray, KY. 753 0605.
COMPLETE ASPHALT
maintenance paving, pat
ching, also seal coating. Call
753 7148 or 753 9043. Located
at Murray Speedway: High
way 641 N of Murray.
DO. YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for tree estimate, Steve Shaw
753 9490.tr Bob Kemp, 435
4343, 
DAIVE.WA s.S WHITE
rocked and graded, size
pea grerGel, free estimates
Clifford Garrison, 753 5429
after 4 pm. •
EXTENOR AND interior
painting, carpentri work
done, decks and porches bull
and repaired, gutter cleaning
or installation, small
plumbing, concrete walks,
patios, and drivewaYs also






753-2310 for free estimates.
HUGH OUTLAND roofing,
excellent references, call
753-1486 between 7 am and
3:30 pm, ask for Shelley.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bill's,
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
estimates.
JACK'S BLACK TOP paving.
patching, also seal coating
Phone 436.2513.
LANDSCAPING AND lawn
care, by the job or contract
for the entire season. C811






Jack Glover, 753-1873 after 6
pm.
WILL DO housework Cal:
492.8700.
THIS PROFESSIONAL STAFF PRODUCED:
53. SERVICES OFFERED
NEW LAWNMOWER Shop
located at Murray Sport
Marine Center‘, 718 S 4th





WILL MOW yards Call 753
9210
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guarenteed.
Call or -write Morgan Con
strUction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day  orf ight, 1 442-7026. 
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
'and remodeling around the
home 753 2211
53. SERVICES OFFERED
WOULD LIKE to keep
children in my home. I live in
The Kirksey area, have had
experience. 489 2276 
WILL HANG wallpaper and
paint 10 add final touch to
yoltir spring cleaning Call
437 4617 atter 3 pm. 
WOULD LIKE to babysit ji
my home, weekdays, for 3',
year old or. up. 759 1808. 
57. WANTED
TWO PROFESSIONAL men:-
looking for a 2 bedroom.
house, preferably wit*
garage or out building. Cali;
753 3324 frqm 10 am to 5 pm. 
WANTED: ELECTRIC golf:.
carts, any condition. Write.;
BOX 296, Mayfield, KY 42066.
This choice home will show you real pride of
ownership. Check out this lovely 3 bedroom '
home with formal dining room, family room with.
fireplace, 23 x 15 game room and much, much
more. Located one block frorp Murray High
School. Priced at $62,500.
N 155 THOUSAND
IN REAL ESTATE SALES FOR 1978 -WE EXPECT 1979 TO BE EVEN BETTER
FOR FAST RESULTS LIST WITH BOYD-MAJORS




THIRTY DAY WEATHER OUTLOOK — This is\wh
the nation's weather looks for the next 30 days in ter-
















and one Tennessean have been





David -Lynn Bugg, a senior
agriculture major at the
university and the son of Mr.
and Mrs. tlaude C. Bugg, Sr.,
of Clinton.
Patricia Lynn Melvin, a
junior computer science
major and the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth L. Melvin,
Route 2, Murray.
Janet Gall Tucker, a
sophomore journalism-
communications major and
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Edward Tucker,
Route 1, Kirksey, and
Cheryl Denise Hawkins, a
graduating senior at Stewart
County High School and the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sam
C. Hawkins, Route 1, Big
Rock, Tenn., at Murray State,
she plans to major in
elementary education.
Cheryl has maintained a
scholastic average of 97
percent throughout high
school and will graduate next
month as the valedictorian of
her 113-member class.
Her honors— include
math awards, listing in
"Who's Who Among American
High Students" and "The
Society of Distinguished
American High School
Students" as well as mem-
bership in the 4-H Congress.
Her high school activities
include membership in. FHA,
4-H Club, math club, science 
club, the Beta Club and work




are provided from interest
generated from the in-
vestment of a $50;000 con-
tribution to the university by
the Hutson Chemical Com-
pany of Murray.
Bugg, Miss-Melvin and Miss
Tucker have been awarded
Hawkins is the first-year
recipient.
Applicants must be
residents of Ballard, Caldwell,
Calloway, Carlisle, Crit-
tenden, Fulton, Graves, Hick-
man, Lyon, Livingston,
Marshall, McCracken or
Trigg Counties in Kentucky or
of Henry, Obion, Stewart or
Weakley Counties in Ten-
nessee.
Recipients must be mem-
bers of a farm family, and
may pursue any full-line
course of study they choose at.-.
the university.
The awards are among 89 in
honorary, memorial and
alumni scholarships, totaling
$68,600, which have been made
at the university by.the alumni
association this year. All the
scholarships will be presented
officially at a reception April
28 in the lobby of Ordway Hall
with the recipients and their
parents as guests.
The annual alumni banquet
will follow in the Beshear





The • Coldwater Baptist
Church will hold a Bible
Institute starting Thursday.
April 19, and continuing
through Sunday. April 22.
according to the pastor,., the
Rev. Odis Y. Shultz.
Speakers will--be the Rev.
Larry Salmon, Thursday; the
Rev. Billy Turner, Friday; the
Rev. Leon Penick, Saturday;
the Rev. Don Farmer, Sunday
morning; and the Rev.
Stephen Cobb, Sunday
evening.
Services will be at7: 30 p.m.
Thursday -through Saturday,
and at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. on
Sunday. At noon on Sunday a
potluck luncheon will be
served.
continuing scholarships under. The-pastor, the Rev. Shultz,
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EP-1 PEELING WAND $23" 1O
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